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understands ~he patterning· of his langu,age the better will 
be his oral readin9 interpretation and. his silent 'reading ' 
comprehension"~(p. 50). Thus, when the reader is recon-
structing graphi~ inf9rmation he must be familiar with the 
·~ . 
syntax (structure of language--war~ order, word forms) and 
serna~tics (the realm 'of rneaning-~word knowledge, interpre-
tc;ltion) i'nher.ent in the wri'tten discourse. For years, this 
- . 
.• 
area o( decoding i~farmation has received focus from linguists· ' 
. ' , . 
~(Chomsky (19S7);·srnith (1966); Crystal (1976)]: ~~ychologists 
[C~rr~~l ~'~-1~964 ) .;~e:f~~re· (1.964) ] ; philosophers :[(Bor·sodi (1.967) -; 
. ' " I . 
. ~~enl.x· · (1_~-~·4) :'[-a·t_z il9.72_) 1; ~:nd edu~~to~s . [ fG9odrnan (1968); 
S·hackforQ. (1976): Beebe (1·976·)]. 
~ . ' 
·. 
) 
Experts in tbe above · fi't!,lds have 'propos·ed theories 
' ' . * 
conc~rning t~~ reievanc~of tbe,knowtedge of syntax ~nd 
,. - • • ..., r'I_.,. JJ .• . . • 
semantics to the c·omprehe~sion of 'information. TheAse theorists 
I ' 
have .,_p-rovided valuable }~~ights abo~~ la_ngua5re a,.nd reading· .. 
Smit~.h (19.66;,)-.completeJ exte~.s~ve work on linguis.ti9's·and the 
· teaching of Eng~sh . . He exarn,ined connecting viewpoints of 
. ~ ' "-'( . 1 
· educ;ators, psychologists and lihguists o .n language .:and 
~: .·~ 1 ·. , s~arized hi~ :i~Pt;,~~~ions as .fo.l~~ws.-; 
~ :But probably most important of all from the 
' 
/ · 




point o~ view of ·a rappprt bet'ween educator, 
_ psycho~ogist, and linguistic SGi ent i st . is \ 
the realization -that though langu~g;e may be~ 
c·ons.?.dered "the vehicl~.of ~ and "the 
: ·means of· .cornrimnicatirig ideas,·" "thqught" and 
.. " ideas'~ . depend in a very real .way on the . . 
· na'ture. a~d. struc·ture qf 
1
thl "vehicle." (p· . . 19) 
• 
T·h.~re are tw9·. cont;~xts integrated in langu,?ge, the semant ic 
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3 
which allow th~ reader access to grasp the intended message. 
Both comp~ents underlie 'thoughts' and 'ideas' in communi-
cation. 
II' ' Goodman (1968) support~d Smith's theory concerning the 
importance of semantics and syntax in comprehension.~ ~e~ 
referred to these constituents as cue systems that acitivate 
a chain of Fesponses resulting in understandin_g o," what is 
wr-itten. · Through practice in reading different material, 
. ' 
the reader can antl.Cipate the ·different patterns inherent 
in his · l~ngua·ge and hence pecome a more adept reader. 
0 . 
Goo.dman spec'ifically s·tressed tha·t . "·resea.rch on reading can 
. ···· · .. ·· . · . - ·.r-- :s· .. : . 
contribute .·to the· understandi.1.t9<.6-t. one phase or aspect but 
.ulfimately. resear6h mu~t be related to"the whole psycho-
linguistic process" (p. 26) ·• · That is, research on reading 
will be pointless with the exclusiojl o~ the elements 
. ~ -~ 
. . 
s'.eman.tics and· syntax, which form the base from which com-
prehe.nsion is trigger-ed. 
Crystal (1976) claimed· that "it is not possi~l,e to 
develop a systematic awareness of language functions without 
a coiresponding awareness of the nature of language f6rms" 
. ' . . 
(p. 78) . . 'Function' and 'form' refer to the semantic and · 
syntacti'c elements. Without bot}) there could only be nonsens.e 
inste.id of lan.guage; Crys·tal also insisted t ·hat to be ·a n 
effective teacher of language one ~st have ~ basic 'knowledge 
of lingui stic p:r"inciples. One_ qa~ . gain valuable knowle~e 
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4 
' in different ways. By familiarizing oneself• with the 
... 
available theories of language, the teacher can incorporate 
helpful suggestions in programs for students. 
l 
Katz (1972) ~ndicated a philosophical viewpoint of 
language incorporating the relevance of syntax and semantics 
when he wrote~ "the logical form of a sentence· is identical 
w,ith its meaning as determined compositionally from the 
senses of its . l~xical i terns. and· the grammatical re.latibns 
. ' 
_betwe~n the syntactic constituents" {p. ·_xxiy).. . That. is, . 
word o'rder and.:word knowledge provide the chann,els· through 
, • '• 
which · c9rnp~ehension is decoded. 
One can d·~d~ce · from the above theories ·that know-
ledge of syntax 'and semantics' comprise a large propo~tion 
.... 
of the proce~ses involved in reading. ~owever, several p . . . . 
unanswered guest±ons remain concerning these primary con-
" ~ .. 
s~it~ebts. In particular, r~search has not ~stablished 
whether the impact of sy0;tax and semantics o_h· reading at 
. . 
differen~. age and grade levels is .the same or different. 
Specifica~lly., there is no conclusive evidence involving the 
strength of the .relatiol)ship betweeri . th'e?e variable~. 
Informat)io'n on g_~estion13 such as these could · prov-ide 
· valuable insights into the reading processes. 
. . 
An examination of past research, revealed . that most 
~ . . 
studies dealt with young ·child;r:-en and the .reading processes · 
(Goodman (19£8); Ruddell (1968); Chomsky (1969).). Yet, . 
if reading is ari ongoing proces~ it is e~sential that th~ 
















·. · ·:---... 
reader be observed at different stages of development . 
.-..., 
Thorndike (1973), in his research on reading, and .Purve~ 
., 
5 
'(1973), who investigated literature, both ·sugge·sted the need 
for research on Junior High and Seconda·ry Sc;:hool students in 
the apove areas. At these particular levels, graphic 
information becomes increasing1y complex and the reader 
must draw upon all cues .to ehsure comprehension and -individual 
r . 
interpretation. · I-f not, the reader will be hindered an.d· · 
handicappeq in his. achievements .in literature ·and 'other 
l. : • • • 
· wr·itt~n disc.ours·e·. .Thus~. the . pr~sent in'vestigation a~tempted · 
' • I ( ' - · , , . . . . 
to asses~ the strength of the . ielationship '·of. syntax and 
sem~n'tic:;s 'with .readirig comprehension and litera~ure 
achievemt;!nt at the Junior High level. 
Purposes the Stud 
0 
The major purpose of his ·study, then, was to 
, . 
determine the strength of· assqciation bet~ee~ ·.semantics, 
. ' . . 
syntax, reading comprehens.ion and 1! tera.ry appreciation at 
. . 
th~e Junior High ·school _ lev.el. In particular·, the followin9 
questio·ns were 'investigated. 
I' 
1) . '• . ·( .What is the r~lationship between semantic~~ 
4 • b "\1 
·and · read~ng c~n\l!Jrehens·J.on? . , 
2) ·What . i -s -the ··relati9nship. between semantics 
and . ~iterature achievemen~? . 
3) What. is the relat:i,onship· between semantics 
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4) What is the relationship between syntax 
.~nd reading comprehe~siori? ' 
5) What . is the relation~hip between syntax -
and literature achi~vement? 
J 
6) What is the relationship between reading 
comprehension and literature ~chievement? 
6 
the bisic ·model for this study is depicted in Figure 
1. 
Semantics -~. · :~eading Co~prehensi~n l .·. ' . . . . . . . . . 
·sYnta,; ·~~·LHeratUr~ ·. 
· '· 
··. · . 
. ,...:-- _ .I • . ' 
. ' . . 
FIGURE. l. A co.nt;:eptiual Mod·e~ of . the .Theor~t-: .· . · 
·- ·. · · ic~t'1 .Relationships -B~t~ee~ . serifantics ~ - . . , 
synt,ax, . R,eading. : .~omp:t;eherisipn and · · 
.\ L.l:- terature .Achieve:menL· · · 
This mo~el ' was . ':lnalyzed ·using 'the scores, ·of four 
. . . 
cognitive tests: 1) semantics, 2) syntax, "3) reading com-
prehensi_on, pnd 4) literature achie.yem~nt. These test·s 
were · admini~tered ' to grade eight and grad'e nine ·students. 
The model ~as extended somewhat b.ecaus~. o.f the 
·necessity ot controlling for fa_ctors . which could confbund '", 
. ; 
the basi·c relations, namely, age, .· _grade arid s·e~. '1'hus, 
.this study ~d~~isted of t~re~ · interrelated set s ~f varia~les 
iabelied: 
\ ~ , 
1) control. v~riabl~s~ · g~~de, :fo~~' age~ 
2). il'}depe,ndent. v~rit!bie·~ :·· sem~n~ic.s ~. synta~~ and 
. . . , . . - . 
3) dependen~ variables: reading compreh~nsion, 
· .' literature achievement.· 
.. 
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. . . 
The ex't'easion of. the basic model . nec_e$sitated the 
.consideration of three· fu,rther· questions, _n~eTy: 
. . :··. 
1) 
2 ) . 
Are there .any dif~e~ences betWeen performances 






~ynt~x, · .• 
readin'g comprehensio.n, 
.· litet:'ature ·achievement·? 
Are· there.- ~ny dif.t:erenc~s :between per£6rrnafices 
~ .of _ma~:e s~udeh-ts,_ an¢1 -fema-le ~tu4e_nts· ·on,';_ ... -.- . 
.JTteasures of • ·. · · · · · · · . . 
·', . ~ . 
a) -.' ·.·setila-ilti~·~· , · : . ·· . _ _. _ . . . _ .. ·. ·_ :·--. 
.. . . 
' i 
7 · \ .. 
-·b) .. ·. · SYntax:, .-:·:··. : _  :.. ·. :.. . . .. · "· .. ··- .... . 
. . · c) .. r .ead..ing cqmpi:ehensi-ori·,\.-. __ · ·_. . : ·: · · ' -' .· .. ·. ·_.' :·. - :: . . ! . 
._._., _· ··: .d) _ literature :achievemen·t?_ · .. · ·.::.: -· ;· ··.· 
. .. ,"' .. ' .. ' . ·. :.· . ' : ' •. ··.\ ·" .. : ·.~' .. ·· ·· ·• ~· . •' ' . ; , , ·: .~ .·· . ·, :·· . ... ·· 
·. · · ·_: --. 3,) , ~ Wha t ·_.is : tl:l~ : re~~~i~~~h'i-p_ :bet~~en ·_ the ·. p.-g~-s · : · : : · ---':,; .. · - ·_ .. '· . , 
of the s.tudents · and their achievernerit's on ·. · · :;· · ·· · 
ine'as·ures_. of ·: ·.·. ·: · · · · . · . · - · · .·. . · 
.. ~ 




. c j 
-, d) 
. ·.·· : ., .. / ·. ; • - - --~- - --.- - · _ ., 
semantics-~ · · , 
syntax, .. 
reading comprehension, · · 
1~ terat.ur_e achievement? 
_Significanc~ of the -Study ,_ 
; . 
. ; 
·\. .. . 
. ~n · ·the past,- two or . three decades.· concerted. effor 't's . 
' ' • ' • ' ' , ' o I • "' • o ' • '. I ' ' ' • ' I : ' ' • o • ~ : • • 
, . 
.hav~ - bee~ -made to relate l ,inguis:tic··· p:dncipi~s to · the -r_~ad ·. 
. p~c)~~sses . _- _- >~e-fe~~e .· o,·96i') ~~aim~q··~t-hat . ,;. gai~in~ -- ~~~e~~-- t~ 
\. . ' . •·•· . . 'i • . .. . . . , ' < • •• : ' • • 
. . . . .. . . . ':· . \ . 
meaning throl,lgh'_ readih_g·-depen~$ . strict~y ori· ·prior _rna;ste_ry 
:· .. :. ' . . . . . :' ~ 
. o:f the -· langua_ge s.tr.uc~ures · th-at·· · ·l·~~d to it" fP.~ · 149> .· : .. 
·Maj_o.r . e.tnpli~~is · in sch·o~l,i-; :_:~e . ~a~.d-,·- · shci~~~' be . pla~e~ ~p . . . 
• • ' ,' • I •'. ' o f ' '• ' • . ~. ' o ', ' 
the _·pattern:s of_ ~anguage ~nd ~ora aiia)f,si~~· · ··- ~:i<~~wiea,~e- o-f'. ·' . 
.. . 
;. ·. :~ . . 
- ·.i' ., . . ' · 
.- -
···. 
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:. 8 . 
these· f.u.nd~mE:mtal~ .. could be acq1,1ir~d an.d :applie~ to reatl.~ng 
·.· 
programs t.hrou~~ .a wor.J<ing i:rwa.r-ehe~·s of linguis.ti~s ." . In· 
: ... . ·. . . ' . . ·. .· . . 
. ...  · ,• '\. ··. . . : .. . .,. 
a-. later· .s .tudy; Lefev~e (1964 ). · ~trong~y .argued that . to be 
' .• • •• •• -. • • • • •••• " t 
deficien't ,in .r~adlng'J.-skilis ::is 1:,0 be depr.~v~d of ,the . means.·. ' 
.. ., , .n. ~ 1 ~ • • • • • • 
. ' 
.. . · 






. ':1 ~eac~,e.r~ . to~ ·a.$s~~e. t.h~ · r~spon~ibi'tity :.~{_pro~idin<r·: ~d,eq~·~te . · · : . ~~ ~ 
.. ~nd. eff~p.i~nt in~~rucf.~bn . ~r s_tu(i~nts. · t~ : aev~lop i~tt~.~~ge . ··: .. .~ .. 
, ' ·. <-: , :: ~a:Ster;t: : .. > , < . ; : : ·~. , ' ,· ~ , ' , > : , ? , : t:. 
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the . !Jleani'n~i potenti.al of language -i ts~lf·, · 
we ·find that · the vast ·numbers qf 'f!Ptions 
embodied -in it· combine. in~o a very f~w . 
i·~~atively independent I netWOrkS' .and the.SE} 
networks of .opti.ons. correspond to. certain . 
b.a.sic · functions of language · (p. 1'4 2').. · ;,;· ·, 
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Accor(ling to Halliday, meaning or. interpret~tion is 
. ,/ ' 'I 
• 
derived from the way language is structured. In his theory, · 
: •'. . '· . ·_. ' ' ' . . 
. he · •po:i,n'fed 1out that · the reader must concern himself .. with a 
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the students .were :unable to demon::;trate a comprehensi~n 
I . 
of the most basic syntactic structures by wh} ch information 
.is ~eque-~led· in limg.ua~_e" (p. 357). · .In their disc·u·ssion, 
. ~~ey ady~s~d that s~c~es~ . in .tn~ · - ·~--tio~a·f s~~t~m c~npot 
b~ attained wi~hoqt a firm understanding .of syntactic 
structures.-
. . 
. · Isakson : and. Miller (1976) undertook ·a ·study on 
. sensiti:Vity to 's~ntactic ··a'nd' semanti~ cues iri·· good and poor 
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c_onstraints in : sentences·".· (p ·. 787) .: ·· That .'·.is,:· · a·s tl:te' reader· . ,. . l . 
- .. \' • ,· ... • ' •• : • # • : • • • • • • ' • • • • • ~ 'f 
\ f • o> • . ... • ' I ' , : o • • • • • • 
· ittu'(\ers~s himself. l.n -language. fprms . and· :functions·,.· he·· will . 
. ' · ·. : · .. . . ' -.. . . · ' ~ : .· · . • . 
become ·rnpre ·recep~ive ·tb .cues inherent ·in<gr·aphic;: · .. inforrn~ticin. 
. . . . . ' ' ' .. ' . . ' . ·. . . 
, W~~he.t (:l9T6·ksl,u~ve.yed the effects 'of: .. syntactic ... 
I I • • 
' ·' . • 
.:' ~xpectation, dur.i'ng. r~ad£ng, . ~or · c'olleg~· s~udents. · · , .This · 
•' I " '·,' ,• ' • ' • • • : .· " ; ' : • • • 
' ,• 
study foeti seQ. ~ri · ~the . subje'q ts kno~in'g . the· synt·~-~tfc ': 5.-truc.t u.re·· ....... : 
C!f .a s;~~eri~-~ ~efor·e .. r.e~d.i.ng ·it •. · · -.. For examp~·e >."!- p,arti~~lar .: . -~- ·_. ·.·. · .. __ ..,..: 
.' .. ~e~1J : w~uld: ·aes·~giulte , a: -~oun .ph~~se .,and func.~it;>.ri - ~O'r~~· ·wo~ld .. · · .. . : l~: _:· 
.- . :· ·~·~gg~~~ )m. ··~~p·ebt.ed . pat~-~:rn . t:C:,~ .fol.·l~w :.-·· T~o .. gi~~~s -~f. · ·1; ..• ~- : · ·.·. :_l: 
. --~~~jecf·~::. ·~a:·~·h .· read . GO.· se~·ten~~:s. E~ch. ~entence . 6on ~i~·~d . - . 
I I ' .' I • ~ : • • "' o ' • ' • • • 
• . , 1_4 W?,rds·: . _GrC?UP. 1 read ·.·~~_ntenqes that. cont aine.d a):o~s~.ant 
. . 
· .. :p~tter·n·: · .~9un · phr~se ,~ · prep~~1tJ~nal . phr~~·e, yerb/noun .phr~s~ ,· · ·. 
.. ·~ ~~~ :bal·a_tiv~· · cta~·~e.:. __ v Gr~ul? . 2:. rea_d · s.e~~e·~·~~~ - o ·~;: .m~~ed, p~tt'~trts·-. .-
4~ :., • • • ', • • • • ' ., ' ' • ' • • ' ' ' • • • ' ," I • ' ~ • • ' ~ ' 
'. ·rhe 'purpose qf this exped.rn¢nt ·'wa_s :to 'enhanc.e tne- e xpe-c tat i on 
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I . 
of ·syntactic structure ~n group 1 and to reduce it in group 
2. Befdre .each. sentezt'c~· was read, five single-digit . nurnber·s 
were d.l;~layed. for 500 msec· eac.h~· The student had to 
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Results imd·icated a significant difference between ach.ieve- ll ; . ... . /i 
. ·~ 
ments : of '
1
gro.up 1 and group 2. Group 1 performed c_onsiderably · ~ 
·. better . ~h~n ·group 2 ~ · Wisher concluded from these observations -- ~ 
.· . ·to.·_:re·a~HnJ;,·: . '(~~· . 6pl)~. ~9 : t~e ·--~~.ader:· matur~s·J ... h~ . i~ s~i~·i- · . . · · ~ , ;'·. ~-
. t;hat' II the \. ~bi.•li,ty' t~ ~hticipate . StrUCtUr~· ' and meaning iS c· :tal ' f .' 
. .. · .. -~~~u'ii~d .·Jd, . ~~e:._ :i~~~' · .signai/ ~~~--· :~t· a. mo~e .:.ad·v~;n~-~~ .~·eve!~. . . . ·. of f. 
>, · · - , £; : ' ALndiGated i~ the :i~t;~~7tio~, : ina!ly , sl:udi~s on · '/' .> · 
.. -: .... . . .·. ... ··.:.·. >:. ~~s~a~.c.h :i~· ·· :~eadi~~ ;~~~~ ·-~~en' ·. e:b'n~c~·f'~e·d. ~i.t~ .. ih~ : _primary: a.'nd:. :,-: ·.· . :· r· . · ~ ~ - ·: 
.·,· 
. ~- . 






·. •. eie;.enta:ry \ grades : ~l £houcihl t i •s impoz:~ant to st~dy toe Se •. _._ .• · I · · .. . 
· 'decodiri_g . pro.cess.es .. ~n the in~t~ al ,. 'st~~~$ .' : ~t .is .also ·:· J· 
impei:at~:ve (that the l'eader . be _ob~erved th;o~ghout :la.ter : '- f 
:tears of schooling • . Thornd.:i,.ke· .. '(1973). suggested · that "the . . / 
' . . -: . . . 
· skills ~f ·att.endl.'ng ·to c;tnd fc)llo~ing direc.tions ··so as. to. 
be . testp;ble: "in a group set~~~g._ are· poor:l;· .~~tabli~hect·· a;f. 
~ ' . . • . . ' . . • . . . .. -:---1 -: . " . : . • 
· .. 
·young ages•• I. (p • . ·13) • . Hence .. ; . ad_c;les~t:mt~;· · wl:lo 'are undergoing · 
. . . . 'l ~~. . . ·. . .. . . . ' ,. . .. 
various stages in . their inat~rfty 9.£-. reading_.'aoility ~ -·.would , .. 
. . . . . .. . :· . . . .· . . . . . . . . .. ' . ·. . . . . . . ~- . 
: . . . p~·o_v:ide ·>val~abie · s':lbje·9t~ .for .:analysis· of r~ading cof!l~re.:. ·. 
·. . . ' . {. : ~- _: __ ~ ' ·. . . . . . . . . . . ~ . " ~ . :_ . . . . :. ~ 
hensi<;>n: a.bi~ity .and : lit_eratur.~ oachie~eJilent . . T,hese su~j~~ts · .. 
were ,focused upon . ~n . thi's .·study'. 
. (' . . .. . . . . . 
• • ' L 
. ; . . ' . . . :' • ' ·tl• . 
Unl;ike readfng, little. resE;!arch has attempted t .o-. 
' . :: ' ' ; .. -~ ' . _: - . . . . . '' ~ ' .· . . .- . : , ' : . '' •, ' .: . . .. ·' : ., . . . 
. exam.i,:ne the :relationships :;'of. syntax :and ' semantic~ ·:~ith ···.:, ... . 
' • ' • ' - • ' ' • ' , I • • • # . • • '• 
· ·. 
.. · . : " "".- . •"": 
•. !i te:r:a tur.e · -~chi'evement .. 
. . ' . . ' . .. • . .. 
·.-· .. 
Yet,_.· co~prehension o~.' ·. l:ite~a.ture 
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r ·equ,ires a more stringent eff.ort on the part of ·the reader. 
Literary discourse is transmitted through the rri~dium of 
language and, therefor~; the reader .rnus~ utilize syntact~ 
and semantic' resources ·_ to ~nfer mean in~. Fries (19'G3) in 
'• 
speak1ng of the application of linguistics to· literatur~ 
explained · that "part O·f . the many s~gnaH; .of the meanings · 
•' 
12 
_that lite~ary <;trt ~~rnrnu~ica~es with particular _ force consists 
·· of ~~ecial- ~ses of linguistic ~ate~ial for effects that 
. . -: .· ._· . ·. . ~ . . -_ cy. . . ,. . . ·. .. \-
~tilf.~l · the liter~.ty.,_._i>~~po,s·e:.·: ·. ~P· . -~~4} ~ . ~he lit.erary . art~~t 
has to. inc.orpor~·te · t .he .1-i~g~:i.s.tl.c · pi'in.dipl.es .. ·of 'serriantic·s ··', · 
' ' 
0
, ' , • ' • ' ~ , • ' , ' \ 1 t ' 0 ." ' ' : I : I '• • • "' . ' · 
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.. ,· ·.· · anci ·.- ·~y.ntax·· :in .. his wri't:ings·.: For .. :t·h~·~ · rnas:~ pa~t ~ ·- a . re~d~; .: . ..· · 
·  . .. : .. ~~~n-~~ -:~;~~· ·~~ ~h~ -: ~h-e: ·.la~ 9uag·e· ·o~ \{ t~~~·t-~re · . .'i£. ~~ ·~q:e{~~o~ ··:> _:~ .' ·. : ·:~.· ~~·.: ... -':· · 
. :: . pp~-~~ss · ~-~~'·:.k~~'ow.led~e ·. ·~i ... · ~~.n·g~i's .t;lc£i·. ~s~oc~~te·~ ·- w~t.~~':·~-~-~:~h'i~··.·. . . ·' : · .. (-': . . 
'Phenix 1i964). :a noted philOsopher, . ;re~umed the. 'l 
. · art ''af . 'l'i terature .to b~· th~ . mo~t forceful · a:r~ in the ~91'!- .1 . 
d'ata.··, · 
:veyifnce .of meaning· .. . His·. rna)or th~s-is w~·s · tlla,t . "-objects o·f. 
· . ~ ,· . . ·~ ,· · . 
. ;knowledge, \ n the .. art of l 'i.tera.ture, ·~re .partici'ular verbal · 
. . ' • . . . . 
. ' ' . . . . ' . ~ , . . , . . . 
'pat:ternS de~igned . tO: Ser\i'e. SpeCf'~iC . ,l,i.terary pUrpOSe$ II 
' ' .. ' it: ' .· . ' . ' . . . . 
(p .. . ·la.i) ... · Shating a ~-imi~·(lr · opl~-·~·on to . 'ttit .~p :f' F.r.Les, 
:·:Pllen.ix · . x;ern~~ds ·.the rea.qer .tha·t:·. it is lmpossiBle t'o in,:te~·pre~ ·. · : ~ .· .. · . 
' . ' 
• # : • : . • • • • • • • • • • ' : • 
. . or . ·~pp~~cia te . 1:J: te.ra.t~~e i .f .' 6ne la.qks uridel;'S ta.ndl ng· o'f the . . 
. . . . . 
• •. . . 
', • ' ' '.. ' ... ' ~ . • ' :. ' ' ' . • ' I • • ' 
pattern.s·: that COtnl?rise _the wri,tten material:· . :titera:ture . 
. . ' - .. , . . ~ ": 
' i 
' • -t 
.. ·. 
haS. .a .sop~is_~.icat.¢Q.' . st~i·e bu.t .. th~ . author._ ~ust-: avail . of gr~~at.~~~l!' ' 
·· ... r .eadet. must· ~~ploy these mean~ . tcfunders'tartd · the ' in'tended·,,, . . --:·.·· ' 
• • • • • • : · ~ : ••• • .0 • -. • • • • ". ~-. • • •• • • .. 
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The iibove theories and studies indicat'e . 'th"e ' 
. ' . 
" . 
importance. of a knowledge ' of• semantics arid syntax ·to readiz:tg ·, 
cornprehemHon · anc} 'litera'bu':!=! qchievernent. · ·It was sqgg'ested 
. ' 
fn .the- introducti-on t,hat ~t i.s · n'ot suffic~ent to J:cnow 'trUtt 
a .rela_tionship . between these var'iab'l~s exists; ratQer one 
; • · ' • I 
. ; .. 
-1 -• 
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l_ 
: rn_ u·st be .abie to determine: the · s.tre.ngth of as'soc.iation.- J "~~~ ·between tl)ese variable-s. · Exp~r.ts such. a:~ fries' (i963); '- - ~  · . . , 
d-1~· . ' . . ' ' ' . . ' ' . . . -~ . . • 
·®.::P~en.~x ; (,1 _9·6.4 ~-. ~ .. _£~il~-~a:~ ·: (~97~~l ; and _G~od~an . ~~9 .. 6_~r ~~.~e·. .. _. . .' :'· . . ;·_j ·<._- ._. ··,· _ 
~-:. . --. ·. · · proposed thepries ;- ·b_td:: there ;.are- few studie·$ · r·e·s~arching . . ~- :_:· ~ 1.' i ;t' ·' ·::·-- ·. -
;:: _.' , .. .. ·: .. _ · ··:: . th~:· -~~~-~~iat~.-6~ ··~t :~·es·~ ·:c~~~one~t·~· irt .. :r~~-gu.la~· .. e:,i~s~·~oorns. :.· . : - <:~ , · . ·. ... f :· -.·,·.·:,·· 
. ...... : . ~ • •• :_ . .. ·-~ •• - • • • ':.· · :· .... ·· · .: . • · · · :, • . .... .. l. ::·' :·· . '·. . • ,' 1 . ::· . >.·~·· · ·. ": .. - ~:~ --: ; ,. . . '! : .-. ~1: ;!: - · .. ·;· (· 
·. : .: ,.:-_: A ·ffiore ·· prec.is¢ k;l16wie_dge.·.of ·the·. relatio'nship of· th¢. v~ria·bles·: ... . ·,..-~-- ·: _: ,_ ._ .._: _:: :··:· :· 
. :, . . . · , :·.: ·_. .- · : : :. ~.-: .· ..... .. :· .', · ·. ~.- ~.-.-r · :· .... _. :."·.:·: .\ · ·"'"'·;_' .. •,··. ' , ·::: . - ~·· ·. ··:,~ ··:· : _:_. · _.. · ·.:_- _~· : : . . .. ~.:·~.~ :~ ' ·.·.~-.. ·: . 
·:. . sernant~cs:; ·syn.tax·;. · read~ng cornpr,e~en~ion. and -. l~:terature··: · · .< : ·::· .• . · .. ,._ ).. · '· 1-· 
···  · .•·· ··• :;:::r:::td~:::~!::i:i:::?~t:::~;::.:r:,:::~: .. :::: •••· ·. ·•· -·.·.•· •••· ••· · ···.r· :"i.: ·
· rn~ ·tnods.·of ._t~i:l~hln'·g s~:it~b'le. f~r - -~~~ differ~nt typ~·s:-_:~-f .··/:.· : ... · -' :. -~ ·: ::·. ~ : __ . · ..
' . ' . -· . li ... ., . . 
stud·~·n'ts ··,·:hivoived. . • ,. ,' . 
- ' } , 
~ .. ' .. 
-;. 
.• ! • 
' . · .. ··, . . ~ ~· 
.. 
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· ·.·. -·. 
' .. 
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< co./c;er~ing an arialy~i;, <>f thes~ ~urricul:-. oo t~~ ba~i~ 
of ~t"le·Ir findit;l~s th~y dev1sed and t·~_st~"d ~:i;l')struments . tq· : 
. .... 
...: 
. ·measure . a chi evemen'ts in-· word kno~le.cige, ~e~~Ung ·~oritpr'ehension ·. 
. - '.. . . .. . a~c;l _li t _erary. · ~ppr~9i~tion _.i,n fif.t~~n · ·cou~~~i~s. Al·~_hough , · 
~he ~~~uO:trie-~ .varied .i~ ·, edu6ati~n~i' appt~a·~he~,: -the r·e~ui,ts 
·. :. -~-: .... · .. : 
, 
' ~ 1: .. 
. 1 
. ·r . .. ·.-
:\ ' . . 
-., J· .. 
'i .·:: ·. 
. ~ . 
' f o o • ~ ~ ' • • • ' I : ' o ~ ' ~ ~ fl ' ', ' " • ' • 
' ' • • # • ,•o ' I 0 ' • 
indicated: that :~c):lieyem~rit ln-'lit~ra-t-u.re -:-r~s · depend~irt; -.on the :. : .· ... 
. .· . . . . . . . -. . -. . . ' . . :· . . . _- . . . . ~ ' . " 
. \ 
· : ·ct~e~:li ty of the inp1;ft ·as :·~:Vio~nc~d· · ~y -! rea~.l'11g · · co~prehe~ipn-'-· . .,.: 
o , · .. ' 0: ·. < ' 0 < . ' : <: << -~ • , < 0 - · •• / 0 _. .... · _, ' 0 ', 0: 0 ~~ ~ ~: o · .- 0 :. 0 < ' o ~ 0 < : 0 0 : • 0 _ ·' F 0 0 0 ·., 0 o: 0 0 0 0 0 0.. .. '< ~- 0 0 0 ~ o • I ' 1 • 0 ," t < o 0 
· ·.·: ··· · -: ·: and. ·word ·'know+edge , .scores_.. -(';l'hqrnd.fke '· : ~97 ,3: ·.175):. "..However 1 . .. :;~ · ... , 
>; > .••. ·. ' : •. , :;n~att~r;§;w~~ ~~~ t9~+.••.~~.Jno:~i~~e ~f:' ,"Y~t~x~~·. a~Y:. ··· :'. •, , , , r:-,· ·. 
"· .·, ·. . . :. . of, t-he . above are~s .•. · . :.· . : .· ,····.- .. , .. ··· ,_ , . .. . &. .. ..· . : . . i.: .·:, ·. ~ ·· ·· ......... '.:. _-:.; ·.- · ... . · ... ::. ··.: ·~-- - · · ~ .· ... : ..... .. . -·:: .. · . ..... · ..-· : .. :. ·~- : .· .. ... '· .·.:.;.;: ... ···-.. _.)'·:.:· .-:· ~ .. · ... ·,._·: .......... . >_ · :r~.::: .. -:-· ~ 
, . .-.~ · ·.· -. ·.: ....... , .. ~ . . :· .. ·;_· .. ·.~ re_cen.t.. : ·pt:u~~{;by· :s~a.c'k,fo.~d _,- p.9-16'): ·. ~s::. of)rr:l.~~.ry : ··:·'.:·. ,. · :· :: .;·:_ .. ... , 
.. ·· .. · .• /' : · ··•·  · .. ••.. ··• ·• .·~ig~~fic+ce~ 't>t.~e:; pr~$~rit . ~~udy : .~"~a~~~} E f.~a.r~:~it{ ) , , :, : : · '} {:·'~,_· . 
. . •' .. ,-.. ·- ~ . ::-. .. . ; '• '• ,syn·t:~x : and '·.'i ts• :r~iation .-:tb ·.:r·e~d'ing-'. comi?.Iiehe{n's.Lon-: .at .~ the; . .·:. ,·"··. ·: . ·>-·: ;. . . ·; 
·, ' T ··~ •, J : ' • ' ' . ·~. ' ·,, ,. ' · : I · .,' ' • ·, ~ '•-"': . # ··, ' ,~ ', , ' ' ,•_. • ~ ·, ~· '~: ' ' ' ' •. :· ' ,• _, •,': ' ·' v ' , ' '~: • , . :. , • • • 't ' I' ' ·:... • ~~ ' '• :' ' 
·. · .. ..,,<: -: ·-:<· ·. : ..- . Ji.mi·c;)~ . ,.H.:l.gh . sch.o'bl~ l~~~i· : ; : .. . sh~ckfotd .- ~~si~n-ed '· cii/ins\~~unie·~t- ·_"-. :' . " :.·:·:.· 
' . ·.·· • . ' .-.· '" . . ... . .. ·· :-: : .. ·. · .... -~.> .. · ··~ ' .... .. : ....... · .. . ·.· J< ·=: .. ,. '.:~ :, · ·.' - ~ .. • _: · .. _:_ · · ·· '·: ·: _; . ·:.· ..... : · . . ' ·,. 
:.··: · · · ··to meas._p.r;e ·~t4c;ie.J:tt ·: l<,nc;>w.le.dge ·.of.·. syn.t·~x :(word ·.order, , wqrd :--. .·· .. .-. · ·: . 
.. ' " . . . . '. ' • .. ... ·. ..: .. _ .. ; . . .. . : ' . .· ·: . . ' .· . . . . . .. ' .. . ··'. . . . 
" ~· · · ·: , .. · ; . fo~ .·an'd ~ ~orci " s._t;ruc_tu.re) ·~h. ·i,dh ; . was :· then cor~e-i~·ted· · ~i't.h.' '~he .: :. ' · .· . . :"· · .-:· 
.. · .: ·:· ·:... :! . ~ - . : __ . :;.dv~~~~ci'··F-~rm ···~f :.: ~~~ - · s·tan·f~ir~- · Re·~~-iriq . Test-: .. s:h.ack~~r.d's . :-.-<_.: __ ·: ·.:::, :· · .. : < ... :: .. 
_·:  :; .~ . ·:·,. ; _i~ .· !:n::n!:p:::::~_~f:::~:i:t::t!::~~:::p:::::;~;rf·;yn~h·? ~~ 
· . . : · :···:. · :~ . : ·· · · -·· ·· .. -::·.·:aeebe .· U·976'}.. coriducted,. · a ·"stud·y :.to .determi-ne-' to what ·.· _::. . ··.· 
.. · · .:·::~.·: ··._-::: .--~ ~.> · :.-. :, . ~;.t:~n·t:.~;·~-h~;ti~~~i:~·ri - ~i·~c·:~: ... ~t·t~:~~~~{.tht ·~.o~~i~n~·~:~i~~~ ~co·~~~ ·.~: · · · · · .. ' -:.-·~ - ... 
. , . ., . ·.: ... ~ ·... . ·'< ' ,' >- ~. •'i' :·:·::;·, : ·_ ·.: . .. ·-:· .. ~;.... . ~: . " : ,. ... ~· - : . ·: ..; - ' ' . . \ . ; ·:·_ ' 
.-.::<-· ·. : ·· · .. 9£ g~.ade four , boys. as : th~Y. ·orally·: _re~d. ·a .s~lec·ted. · ·pa~s~ge. ~· .' ·.: . :.:· -' .... 
:; -~_:-: : · · ·:·:." ·_.· ·:.:,. .'_:I~ :·~~~ ·. ~~~~·~~-~~·~~-~~: ~6~·:. t~~-f~~-r ·i~-~~~~dh·,·' · -~~e · ·~~pbmm~n~ -e~a- ·. ·: ·.· .-_. : ·:._.: .... . : ·. ·~~: ··' · 
. -~~ . ..: ~ . # --~- ._:_. :· . ·. : :· .- :. ·: .·. · .. ·.~~~/-. · ,. ~, .. ~ =-. -- _: . ,. .·_ : _ _ · _· - ~- - ~· · . · . . , -·· ·_ • •. ':, · .. · .: ·.' . • • .. ;_. •. ,~ . , ... _.-. 
~.:··.:, . ·:.··_. . ·.: . ... ·.:-,. :· · . -! _ '_. . - ~h.aj a . stu.dy· .~be· u~a_e;r:~~~e~ . ·: : . ··= •·· · -. : •• ·-:".: ··. /: • .. · _ · :· ·· _· ·: :. ·. ,._ ..... •• . . · · .:. . . }:. : ... :
· ->· : ·: .: . .- ·· ., :.:.·: . . ·~ ·.- . , . .;.: .. -. i·~·:· ~h.~ct(/t~.e :· s:;,rit'a¢t.i'c::.:~em~~~ic · y-~~-ia~i~ · .. :_. · .  · .~, ._:,-:L·· ,. ·:: ·:. ·:: .. . 
.. · · ·. ·.,. .; · · ·,· .. ·· .. : , :·could ·he'-''dfsaqgreg'ated: in.to .-. .1tE(,two:·_· .. . :· · · · - ·· · ·· ·· · · :·.; ;--
. . .. , . ·: .-. · ··~~- · : · -: · · ·<·:::-' : c;:onst:it:u-ent' . ~lerneri:t~·-, :-. an~ · .. t:~·e :d~i>endent:' ·. ·<· .': ... ... · .. _. . ·· · · · · - .... :\''" .: ·' : •. -: .. ·. ·: ,.· : .. ··-~ -:~·'-: · ... ·~ .r ;'·~ . . ..· ·.(· .. · ..· .. " ,.- ... ·· .. . ~ .. : . .. ... . .· . '. .·:·:,·:.··: 
• ~- 1 • ... •, ·, • ~ • ' • • • • 
· : ·.' : · . .. :_,·· ,;._-.~: ... ·.·:.· .. ·...-.. : ... _.·. ·.·.· .. f.:_· . -' :. . ·: · .. ,.,_ . . . ;•'"·.:'·' - ~ ' .. ·.-: :·.·. ·· .:. ' ' 
. ' . . . . ·. •.' . . .·. ' . : · ~ ·.-.·;: .. ·~ • .'·~' '' • •• : • • , · , •.' , I ,' ' , :, •• ~ ' , . ' ', ~:' ' · . ' , , ', . --· • • ,' ,·.: : •. ,·-, • .-• • , · · ',: .. . , , . . .... ;, •• • • o , , ' , : ' , , · · .·_-,: •• ' . : ' • .'• ~ .... •• • -~· :~_ ·: · · : . • '• ' · ',, • ·, _ • ' 
•;•, •'' ' • ' .: •f • ' ' o , • ,'·, · .··,·,'.• ,' . ~, •, • ' ' ' I ._ .,·', •,' •: ', I,·: ' 
, , ~· , ; , , • ', , : ;.· ' • ' • ' •, :• .' • ,': • , ' ; • ·' • •:. , ' , • • • P, , 
.! .. ·~ .• -.; -;:. .• · . . ...... ' · . .... ._ .. - \ . . :~- · : ~- · ..•.. - ~ - - ·- ·: _.·. :: ::_ 
• ( · ';_:. ··2. ,: {,~:i,,; ; ·~·tiffi~~Pl:t);;,: .. ~ :.- :. ,· :~.;:.~iri~~;~:sif~,;fr~'E,;~~,j. .. },~; • ,·. {:: j: -.=·~ ... ~ -= ~dd:~E ;, : 
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Syntax referred to the m~thodology of putting 
together the words used in makfng sentences, in making 
16 
linguistic propositions, not -merely so as to be orderly in 
~ manner, bu.t ,!ilso to communicate clearly that which it is 
intended to communicate (Borsodi, 1967: 47). 
Knowledge of Syntax refer~ed to the score that a 
studen.t reqe~ved on the. English Languag.e Structure Test 
(ELST) devised by Sl'lackford t•l976) (see Appendix· B). 
Achievement in ·Reaqing Comprehension referred to 
the scores obtain~d on the . Reading . Comprehens_ion 'llest (IEA 
Inst'rum~nt) . (see Appendix C)_ • 
A.chievement in . Literature referred to the scores 
obtained on the Lit,erature ~est (IEA Instrument) (see 
Appen~ix D) . 
0 
Junior High School Student reterred to a student in 
either ·grade eight or grade nine.· 
; .·. 
. ·'' . 
Limitations o'f the Study 
In this study there were limitations in: 1) . me~suring 
- techniques'; 2) grad!! le_y~J.,; and 3) timing. 
The first limitation stemmed from the fact that the 
· instruments used ·. in t!he study dealt with specifics . For · 
e~~mple, word order represen.te~ ~yntax and word know .. l~9.'9'e 
r;presented semanti7s. In the broad areas of semantics and 
syntax, ot~er subtopics need to Pft inves~igated but were 
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beyond the scope of th~s study. 
17 
The -grade level of the subjects provided ·a limitation. 
Other - grade levels, such as ten and eleven, would have also 
p~ided va;uable information. 
Tbe third limitation concerned the time factor 
a llote_d for adrnini ster ing the.ltests. In a Junior High School, 
periods of 4.0 minutes are scheduled for each class. Many 
students felt pressed to finish · within this limited time 
period. Icl,eal~y, it would be fitting to pave ionger 
. . , . 
intervais but this was no:t ~ossible, . given th.e set organiza:-
I "' . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
I 
The review of related literature presented below 
deals with the following var-iables: +J semantics and reading 
comprehension; 2) syntax and .reading comp~ehension; · 3) 
semantics, ~ntax and literature- achievement; and 4) other 
. . . ' factors related to semantics, syntax, reading comp~el:lensi6I?-
and litera-ture achievetnent--gtade, age_, and sex differences. 
• I 
Semantics and Reading Comprehension 
Research irtdicates an interrelationship qf semantics 
and syntax ,~n the comprehension-process. Chomsky ' (19~), 
an established linguist and educator, completed exten~e 
work on _semantics and syntax. He pointed out that 
There is no aspect of linguistic . study 
more subject to confusion and more -in need 
of cl.ear and careful formulation than that 
which deals w~th .~he po~nts of €Onnection 
between syntax and semantics. (p. '94) 
In his theory 9f transformational grammar he explaine9- that 
semantic me~ning (dee p ·structure) is _ dep~ndent upon certain · 
rule$ (~yntax). That i·s, me~ning is derived :from the 
structure of language. Gruber (1976) maint~ined a similar 
view to · t;hat 'o·f c;:homs_k'y when he wrote that .._we will cons-ider 






























semantics not only the desc~i~tion of the use of words .... 
We will also maintain that semantic notions are of a decided 
use in syntax" (p. 3). 
Kerfoot (1965) and Groff (1976) expressed similar 
viewpoints regarding the importance of semantic meaning. 
They stated that knowledge of word meanings is fundamental 
, to an understanding of written discourse. In partic~lar, 
if the reader is fami~iar wifh various word lists, he will 
become ~ore alert in making guesses from the context of 
passage'~ T~at isr the r~adei will be able to anticipate 
., 
mean.,tng faster wh~n h~· has already been expose~ to the , 
different synonyms, antonyms and other s'ubcategories of words 
used by an author. 
( 
Postman and Weingartner ,(1966) declareq semantics 
as th~ most import~nt branch of linguistics. Thesi authors 
suggested that the language user must be allowed to engage 
in semantic inquiries about his language~ Comprehens i on 
wilY only be achieved if therreader can relate 'to the 
language forms of the text. Meaning is embedded ·in words 
' · 
and· the reader tnust try to expand his knowledge of wo:rds if 
. he is to understand an author's message and relate it tq 
his situation. 
Benjamin ( 1970) in his detailed theory of semantics 
I 
. I • 
artd language, claimed that "semantic meani~g occurs when 
individual words in a ·given context work tc;>gether as 
degignators to name and tal~ about the world" (p. 52). 
·~ 
J 
.. .. . ·,: 









The.J.nteg·ration of words makes conunanication ,possible. 
Comprehension occurs when the individual · poss_esses the .. 
conceptual framework that triggers a response from l~nguage 
structures and forms. The reader then, can transfer the 
author·•s mess~ge to his mind and decide its relevance to 
his sit~n . . 
(197~, 1970) in his resear-ch reading, · Goodman on 
spoke of meaning (semanti;sl . as a "signal" which comes from 
... the ·way language, · is structured: He wrote 
n • 
.. 
;In speaking or _in wr:i tihg, ,meaning in 
· the mind· o ·f the orig~nator .creates a : deep 
language ·l'3tructure . . (~ · set o( base forms-) 
· and · actJvates· .. a ·set o ·f · rules .~which 
transfor'm· 'tha t '·. strqcture· and ·gene'r.at~ . 
. a s·ignal, either gi:aphi'c or .oral. · Th!:! 
process is encoding--a structured siqna·l . 
has been produc~d ... · . Mecinin·g as . a language 
user formula•tes it, literally causes. an 
auton:iatic chain of events whi'ch results 
in a language code. (1970: 11} 
., 
Accord in'g to Goodman, m~anin_g is the ultimate outcome from 
re~dinc:f. Howeve·t, the reader must engage. in 'the complicated 
process (in the beg~nning stage·s) of analyzing the graphic 
patterns and~ forms befpre he c~n become profic-ie~t in 
d~cod,ing · (cornpre_hending) .and'· receding (r~st.ructuring) 
-information ' that he reads. The following dia-g_ram illustrates 
. . 
~hese proc~sses. (1970:~d); . 
lcraphi .. c -rn·put ~--d __ e~c_od~e_d __ ~ Meaning 
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Leech (1974) regarded semantics as the central 
focus of communication. He stated that "the only words for 
semantic relatedness in gene;al use in our language are 
synonyms (words of same me.aning) and antonyms (word's of 
opposite meaning)'' 0?· 99). Knowledge of these categories 
of words enables the reader to comprehend meaning ·in .language. 
Also, the individual will be able to
11 
tr~nsfer information · 
more rapidly to his brain ·if he is familiar with the vad,cus 
. :\ ' • 
g'rotips· o.f ·words· that ~Q~pr{se ·i:he text . he reads·. . Leech 
.:stro.ngly . sugge.st;ed . th~-t wor~s ·~houid be ... analy.z~·d· ·Qn d~f.fe.t;ent" 
. dim~·ri~i6ns :~nd , :b~_.:.~:~p·l.ie~· ~ lf/ ·d·lf· f·~~·e:n~ ... ·~on.~ex:ts .".s .~: tha.~~ . :t}te. 
. ··. . . . . -.· 
re·~der. ~an expe·rienc~ . 'tfi~ <wide .uses 'for. wqrds. an~ .. he11ce .: · 
. ' 
. · advance his re·taining · vocabulary. 
Nilsen . and Nilsen '( 1975). ·reported that semantics 
or · "unclerlying m~aning of words is the key . to the u.nde~- · 
standing of · the fie ids· oii lan9uages, phiiosophy, anthropology, 
P!?Ychology, folklore .. and ed'llcation" (p. 1) • W~rd knowledge 
. . .... 
pr:qvi~es the fouhdai;i6~ of syn.thesi~ing complex. mate:t;"ial. 
. These authors 'refer. to synonymy:. anc;l . an.tonytny as part . of .· 
·. . . . . , . . . . . . . . ·. ·. ' . ' 
.. . 'the ·~emantic\ c~ntintiurn . which. allows . one to ' progress to'· higher 
• 0 • •• ::, • : .. • • • • • ~ • • • '. • • • • • • 
degrees .of .abstract'iqn. .wi'th a ~im.ited .·vacabu!'ary ·the .: 
' . ,indi~idua_!l. is -alsq limited in decipher~ng ·.new .ilif<;>rrnation. 
Th:is s~;~s down t~e ~~~Preh~u~ion pr"o~e'r and~vide~ . 
. stumbll.X:.g·
1 
blocks for . 1nterpr.~tat1on. , In~~e·a·l wq;'.l .d, 
the indivi.dual , is expected ·to express · ideas·:·: in .·many ways anc;I 
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Nida . (1975·), in her . :theory of semantic st.ructures 
advocated that ~ -
Language ·consists not merel:y of symbols 
and arrangement of symbols: it also possesses .. · 
the.capaci_-ty to .define its own meaning "by 
emploYing paraphrases ·whi2h can more 
explicitly de?lignate ·the underlying· 
semantic features·. This pot.entiality _ 
for internai explication (that is, inteina~ 
to the ·· language struct re) is basic to • 
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. . . i ·s . a~~-~ir~ecL .. . _ ·r;_i~a -~·~p-lai~~d· t-~~ .. t · .~Qe_ -~-~~-r~_:S : -_~he·· n\~-~~i~g ~~ . : : ·> ... ·.>·· · .1 _,_:~-~· _) 
· a word through the ·frequent .us~ ot:~i:lar. anQ. · oppo.si t~ , · · · : · ·. -· 
' I ' ' • ~ ' ' ' "\ .. ' : ' o ' ' ' I ·t !' 
. terms. · · Therefore~. if. on~ .is .·to comp~~.hend. the' wr.itten· · ' · :.1 , 
0 ~ ' , 
: discourse, -he must ~-a·v-~ .· · a w_?~~ing kmJwl.eqge of ,semant~c-s. t.- ~. 
' ,' ,· 
1_.. 
ex'tensive 'work 'in the,'area o.f ;sem.ant.ics and comprehension. ·· .. 
.'•' . . . ." . ~~la.t~~l,·t_y Of · s~~~~t.ics ·.to 
. . . .· - . ' 
· inferring ·me.aning, ·.:. He_ declare~ . that ,: the··.first.:pr_ior.:lty ·was--. 
. . ' . . ' . . . . . . . . . 
to "characte.r:ize ~ wh~t · _ii:. .is :t.l:\·at - ~ · person ' kno~.is o( :the 
' I ' .~ ' ' 
. -~eani~g . 6f :_·a · ·sentence : -~~~~ ·he -has : c;rnpreh~~d~-d ·. the . ~e_nt~nc~'~ . 
._ • ' • ~- ~ ' • I ' • .' 
· · (J? ... ll~ .: Is it that tl)e · reader re_cogni~~s --.the meaniJ1g · oJ; 
• • .- . • .·1 
. ~ 
· .~ach 'wqt:d in· the sentence?. Or is it that 'the ,reade'r can . 
' . i . • ' •,' • . . . . ,, · ,··. - . 
. !el~te;. mearii~g from th.e : conte:){t 'in which ~h~ · ·s _~~tenc'e :,,ocqursi . 
.. . . . .. . ._ . . . . .. 
within a ·pass~g:e ·~ne sent~ric~_ c.~n~o~ s·e tre~ted iri' ~s6l~.t·~~-~· \ -·. 
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. · .. from. other 'l;ent~rices: . - F~equently. a ~ea~:er .. wiil :try to. analrze :· 
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a sentence out '6f context instead of putting it into 
perspect.ive. Comprehension involves the r-eader be.ing able 
to synthesize an entire passage or passages fO'r a given . 
theory•of idea. An author may have one central pu~pose in 
~ 
writing:.an articl·e which means that tl).e reader ml,lst pick 
' . ' 
u·p ciues from the· structure of the text. · He must .read all 
. . . . ~he inform~tion and make. a persona·! juqgment on l.ts rela-
tiv:i ty. At · a~ eleme_ntary · lev~!; the r.eade;r ·wi.li anal~ze 
('I ; 
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. ' · ... f.' . ' . . • J • . ' 
. . .'individuai wo~ds and . seu1te~ces but . at an< advanced level he 
: _:: ';::· . .-:·: < .· . " .. i~. -ex~e·c~e'~r.t~.· ~~~~~ve . se~an~ib·.·~a~~:r~·ty . ~ri'-st.~,~c:tu.pin~_ . th~·: ·.··: ·· · . . 
. ~ ' . . . ~ . . ' . . . ' ' . . ' . . . . . 
,:~·:: .' .. :·_, _.: ... .':· :<·· :·· · :: ' wr1ter,-·~ .. ·.m~ssa.9k int.d.-·his own.: ~<q:,r'i.i· . . ..· .- ~ 
) ' -~ 
·' 
· . .. ·. - ~· 
.·· . 
' 7• ,. 
. ··•. I 
.. ·· · •.. . · . I 
·.~ . . . :. ·J 
' I 
- ! .. ' . , · .· · ·.· . · · · . ·· S~·h:le~.i~~~·r .. . (·~-§~·;\ . st~~ed .~ th~t _.' - : ; .. :·: ...... . .. · .: ; : ·;~·-. · .. ·· 
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. ·. Just .a~ . p·rodu~tion of. an . ~tt~raric~· cahnot 
:be ·the' res.ult of 'apply{ ng · .. ~· ·rul'e to tl)e · . . . 
. !-marker as·.·a whoie ~ so ... comprehension is . 
not th~· re.sul:t: of appl'y]jng a rule. to the ': . 
'utt~raqc~ .'as a .·whole ;.: .Ba.th'er, compJ;"ehens.i_on 
·r .es_ults . from· a ·; .. conv~rgence of a number q:f 
. operat-ions oa:rried out . on segments . of. the · 
l.itte.rance .or· \.).nits::of analysis. Th·e se,quelice 
in whicn·~.these. units are processed depends 
Oil their re;lative .sal~ency· _and, or\· ~the· results 
of. pr~vious .processing,. which may ·instigate· 
ari ~ctive . se~rqp .. t~ .. i4l)!(t_. . ' 
.• 
Accordi~g t~ · schl~·singe~, comp:iehe~s:ion invofv~s no·. set 
. " fo~u~a· ·· ~~~~~ie :t~~;e -~~e·_· ·.~ -~~-~ie~y o{ :.o.perat~o~s 1 · . ~ntai~ed ., __ 
Anibng . thes~ ·oper ations, is · the /, . : . se~;;il;l~;ic aspect .\;'ihich facilitates 
. . .. ,J . . . ' . . . . . 
the gi::aphfc ·.cod~s into .111empry. · a restructurfng ·Of . ide~s froin 
. . .. .. ,... . . . 
. . . . . ' : - ·' . . J:: 
· ;rn .add1·t .ion·, .-· t;.l1e' in'dividu.al mu.~~·. P.ossess_.. prior .-k11ow:leqge 
. . . . .. ' . 
. . ' 
. 'There } s n; readi~,g and~ _there fore; !lo -. compreh~.nsion if the 
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24 
available knowledge to that of the author and then the 
sequence of ideas will be triggered. 
· Lamb (1977) also empl)asized the value of studies 
of vocabula~y, word association, word recognition and recall 
of word strings to the development of semantic growth in 
the reader. He claimed that 
Semantics canna eally be separated from 
other areas~ ~ea ngs directly influence 
sounds and . ·~elatio:ri.ships ... (phonology)., 
the abiiHy ·tc;> . inanipuiq;te wotds or parts 
of words . (morphology) ·i ahd t,he way the ~ords 
. are arrahged in .ut·teranc!=!s. or sentences · .' . 
· . . ' ('$yn·tax)'. ', . .' Compi:'ehension of. meaning i's· of· 
., . . major .si.gni'f'icarice ; . wh~fher ::the::·_mes'sage 'is 
·· '6·ra,l or wlitte~ ; (p~ )7}:-···· :. · <:. · ··.• 
: . . -~. . . . ·: ' . ' . - :· ' . ': .· . -~-
... · .:. Th~ ar'~a . of sema~·tics ;,.. ·th.en·; .. i~ intert'wiried with 
. ' ~. . ' "'.; · '· ·, . 
);h.~no_logy, . morphology . and syrtta~ ·.: .. It 'is ti:rOU£?h .tnese > 
• . • II ' . • 
. t.Jansaqtions ' that· the re{idei gains semantip ins~ghts. 
. . 
Meaning _is th~ end result that can only be .accomplished 
through an understandi~g of the abov.e processes. · .. ·However, 
.·. 
-it c~ti be a~proached - ~hrcugh indepth studies of ~prcl 
as.sociations. thn;>Ughout each phas.e of scho.:.-?l . life. 
i. 
. . 
Syntax and ~eading Comprehension~ ·. 
·~ 
' . Fries .(196.3.) stres.sed · the importance of syntax to· 
., . 
readi'ng when . he ·wrote that . '11earnin'g to r~ad means ~evelppi-~g a 
cons:iderable range · of habitual resp'?.'.n;:;es to .a · specific .s~t· 
of I patter~s of. graphic sl?-~Pe-?." (p. i'~l). ·As an adult ' . r:eader -~ 
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but the beginning reader in his dey.elopmenta.l stages must 
make himself aware of the systematic arrangements of his 
25 
language. This goal is achieved, according to Fr-ies, ~hrough 
practic.e in activities, displaying different patterns. The ~ 




and grammatical . 'signals indicat-ing tense I · stress and· intonation. 
F-ries emphasized that there are · three stages in learning· to 
. . 
read for comprehension. They ar_e as follows: . 




·. Th~ first st?J.ge _ in learning the :1reading . 
proce-p.s · is _ the :•t:ra~sfer" - stage. . It is the 
. perioa during .wh'i'ch the. ch:il<l is learning. 
to .. lri:mst'er · from the aurii tory· 'signs: for · . 
l ·anguage slgna:J:s., : ~hich · he 1'\a:s . ?lready · 
· ·l :earned, : to ·~ - ~·~t· of visual ·si'gn~· for 't~e · 
·.: . ·same_·.:_si·gnals. ~. ~ - .'T.~is H,~st . ~t~ge ·'is · .. · 
. . - co.mplete when within' his narrow lingui,stic 
. - e'X:per;,ience the child can respond rapidiy 
and ac(:urately to the visual patterns . 
' that represent the · languacie· s·ignals· in 
thls limlted:· field, as he does to the 
auditory patterns that they replace. 
T .he se9ond stage covers t;he period during 
which the responses to the visual patterns 
. become h.abits'• so autol'(latic that the graphic 
. shapes themselves sink . below the threshold 
of attentipn, and the ctimulat.i ve compre-
bension of the meanings si·gnalled .enables 
the. reader. to supp·ly~ thos~ portfons of the · 
s igna·l s which are not in ·the graphic . "' 
representr;1tion ·-themselves~. · , . 
Th.e : third stacje be.gin·s whe~ the r·eadin9 
process is so automatic . . that the reading 
. is \.!Sed E;qually with or . even more than live 
· -: ·l.anguag'e in .the a_cquirfng _-an.d developing 
. of experience--when r eading stimulates· the 
. \ vivid . imacjinal:ive reali.zation of vicarious 
,' • I ; 
I experience. (p. 132} 
·. 
I . 
According to -Fries ·.- one cannOt_,.. c6mpre~e~d . langu_age 
. ~ . 
if he is not· familiar with the. structure (.syntax) · of the· 
























Keislar ( 1964) during ·a conferent:_e on perceptual 
a'nd linguistic aspects •of reading said that "~yntactic 
structure determines to a · great extent the nature · of the 
larger perceptual units involved in the reading process" 
(p. 46). He s.tressed that researcb should be undertaken to 
examine this i~portan t factor more fully because it could 
provide a basis for more · e~1;ective instructional methods 
for sb.~dent·s .. who ' e~count~r problems at various' .. stages in 
' . 
. ' . . ~ . ' 
.their reading development·. Hildreth . (196~),. extended : " .. . ' 
Keis'lar'~ a~gumentwhen st:te rep_orted ·t:hat "the 'young .. reader 
; : ·, ~ •' ' ' . . . ' ' . . . ' . 
constantly· ~.earns nj_6re abo'ut· bqth · v.ocabula.ry.,. a~d · ~e_ntenc.e · .. -~ · · 
. ·. ..·' . ·. .. . ' ' . . . . ' ' . ..... ·· : 
. sens'e as he continues· ·t'o ·read and to comprehend increasing 1y 
. . . I . . 
difficult inateri·al" (p. 172). Exposure to complex ITiaterial, 
according to Hildreth, will help ·the reader use syntactic 
- ' information to ~~rive meaning. It·- .is futile to explain 
. 
l~!lguage ·patterns without illustrationf(_ and practice exer?ises. 
s~upporting ~lie . aforementioned v~ews of ·~ries, Keis1~r' 
...ro: 
and Hilcfreth, Betel (1964) a·lso .. viewed syntax a·s . a primary 
element ih reading ~omprehen'~ion. -~·He said t~at "if we do 
no.t understand' ~ore ap()~t· the ' nature and s i gnificanc·e of ' t;he'. 
Str~ctureS that . Carry meaning 1 We Will nOt fully Understand ' 
the. meaning 'itself"· (p • . ·192). He declared -that · the structure's 
' . 
of langl.iage permit mean~ng to be·· relayed . and, the.refor e_, . the 
. r.e'?t~er must ac,t. .upon the syritactic. s~gn_als present: ··_{word 
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trans~er meart~ng from print. 
Borsodi ( 1967) ·emphasized tha't o,ne cannot refute 
the value of know1..edge of syntax to:· c'omrnunicat:;ion. He 
27 
' 
' pointed out that 
' I 
Words are one .kind of symbml, sentences 
one kind of syntax and language · one kind 
of system of communication. Knowledge, I as distinct from feelings .•• has no existence 
unless ~o;rmulated in <symbols~ syntaxes and 
systems. (.p. 9) : . ./ 
synt~x eriab1:e·s· t~~ - · WJ;·~·ter ·to: .r~~?l~ . his 1 id~a·s· ~n:d cons·~_qudnt~_Y 
. ~h~· ·reacle.*· .. in~$~ . be< taini'liat, · .~i·tn· .t~es~ ia:n,~~acj~ . pattE:i!·r .ns i:f 
' ' ~ : , ~ • • · : ' ,' L' • . ' • . • , : , ' , ' ' ' • ' ' ~, , : 
1 
1 • 4 . : , ' ' ' 
. - ' . ' . ' . . ' . ' . . ·' .... · : . . . . ·. ~ . . '" ... . ·, ' . •' . . , . 
he .i .s tt?. (J~asp 'the ~·nt·enqed .m~ss·age_, .- . ·. · . ·.· .. · 
• :' ; 0 r' ' : ' • • 1 ' • ' • ' • • 
0 
'• • • • . ' ' • 
0 
, : ' : 
0 
: , ; , • ·'. • ,· I _ .. 0 • ,·' ' 
0 




. J;'ergu.son {1,..971)'.,,. in .. speal~'ing-. of ·. the .. ·application·· of 
. l~n~~i~~ic·s · -:·~~ :l~~gi;~;~. ~se~; -~. :~-la:i~~d ; ~~:~t·. i-~~;u~~~ ·~~·a6~~rl?. · 
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. rnus~. lia;e ·a l;><i'sic· "k~owl~~g~ .. ~ ~f .. . the~ structure of ... langua'c;J. .-... 
if the-y are to impart 'language ·learning. 
' I He reported. that. 
·.···;~ 
...-.--- l 




frequently stud·ent·s receive·· insufficient· in'str~ction i-~ ' 
' .. . • ·I 
-'larujuctg-e ana.:t:ysis:. . . From hi's observa t~c;>ns of .. t;.eacher_s v,ersed 
in · a~plied ·-~i~·gui~tics, . he. fc:>und tha.~ · ·posit,ive · · ·?:"esul~s . ie~o··lved · 
f~om their application o.f· t~~~r k~~wledge· t~ -~he teach~ng 
; ;' 
. Bellugi._ ·( 197~·) :r.:ec~g-ri-i'zed the . importance ~f ~yntax 
' . . ' ' ' ~ . ' ' I .. 
to 
- ,· . , . · . . 
c'o:ffiprehension·. whem spe sta..;ted 'that "it ~s. our. kno~ledge. 
,· .:.·:· .· . : . · .- . . . · -... · . . · .. ; . . . · . .. 
tl_l~.· rules of combination_, the· .synta~· . o~ the language; .·. 





·ml:ffi}:)e:r o~- :sent~nce.s Of.rbm a: f .i'n'i.te V'~.9ab.uiary" · (p~ . 'i,ll). ·. · . ·> 
·• , , : _, ,~·~·" • ' . • , . . ' . . · : , ~ • , . , • I ' ' . . • ·-
She suggested .. that one·•·s · ·a:bili tY· tcr .reorganiZe and .- l!estr.uctur·e·. : · 
. . . - . . ' . ·. . . . ~ . . . . 
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That is, compreh_ension concerns · responding to and applying 
a knowledge· of language structures. An idea cannot be 
.· u 
rxpressed Without the systematic. ·patte'rns bf sylit~.X · and 
nei.ther can it be comprehended without this language 
struct~re. • 
Menyuk (1976) referred to syntax as the qridge 
between meaning and sound.- In a paper ~resented at the 
Int.~rnational symposium on. Child i.angu.~ge _Acq-~i.si tio!\· she_ 
28 " 
repbrteq ··thak -~·a~ .c.hi'~4r:~~. acq~ir~ th_e·. :·~~aning 6f .a ling~~st~c · ~-
. ' ' : • ' ' • ' ' ' • \' • • • • .). • I, ' ' :•' ' : ·~ : < • : I' • ":,' • I ' ' ' : . I :'. ' • ' ' 
-r~lation they $imuJt_ane6us1y. form. hypotheses about' the · ·-
. . . . ·- . . . . . . . '. ··.· :· ·, 
·· , .,• ' .. . . ' ' . { ·' :·,·, ' • . ·- . 
. : ·syntactic · .r-ules· · u~ed· - to ;express ·. thi's meaning·"·.· . '(p.'· ~) ~:· ·s11e· 
' , . • , ' • •/·, ~ ,- - : . :, .. : ' , • " t • • . ' '~· · I • ' • , .. . . : : · ·., .' , ': · ·, :·~ 
,_ .··· .. :_. · s.t.~te.d.". t-ha"t stuoents .. _mus:t--·.'be .givell adequ.ate: ·exposur~ .to ... . . 
' .'' ' ·...-~<_.:....- ~, . ,'' :· ' ; ,• : .' ': •,' ' ' ~· :' ·.=,· ... , .... • . ~ .. • ·~· '' ~ I ' • :.: ·,, · •I • : • • : , . ' . - , ·, ~ ' ' .' • • 








. ( ' 
in short-term tneniory and ·iater :t:r:a11sfer· it 'irito· ·iong . :.:te.:r.:rn 
memory.~. According to M~yuk, the· · ~yntactic .. ~age (structuring 
• • I ' · : 
stage) must ·p·recede .the s.emani:ic · stag~ (i~te.t;'pr~ _tative 
stage) if the Qhild is to reconstruct . and comprehend 
information . 
·-- ~· · ... .. ··· .. ··.· · - ~i~y et aL 
... 
in . .secq_ridar:r :s·c ·hool Englfsh·. 'cur~:i,.~u1~. · ··Ar{. experiment wa:s 
.' . ~ :. ~ : de._sigt:ted :· in wh.i«;:h ~~ree : q·a~ef~il~,· .in<rtch~~L:: d~~ups :._ ~:i : studen.ts . 
• . 
. . . . ~ . :·~~·uaie·~ ~hr~·~ ~±it~~~;~~~ ~~gli~:~ :.p~~-~r~~-s ·:~~r a' :pe.riod . ~!. _'' ·_:. 
o 0 : , • - • ' o I , • ' ' > • • ' • ' ' ' ' • • , ' ' • • • • 0 ' ' • ' ' ~ ;, • ~ ' , ' ' ~ 
·thre·e ye;ar.s.· ·.Two o -f . the groups studied: t~o . orecjol) .¢urr:J..cu~a, 
' . . , .- . . . . . . ' 
. .. . . I. . , . 
o.ne ~ith, .. and. .-~n.~ • .Q.t-her·· without · Tra·nsf·ormational ~:gramma:·r.·· .. 
. . ' . . ',. :. · ... :.., . . ~ . . ·. . . . . .,._ .:. ... . . . 
~h~ · thir_d ~r.o~~·_:· ~t~d~'ed_· . -~ trad~ti9~al · Engiis;h . cou~·~e, . using ; 
~ . . . . ' . . ' . . ' ' 
. . P ~ R •. Sma:r.t' s textbook ·series 'Let is Learn ' Eng'iish-' \'v-hich 
. . . .. - . ., . . . . ~ . . 
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focused on traditional grammar conc~pts. All students 
were of average ability in : language ·ar-ts·. They participated 
' ' I ' 
in the · above "progr.ams and:. were' observed 'from· the -beginning 
. . . . . - . 
of thei! third. year· iri February 1970 to their fifth year 
in ~~vember. · i9;3. · . A test w~s. g.ivEm ib. Nove~~+· 1~73 . to 
• determine '(:.he rela tiye ~ffect.i venes·s of. the programs. 
.Results indicate.d that . ;;til stud(mts per·f6rmed eq}Ja:t~Y. . 
.· 
. ·· . 
.. 
1. , . • :· ·. 
',.; .. . 
•, .·· 
. ,-·. 
• • ,. ... ·.~ • • • ' ~ • •• ,J, •• •• • ~ " .: ' : , •' • ' • ' . : ' . : ~~ .. · ·.··\ 
-(· wE:!ll,: The authors ccinc.1\.lded th"a,t.a w~ll: prepared pro.g.ram . --.-. .. · · 
.,,.. . . - ·' .. ·. ·. . .. .· . . .. 
. usin'g any of the ... pre~i(;>usly . ~~n{ioned: . type~ :· of . -~-~~~--6.~:~ · : would . . · - ~ ~··. ·. ·. ·.: .. .:,.-· 
... •.' 
:' .· -~~ . ade~~a t~' .. i~-: g·i,;in~· :·~-t~~~~~:~ . ~ : ;~5-~s _,· fq~· · a~~-~:y·~-~~g. · ~-~rig~~ge> .. · ..·: .. ." ·> ·._-:_:.-[: .·· 
:. ·.. · ... :. ~t~-~ct~:~{: : : · ~h-~~ ·: ::.st~~e~ -~th~t:·· ~~~~~sis;: .. ·~~- · gr,a~~_;lG;·~ ·- . ~ui~~ . :. · ::_·:--·;.::.-(~·:'• :-': ·: .. _~: 
.o.:,. · ·· . . ·. . . ·.· . . · . ·. __ ··; ·· .. : . .. . : . · .. ... ::' .. _ ... · .. · ; .. :··_._:-. .r - ·: _ _._, . .- ·.· ... · ·.- -~f ·:· ~ ·.:_· ·: .... :·: • 
: , ~nd . _SYJ?-~~~ - '(~ord. : ·~:>rder) .. - sl?o~~d- .. riot· ~!)~- ·neglecte~,:- ~t ·~e.· ·; . .' :· · ~ :.: . . ·. · .:-:·· ~' 
.· · 
' • • t ; ;' 
. - -' 
. ' 
' -. .... 
. -.· .. -· : 
. .. : 
--! .. ,· · .. 
.. ·. · . 
' . . ~-=- ; . . " -
' . -· ·r 
" ~ . )' 
.. •' ~ ' ·:· .. ~ .. -.. " 
: ~ ·. ~- .. 
' 
' ' 
: ... . 
• •' o I 
. ·. . . . . 
': ·. · . .. ,j . --~\ > ' . '. · .. ·· 
. •. ' ·, '. ' , ' .... · ·.. . . ··, , . 
.. .. s¢~bnc!.~ry·: ~'?~ool .:leveL: .. ··: . . · ·<.:. '.· · .. ,- . .. . . .. . . . .. <· . .':.:': 
· · :.Lam~ -_(197'7 .) ,·. il;l. ·speaki~~ ·of Li,ngui·stic pers.pe~_tiv'es _.: :: : ( .· 
. . . ' . --~~-~- -& 
. .. 
.: . 
: '} : '· 
... The ·a_r _rangemel)t' 6f .:words in. a .. senten~e . · · ·. ·L ; 
alm9s t ;certainly·. a·ffect'ii> · the ea~e wit~. . .- : t ~.' 
whic.h :the meaning of .. the .- si:!n tence can' ·be : · 1 ·; 
comprehended,· pas.sive s'entences· are m9r.e ··· .' ·.:, ·.L~ 
diff'icult ·t:o 'comprehend- ·than· ·.a.ctive · .: _. . 
· s .IDltences.r : .and que·st'ions ·- P.l:es't;!rit .more ' · · eJ ; 
-. compr.ehension ·-pr:oblems tnan ·s .tatements. . ... - ~ . - , . .- · ·· ~ · 
: :· : · .. (p~ ··3_9~~ -- - · . ... · . . . · ._ '::_·~.- ~ --: .- · . .-.--},.<~ ... ·.· ·;·_~;: . .. - . ' . _··:· · . -_ .. ... · ~ · ·.{ _:- .: 
· ·- · The r .liles.":O.f syntax,: ·'if - ina~ter~d by th¢ .reader:,- -:will · .. : ; . -_::· 1· · . 
::p_rovide . ·-g~e·a·t~r ~~~Ef.'~~- co~~~-7~~~-s-i6~ ~ -::· :· T~e. :re.a~~r. ~J~t : . ~ .. · ·::·-._: --:\. __ ';_· 
• • ~~ ... • o ' ' , ' •: I ': • ' : , , ,' ' ' , ' • t ~ ' 
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contained short, choppy sentences and were asked to read it 
. carefully. Following the reading of the p·ttt;sage, , they were 
required to combine sentences and/or change · the order of 
words anq delete words that were repeated too often, without 
. tt. h . d . \ om1 1ng t e 1 eas g1ven. The sample conta i ned 126 'subjects 
from grades ten, eleven and twelve,as well as 176 ~niversity 
students enrol~ed in the beginning years of a Faculty of Educa tion. 
Each sample of writing ·wa·s analy~ed in terms of the number 
. 
of words included, number of clauses it contained and the 
. ; 
number of T-unit~ used. {A T-unit refer-s to one main clause 
rlus all the_ subordinate clauses attached to or embedded 
within it) • 
.. 
The results indicated that syntactic maturity 
· ca~tinues to tlevelop during apd beyond the high school 
r 
through unive~sity leveis. Stewart deduced the following : 
I ' 
It •is• ob~ious that the,~n~ir~ quest i on 
.of the natuFe pf syntactic m~turi ty a nd 
the measurement of its development thr ough 
the high , schoql and uriiversi~y year~ 
' ·shoul_d be e~amined • and subjected to: much 
t'nore ~nvestigati'On klith present studies 
~epiicated and refined .and , new approaches 
attempted.· {p. 46) " ' 
~ 0 
* . se'~antics~ Syntax· and Literature Ach'ievement 
-"· 
' .. 
'-' Re search is limiJed on 'the · ar·eas of syntax and 
r 
sema-ntics as the;y ~elate to l~terature achievement. The 
t 














· : · ''. 
0 
" 
and apply linguistic factors to li teratu.re. 
Carroll (1964), a pi_?ychologist7·reported that 
< ~ .. ,......- • 
Comprehension is improvep by teaching the 
.. 
.. 
reader not only to recognize words faster, 
but also to · respond more quickly to tqe 
grammatical signals in a piece of prose and 
Eo attain a wider and richer ~ocabulary. (p. 65). 
31 
Literature, 'according to Carroll, is w.ritten ac<Jording 
to a particular styl~·that follows the rules of se~antics 
and syntax. If the reader follo~s the patterns of language 
used· iiL.~ ·.story, pla~, or novel he will acquire a more 
. . 
sophisticated grasp o_f the functions ~!!d forms in which 
I { language ~~ists . .' 
Spencer ~nd Greg9ry (1?65) 0 ernphasize~ through· their 
of'linguistic~ and sty-le in literatu-re the fo,llowing' 
I • . . ' ~ 
--.__ 
It is the relationship--o,etweerr the substance 
and form of a piece of language on the one . 
'ha~d and the extra liriguisttc circumstances 
in which i.t occu.rs on. the other, which gives 
whilt is no'rrnaliy called ·.'meaning' to utterance s. 
(p ~ 6S) 
' ',• ( .. 
These authors stated that .style . (substance and· form) . 
• · 
in literature. is related to and d~pendent upon the patterns 
. . . 
. and word meanings in .language. The student ~ust b~ing prior 
knowledge of .t;.hese . strudtures to literature :if he . is to 
.. 
u'nderstimd the message. T.he reader . cannot cppe with literary 
discourse if he is not already f~iniliar with the b~'sics of ; . 
. . i ~ ·, . · .•.. ,_ ~ · 
. ' ·, ~ . ·.' -·~; 
word order and wor4 knowledge. ~ · 





. ' . . . 





Ne arrive at a valid interpretation of 
literature when we have achieved a high 
degree of reconciliation between our sense 
of worldly or situational probability and 
the linguistic facts of the text as a 
whole. (p. 91) 
32 
~ He suggested that the reader must rely on syntactic and 
semantic information if he is t~ interpret meaning from 
· literature. As the au tho·r must pursue knowledge of the 
structure of 'language to present his argument, so the reader 
must respond accordingly. 
Corder (1969} also viewed literature a·s a soph~st'i-
ca:ted form of language. Its mean·ing, he said, aris~s fr-om 
. . 
"a ~ystem of rule-governed relationships" (p. 140)~ The 
• 
reaqer must re_cognize the patter·ns or structures used by 
the pterary artist before he ~an attempt comprehension. 
This can be 'accomplished if the teacher helps pupils examine 
and code the various·modes af style used by a particular 
autho"r. Then, the reader can transfer his own ideas to those 
~f the a~thor successfully. 
Chatman (1974) reiterated the following thesis: 
The central probl.em in the teaching of 
literature is to bridge the gap: to show 
students how to ·expand and refine their 
·disturbingly narrow grasp of potential 
. structures, to~develop a whole new 
syntactic and lexical musculative . for 
dealing with the complexities of Milton, 
Shakespeare and Pope. '(p. 283) 
' ~ 
He suggested that the key to becomin<J. a1· competent and- s.elf-
de'pendent reader lies in becoming immersed in the language 














Nilsen and Nilsen (1975) emphasized the imPortance 
of linguistic knowledge to literary appreciation when they 
claimed that 
Only by knowing the regular patterns of 
sentenceB and the regular meanings of words 
is it possible ~ the writer in the first 
place and the rea~er in the second place 
to get at the a.pp.ropriate meanings. (p. 10) 
33 
Since li~erature is open to individual interpret~tion, 
the reader must draw upon the syntacti~ structures and 
lexical unit's to transfer the intende<;l message into his 
own. matrix. 
Other Fi=1Ctors Related to Semantics, S*ntax, Reading 
Co~prehension and· Literature Ap iev~ment 
: . . . ... -
-~ 
The literature dealing with the effects of grade, 
c;~.ge and sex on semantics, syntax, reading comprehension and 
literature achievement are disc~ssed in the following 
sections. 
Grade and Age Differ~nces 
Research is very · limited concerning the direct effect · 
of grade and, age on semantics, syntax, reading comprehension 
and literature achievement. 
Robertson (1968) studied the rea,ding· connect·ives 
' ' 
among fourth, fifth, and sixth gr~ders. Students were .t-ested 
on 17 indi~idual connqctiv~s. ·Her results indicated that 




a child has of connectives and his sex, mental age,. and 
the abilities in listening, reading, and . writt~n language. 
She a!so found that the place of residence (whether urban, 
small town or rural areas) had a significant effect upon 
pupil test scores. The major deduction of Robertson's 
research was that 
\ 
Although children acquire language structures 
using connectives early in life, they gain 
mature understandings of them gradually 
through their school years. Children use. 
cl~uses in $peech b~fora~hey go·to scho61 
but t~ey do not. develop a suftidient under-
standi.ng of the mea11ihgs of coimecti.ves .in 
print for anuiribe:r; of years after that • 
. Th.erefore, childre11 should be given · system.atic 
~ training through the reading · progr~rn ·so they 
. may develop rno·re ' fa.cility at an e.arlier age · 
·in under$-tanding · increasingly c.omplex com-
munications frorri the printed page. (p. 416) 
Chomsky . (1969) investigated ·the acquisition of 
., 
34 
syntax in children from ages five to . ten. She hypothesized 
that mastery of' complex syntactic structures is no~ complete 
.. ... 
at t~is age level but is developed more fully in later years. 
Her sample contained 40 children, eight ea~h from kinder-
·' . 
g~rten through · ~ourth grade enlisted ~nan elementary school. 
in Massachuset~s~ <'I During an interview., four groups o.f 
granunatical construptions (each of .which increased ~·n 
complexity) were presented to 'the e~aminees~ The _primary 
purp9se of the ·task was to select sentences with no con-
textual. or semantic clues to influence the subject's 
interpretation. The only basis~for the correct interpretation 
~ 
was the . su~jects' knowledge of · the structu-re. Chomsky found 
,. ~ - .. 









t~at "a construction such as 'John asked Bill what to do' 
I 
was still impe~fectly learhed by some children even at age 
i . 
ten" (p. 1~0). She concluded that 
contrary to the commonly held view that a 
child has mastered the structures of his 
native language by tne time he reaches 
the age of 6, we find that active syatactic 
acquisition is taking place up to the age 
of 9 and perhaps even beyond. (p. 121) 
. • <=> 
35 
Shackford (1976) examined Junior High School students' 
1 k.nowle~ge of grammatical structure (syntax--wbrd order) and 
its relation to reading comprehension. She desig~ed · the 
Engl"ish Language .Structure Test '(ELST) to m(;:!asure knowledge 
· ·of ~y.ntactic struot:u;re ·~ The ELST and. the Stq_nford Reading . 
Test were adnd.nistered to ·2o·2· g'ra.de seven and grade .eight 
~tudent~. Results indicated ~hat eighth-gra~e st~dents · 
performed si9nificantly bet·ter t~an seventh grade students 
qn bot~ the ELST measur~ and the reading com?rehension test 
(p < .05) . . It was coricluded that the older a student, 
the. more likely he is to be competent .in language arts. 
Bierly (1977)' completed a developmental study of 
·· ·t: 
. the .influence of sQmantic and phonological variables on- . 
·linguist!~· cd~_preh~_nsion. In her study she examined . ·the 
.. 
ef.f'e·ct· of the sem~ntic var.i~ble 9f contrastive gende·r o~ 
the pronoun a~d .the phonological va~iable of contl;'.astive 
stress of the pronoun on reading comprehension. S~e observed 
four ' eight-year~olds 1 comprehension of pronomina~ reference 
of syntactic str'uctures ' co~taining ' the n·onident,ity pronom.inal 
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I ~ 
reference. Four .. types of items were generated: 1) thOse 
containing syntactic informatfon; 2) those containing ) 
~ 
syntactic and semantic information,; 3) those contai'ning 
" 
syntactic and phonological information; and 4) those containing 
synta.qtic, semantic and phono"logical· information,. A·'mul ti-
variate analysis of variance - examining differences between 
i tern types indicated that the \Semantic variable enhanced 
comprehension, whf_le the phonological variable did not. 
. . 
eierly stated that a semantic strategy Will aid! CO_!Tlprehension 
. j ' ·- ' 
even at the . yo·ung· age of . ei"gh t. 
Dillo!'l · (197.8 ) .. undEirtook a rese-arch study. exam'~nin·g 
the process qf. equiv.alen?e ·fqrmation .in elementary c,h.ildr.en"'. 
.The sample comprised 100 subj·ects, ~0 - fromeach of the ·two 
, 
different lan~uage gr-oups- -English a nd Spanish. The 50 
subjects of each group cons~ted of f:ive different grade 
'-levels: kindergarten, grade two,·grade four, grade · six , and 
a.n ·adult g·roup of elementary· classroom tea_chers. All examinees 
•' 
_were int·erviewed individually ip. their ·first language by a 
· n~t'ive speaker of ·. that 11language. ''A'n equivaiance formation . 
.. . 
task ( 'lJol" . are these two words .most alike?') w.as' used to 
tap t _he subjects' semantic structuring" (p. 9)· . Sub j ects. 
we~e ~equir~d to isolate separate features of their pe~sonal 
me anings of the. words :given, in order to match or contras_t 
ttl~m with separate features · qf other l e xical items. "For 
example ~ 'ball' · and 'app le' a re alike b~cauie both are r ound 
'I 
. .. 
. 'i··; · . 
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or because both· can be thrown" (p. 9). 
Dillon's results, indicated that "semantic development 
of individual lexical items . ~oes continue throughout the 
el-ementary school years and,beyond" (p. 15). He stresse·d 
throughput his discussion th~ vocabulary developmen.t ~yst 
be enhanc~d dpring all years of schooling. In his implications 
for further research,he aoded that it is , i-mportant that 
' . 
further stU.dies on _ semantic growth be under'taken at the 
. . . . . 
secondary school. level. Such a study,, Dillon 9uggestec;l, 
. ~ou~d · a¢rd · ·scope to the d·evelopment of semantic grow.th -. 
~ -
Sex· Dit'fetences. 
~tr6U~. and Lindquist ' (1942) condqct~d a $tUdy on sex 
. . , .' 
differences in school a,c;:hievementq. They testted ·so, 000 pupils 
enrolled in grades three through eight in more than 300 schools 
t 
. ' . 
in Iqwa o·n the followin9: reading comprehension, vocabulary, 
· word study skills, basic language skills and math skills . . 
~hese investigators found that females achieved signif icarit ly 
·better than~ males fn all areas e)(C~J?t math. 
. . ~ . 
Stoodt . (1972) :esearched the relationship· be.tweeri 
under's t .and:i.ng granunatical · conj u.rictions and reading comprehension. 
~ . .. . . . . . ' 
The sample{ co~sisted of 9S grade fo~r - studeni's ' from three . 
. . , . . 
socio-economic levels in Ma:nsfield, Ohio, Public Schools . 
' .., '• • . ' I • • 
Subjects were -a~inis_tered two·· tests for comprehension. of 
,conjunctions as well .as t~e Stanford Achievement -'rest to 
·measure reading comp.rehemsion. Results showed ·that _"girls 
-- - · - - ·-
·! 
. . . . . . . . 
' ,;~~~~~i:'·:~:;~,y;~Hi';' ";"; ·i~ti~~~~·i:~£~~1!'f:'" ( ~;~ ·  · 
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achieved higher than boys on these measures" (p. 503) . 
l 
3.8 
Allen (1977) also found that significant differenc~s 
occur:r:ed between males and fern.ales when he compared their 
. . 
performances o~ reading and language skill~. He observed 
these achievements between _male and female students in the 
fourth, eighth and twelfth grades._ In his discussion,' he.- '-::. 
reported that the fact that g~rls performed better thap boys 
. ! 
in· l,anguage arts could be attz;ibut;:ed -to their early m1turation, _ 




~ : ~. 
-· 
Sununary 
In the main, the review ·of related liter:ature 
"' . ' . 
i~dicates that ther.e is a .relations~ip between . sema~s, _· 
" 
syntax, reading comprehension and literature achievement. 
Also,· factors such as grade;· age and sex were related to 
' . 
these variables. 
Many theorists such.is Chomsky (1957), Kerfoot (l965) ·, 
. I . • , 
Postman and Weingartner (196G)·, and Benjamin (1970) reported 
.that seman~ic. -~eaniryg is _:fundamental fit readinsr comprehension: 
. . ,· ' ·. . . . . 
They claimed .. that · knc:;>w'ledge -,6£ word mean_ings allows t,he 
read~r to transfer the author's .me.ssage ·into personal meaning_ 
Goodman (1970), Leech (1974), Nilsen and Nilsen (-1975) and 
Clark (1976) stressed that c~roprehension will'_ only : result 
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patterns and forms of the writ~en discourse. That is, the 
reader must decode and restructure information from the 
interrelationships of words, sentences and paragraphs. 
Fries (1963), Keis1ar (1964), Borsodi (1967), 
Be1lugi (1973), Menyuk (1976) and Lamb (1977) stated that 
meaning · comes from the way language is structured. That is, 
the arrangement of language pa~terns in systematic form 
~ (syntax) ~llows the reader to understand an author's message. 
A s~udy by St~~art (1978) indicat~d~hat ~~ntactic maturit9 
COn.tlnu'es · tf1-t"OUgh hi5Jh school and U~~vers:i,ty le~els. }fe 
said that fu·rther i .n.vestigatioris ·into t;.his a~ea were nee~ssary 
•, ! . 
. ' because· they .could _provid'e .a b·as.i's for .new · approaches to 
language development, 
Research was limited in the areas of syntax arid 
semantics as they relate ~o literature ac~ievemeni. However, 
theorists .·such as. Carroll (1964), ~nkvist et al. (1965), Rodger 
(1969'), Chatman / (l974) and N·~lsen and Nilsen (1975) suggested 
that the reader must use semantic and synt<;ictic information 
if he is to interpret literatur~. 
. r . 
The readez:.,. then, must 
rec.ognize the .patterns 9·r structures as well as word meani'hgs 
. ' ,/ 
. used. by th'e literary artist before he carr comprehend ·meaning. 
In addition, literature on grade, age and sex as 
• 
. they_ relate to semantics, syntax, .:p:iading comprepension and 
li tera:ture achieyement was reviewed . . · Rob~rtson (1968), 
Chomsky (1969), Shackford (1916), Bi~rly {1977) and Dillon \. . 
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comprehension of written material at different grade and 
age levels. They reported that language development is not 
I 
complete at any particular grade or age level; rather it 
is an ongoing process. That is, children acquire language 
compet~ncy as they beceme exposed to material with varying 
levels -of difficult~. 
Researchers such as Stroud and Lindquist ( 1.94 2) , 
Stoodt (1972) and Al'len _(1977) found that -female students. 
performed better than male studenta in all areas of language 
arts. ·Allen (1977), in par:·ticu~<;iF · ~ep~r~e,d, tha~ ·the ~ac·t 
that .gi~_ls performed bet-ter on lingui.stic · skiPs. than ·boys 
could be due to . factors s'uch as their early · maturation, 
. . ' . · . 
interest in_- . r~~di~g;~ _sex role expectations and school 
environment. 
.·, 
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CHAPTER .II.I 
HYPOTHE~ES, SAMPLE AND DAT~ 
The purpose of this chapter is threefold: 1) to 
present the hypothese's of the study; 2) -to desc:J;ibe t~e 
. sample; aQd .3) to de.scribe the . yar iables . and 1;:he· instruments 
used to ~easure them. 
. Hy'~otheses 
; .. 
· •.The ." hypoth.~s.es .:for . the . pres~nt . study ar.~·. 'outgroWthS 
# ' • • • • ' # ' 
of the problems posed in Chapter I, and, : for \he 'most ·p·a.rt, 
. \ . . 
· · r , 
stern from the th.eoretical discussion in. Chapte-r rr. · They 
were expressed in the null form ,and were tested at .the 
.OS level of significance: · 
Hy~?Othesis. 1 
.•. 
th.e m~an: ~·cor:es o.f . graqe ~i9'ht st'udents a~d 9rade nine stu.dents 
.. · . . 
: a) · .knowledge .of s·erna~t·ics; 
·b) kriow,l~dge '·of· synta.x;· .. · 
· c).·:.. ~eadirig comprehension·;, 
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H2 : There will be no signifi'carit differen.ces between 
the -~e.an scores of male students .and female stude~ts. on the 
following variables: 
~ . 
a) knowledg~ of semanticsr 
b) knowledge of syntax; 
c) ~eadirig COIJlprehensiori; \ .. · 
·d)· 
. I . 
achH~vement .Jn literature. 
• . 4"' •• , 
· .... ·. 
\ . 
. ,I ... 
., 
'Hypothes-Ls 3 .; .. :, : ", · · · ·. 1 · · ·: · 
i 
1 . 
- ' .. \ 
,f. I 
• . •.t. 
t 
I . . ::; ,,. . . . ~ 
.. ~ . ... ,. H3: ihere ·w.ill be .. ~q· . s~~.n'i:t;i~ant · .reia-t;.ion~hipbetwe·en - · .' . . :,,.:· ·-< . ,., 
. . . ·I . . . . . . , . .. ' . .. . . :- ... . . :· . . .. .. . _: ... . '. .. .. . , •-' 
. the ag~ of . .the subject's : ~uid . their· perfor.rnan,ce .·on t~e : f.ol·lowi'ng.· ' ' 
. . . .. ' ' ' : : . ' . . ' ..... ' •' '. ' ' ··: . ' 
variables;~ ,, ' . : ~ - - ~ ··· .. :;. . ·. . ·' . . 
. •' ' ~ ' 
.. ,. \ - ~. · . . ~. ... 
: ·. · .. . ~) . knowledge of.--7emantics: 
b) ' .. 'k.nowledge of s}(ntax: 
~ ~) . rea~i~~ comp·~-~h€m,sion; 
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H6 : There wil~ _ ~e no significant relationship between 
knowledge of s~mant~fS ~nd achievement in literature. 
'0 
a_~esis 7 
H7 : There will be no s.i;gnificant r_elatic:;n~sh~p between 
~nowledge. of synta.x and reading ·comprehension. 
·The. sample . · · 
"' .. · 
) : 
'( 
· ... _:..,. __ .. 
. . .. 
I 
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At the on~ of the testing 293 students constituted 
the sample . However, 37 subjects were ~iminated because 
the following ~riteria were imposed: l) a student who was 
absent for two or more tests was dropped; a~d 2) a student 
.. 
who failed to complete one of the measures that constituted 
the depende'nt variables (reading comprehension or literature) 
was excluded from the sampl-.e. 
The mean age of the st~dents within the sampl e 
was 14. 5 years. There were 136 'rade eight subjects and 120 
grade nine subjects. Within the sample, · the d-istribution 
by se~ was 127 males and 129 females. 
/ 
Variables and Instrumentation 
r 
Four instruments wer'e"l..,used to collect the data ,for-
this study: a word knowledge test, an English language 
structure test; a reading comprehension. test; and a literature 
test. · Eac~ instrUif\ent is discuss.ed' i:n detail later in this 
chapter. 
The test~ng was impleme nted on three consecutive 
days during the second last week of Mar·ch 1979. Three 
·examiners ' in addition to th~ investigator perfor~ed the task 
of administe ring the above t e sts. Each test was given to 
--.. 
all grade eight classes at the cSame t:i,me,, then to the four 
grade n i ne classes s i multaneously : The order in wh i ch the 














Day 1 : Reading comprehension test 
, (time 40 minutes) 
Day 2: English lang_uage structure test 
(time: 40 minutes) 
Day 3: Literature test (time: 35 minutes 
o. Word knowledge test (time: 12 ~1nutes) 
·'· 
Word Knowledge Test 
This instrumen-t was devised by the lEA Council to 
\ 
test students' knowledge of 40 ~elected 'word pairs where 
"' .. 
45 
the words. of a pair must be judged to be eithe~ synonyms or 
antonyms. Reliability measures wei.e e9timated using the 
I 
Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. The coefficients obtained 
I 
. -
across the three indQ~trialized nations of England, New . 
Zealand and th~ United States were as f6llows: England, .83: 
New Zealand, .82: and the United States, .7A (Thorndike, 
.. 
1973: 58). 
A reliability estimate was also computed on the 172 
, 
Newfoundland students wno_ completed all of the items on the 
word ~nowledge test. Cronbach's Alpha coefficient* of ·.69 
\ ) 
was calculated using the Statistical Package for the · Socia l 
Sciences· (SPSS Program). This reliability . may be due to 
the fact that the ~umber of subjects within this study was 
consi~erably smaller than the sample us ed by the IEA. 
. 
' 
*When tests are s_cored such _that the a·nswer is either right. 
or wrong it should be noted~hat the Ruder-Richardson 
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46 
For the purposes of this study, the word knowledge 
test was used to measure-students' ~emantic ~esources. The 
scoring procedure fo~ thi~ measure entailed: a correct response 
was assigned 1; an incorrect response was scored 0; arid no 
response was rendered 9. However, since there were only 
/-
two choices in the answer a student could possibly guess 
• • and be correct. Thus, in tabulating the final score a 
formula for correction for gues~ing was used to adjust for 
. 
the possibilities of chance. ~urves (1973) specified~ a 
general formula for correctio. n for guessing .as C .= R - ~ k-1 
. . 
where C equals the corrected score; R equa±s the number 
·of correct responses; W equals the number pf incorrect 
responses; and: k equals the number of choices givefl (p. 94). 
Table 1 presents'the descriptive stati~tics illustrating 
the mean, st'andard deviation, skewness alld kurtosis of the 
· corr'ected word knowledge test. 
~nslish La'nguage Structure Test (ELST) .. 
This test was designed by Shackford (1976) · and 
consisted of twenty-one groups of words which were scrambled 
-~~~· 
in a manner th~t disguised th~ meaningful rela~ions of the 
words to each other. Students were required to unscramble 
.. 
·each group of words to produce a meaningful sente nce. An 
inter- i tern consi_stency was c_omputed by· the •Kuder-Ri chardson 





Mean, Standard Deviation, Skewness, and Kurtosrs for the Study Sample (N 256) 
Mean Standard Deviation Skewness 
CWK1 ' ~ 15.02 -8.03 .30 
SYNTAX2 14. Ol. 4.42 -.36 
. 
CREAD3 12.29 4.19 -.32 
CLIT4 8.70 3.86 -.44 
Note: 1cWK = Corrected ~core for Word Knowledge 
2SYNTAX = Score obtained on the English Language Structure Test 
' 
Correc~ed sco~e for Read~ng Compre~ension 














the reliability of the .ELST was adequate" (p. 67). 
The present investigq.~pr a'pplied ·Nunnally's (1970 ) 
J,l • 
variation of the Ruder-Richardson Formula 20 to calculate 
an int,er-item consistency coefficient of . 82, 
In this ~tudy, the ELST was used to measure students' 
knowledge of syntax. Subjects received a score of 1 for a 
correct response; a score of .,5 for having produced a sentence 
containing substitutions or deletions; a score of 0 for failure 
~~f make a comprehensible sentence; and a 9 for no response. . ' 
No co;:rection for · gue~sing was necessary s -ince choid'es were 
absent. 
The. English ·Language Structure Test' .we1.s pretested . 
, • I 
to 'verify . its paten tial for grades eight and nin~ students· 
. ~ 
because it -was <;?riginally designed for pupils in gra9es seven 
and eight within ·a dif~erent school environment. The 
researcher conducted the pilot study on eight students from 
an urban Junior High School. Two boys and two girls f rom 
a low average · achieying grade eight class and two boys and 
two girls from a high achieving grade nine class completed 
.. ' 
the ELST. Results indicated that students within the domain 
of modest achievers scored below 60% and subjects from the 
top range ranked above 7 5% . No student obtained a mark above 
9 0% and thus it wa.s concluded that this instrument could be 
used as a viable measut:e for estimating syntact.ic ability 
in grades ei9ht and nine. The results for the' syntax 
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Reading Comprehension Test 
This tes't, devised by the lEA Council 1 was piloted 
and validatedl~eral countries . . The reliability 
-. ,~ 
49 
.c~oefficients using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 obtained 
for the following nations were: Engla,\d 1 • 89; New Zealand, 
.88; and the United States, .89 (Thorndike, 1973: 54). 
. 
A coefficient of .69 was computed using Crohbach ' s 
Alpha Formula on the 245 subjects who completed all of the 
reading comprehension test in Newfoundland. The discrepancy 
between coefficients may· have occurred primari-ly because of the 
I 
differences in sampl~ size. Th,:i,s was cbnfounded J¥ differences 
in the number of items used on the te·st which was administered 
to Newfoundland stqdents. For t~e purposes of this study, 
only 20 items were used instead of·the original 52 items 
used by the IEA Council: The decision to use only 20 items 
was made because of time restraints placed upon the researcher 
by the . school involved. 
The format of the content of this test consisted of 
thre~ passages that were presented to the pupils with. 20 
multiple choice questions. Criteria for scoring the reading 
comprehension test followed the pattern described in the 
aforementioned word knowledge section. · Since students had 
four items from which to choose an answer, the formula for 
correction for gue ssing (C = R ~ k~l) was applied. Test 
results demonstrating the mean, standard deviation, ske wness 
\ 





























This test was also desig~ed by the IEA Council and 
has been found valid an~ reliable among ten countries. ,The 
reliability coefficients obtained for the following nations 
were: England, .84; New Zealand, .81 ; and the United States, 
.85 (Purves, 1973: 95). For the 244 students who completed 
I 
all of the literature test in Newfoundland,the computed 
coefficient was .69. Again, the disparity bet~een 
coefficients occurred because of the reasons previously 
d:j. scussed in the Reading Comprehension section·. 
'Y The format of the ,literature test us·e~ ~n this ~tudy 
consis·ted of ·a: give;n story, "The Seait followed by 17 multiple- . 
thoirie questions •. ' cxiter~a for ~coring this measure followed 
~tern described in the Word knowledge section. The 
formula for correction for guessing was applied here s i nce 
there were four choice ite ms. The mean, standard devia tion, 
skewness and kurto~is for the corrected literature test are 
given in Table i. 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSTON 
The purpose of this chapter is twofold: 1) to 
present the statistics: and 2) to discuss the findings 
relative to the hypotheses. ( 
Descriptive Statistics 
51 
The statistical analyses used in this .study were: 
1) analys_is of var.iance; 2) Pearson prod~ct-moment cor.:. 
relations: a~ 3) partial cor~elations. An . analys~s of 
. . 
variance yields an F ratio which indicates the significance 
of the differences between meahs of different populations. 
This stat i stic was used to compare performances of grade 
eight and grade nine subjects on measures o.f se,man.tics, 
syntax, r~ading comprehension and literary appreciation as 
~ell as the achieyements of males versus females on the 
aforementione·d m~asu~es. .-..--" 
, 1 Pearson. product-mqment correlations provide a 
· · eorrelation coe$flcient which i ndicates the deg~ee to which 
variation in one variable i~ related to ~ariation in another . 
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52 
the independent variables (age; semantics, and syntax) and 
the dependent variables (reading comprehension and litrrary 
" 
appreciation). 
~Partial correlation provides the researcher with 
a single measure of association, describing the relationship 
b,tween two variables while adjusting for th~ effects of 
one or more additional variables~ (Nie et al., 1975: 302). 
By removing the effect of control variable(s) it is possible 
to see, a new relationship between the independent and dependent 
variables. 
All of the above computations were done using the 




There will be no significant differences between 
the mean scores of grade eight students and grade nine 
students on the following variables: 
a) knowledge of semantics; 
b) knowledge of syntax; 
c) reading compreh~nsion; 
d) achievement in literature. 

















There were no significant differences between 
perforlbances of grade eigh.t and grade nine students on 
measures of, semantics or reading comprehension. An F-value 
of 25.43 (p < .001) on the measure of syntax indicated that 
grade eight students scored significantly nigher than grade 
nine students. However, an F-value of 7.16 (p < • 01) on 
the literature measure indicated that grade nine students 
scored significantly hi:Jher than grade eight students. 
Hence, hypotheses 1 · (b) and 1 '(d} were reject~d and hypotheses· 
1 (a) and-1 (c) were accepted. Table 2 illustrates the 
inean.s, standard devia,tions and F-values for the above 
measures. 
Di'scussion 
The lack of differences p~tween grade level and ~he 
variables of semantics and reading comp;rehension · gives rise 
r 
to ·some interesting speculation. It may be that these skills 
are developed eitQer prior to or terminated in grade eight, 
suggesting a ce.iling effect. At the same time,.it could be 
·as~ed whether the ceiling effect ocqurred because of t;:he 
. . . ' 
. ; ' 
nature of the· sk,Vlls themselves or whether a ' different 
program might be developed whi~h cou~d fos~ these skills 
more succ~ssfully. Also, . there is the assumption that the 
. . 
development· .of reading skills is usuall~ thought to be . . 
compl~te at the elementary level and therefore teaching . 
\ 
. .. 
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A Compar~sori - of Subject Ach~evements for Grade 8 and Grade 9 Students (N 256) 
Conc~pt o'r · . 











136) Grade 9 
SD .., Mean 
8.00 15.79 
4. 43 . 12.63 
4 ... 39 12.82 
4.17 9.38 
' · 









2 · l • ' ' 
· SYNTAX .= Score obtained on the Eng1ish Language Structure Test 
3
cR,EAD = Corrected score for Reading .Compreh'ens.ion 
4
cLIT = Corrected .score for Literature 
**Significant beyond the }01 level 
***Significant beyond -~he ., 001 level 
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J 
reading is not usually considered part of a Junior High 
curriculum. 
Research by Shackford (1976) indicated that the 
higher the grade level, the better the performance in reading 
but the above findings are at variance ·with this viewpoint. 
The fact that grade eight students scored signifi-
cantly higher than grade nine students on measures of syntax 
is questionable. Due to confusion in the school schedule 
and · administration instructions, grade eight students were 
permitted more . time to complete the test than were those in 
' , 
I 
gra~e ni~e. · Also, grade nine students ~howed a def'inite 
l _ack of interest in undertakin'g the testing. Th_ese· req.sons 
' . 
Hypothesis 2 
There will be no significant differences between 
the mean scores of male students and female students on the 
followi,ng v·ariables: 
a) knowledge of semantics: 
b) knowledge of syntax: 
c }· · reading compz:ehension: 
d) · achievemen-t in lite·ra tu7e. 
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Findings 
Ana~yses of variance between performances of. males, . 
. . 
an~ females on th1 above variables indicated that there were 
no significant differences for Ineasures of semantics or 
reading comprehension. However, aJ.l F-valu~ of 15.03 (p < ,001) 
on measures of syntax and an F-value of ,10 .• 27 (p < • Ql) on 
measures of literature illustrated that females scored 
significantly }Jetter than males on both ·these measures. 
Basec1..,.oh ~tJ:lese findings, ~ypotheses 2 ·(af a_nd 2 ·(c) were 
. 
accepted and. -- hypotheses · 2 .(b). ~:J;'l_d 2 (d) were rejected. 
. means, stand~rd ' deviations and, .p..ovalues for thes~ .measur~s 
are ·rep<;>rte,d. in Table- 3 ~ 




Researche~s such · as Stroud and Lindquist (194'2) ; 
Stoodt (l972) : and Allen. (1977) found that females scored 
. · 
. ·· .. 
significantly better than males on all language art.s skills. 
. ' 
~ ' ' . 
The above findings indicated t:hat on measul;:'es of s·emantics 
and· reading comprehensi~ri,_ females' performances were nott 
sign'i~icantly .hi~her : ·~han niale~ •. · . T~~se re·~~lts ·c~uld be· 
attributed to ··s.uch facto'rs as: many <;>f the fe'males : couid 
'• , 
be repei;i t~fs . of· a gr~de. and. he.nc~ they wop.ld be low . achievers 
' . . . . . ' 




. : · • . . ' l 
. . . ~ . 
used . to measure semanti~s. and rea,ding' -compreheiu:iion mi,ght 
• '. • • ~ • '. . • '\ .I ' • 
have be~n too .. riar:~::ow · . in scope, ·as _they ~easure~ specit:i:c 's 
inste~d o'f g~neral. categories • 
. . · .·---:. . . , • 
'' ., 
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TABLE.: -~ - . ·. 
Achi-evements :for M~le· ·.·~nd .Female.-Subjects 
,. Tota-l Sample ._(~ .. =: :.256) 
' I 
Within . the 
J .. _-= __ ' . . . . · . : . I . ~- ·.·.,..·. · •. ~ . · · .. =;_ =====:=;= .. . :i=. ==? ..===£:;::===================7='i========i:======~~=:i:::;======= , ,. ... - · :,J ' . - . • ¥ • · : ... .··: . ., Ma·ie . _student.s _(N- = l27L .· - ·. ·· Female:~ students ..... .. -. . - .· .. . . 
. ·~ .. : . . ~-· ·.· . .... . ~... . -.. . ·· . . . · (N. "7-. 129) - ·.con~ep~ ---o.r : · . : .. >. .- .. . 
Dimension · Measured :: - . .. 




. . ~ .. : ·- . . 
... -;·. 2 
SYN~AX- . : : 
'.·. ·,;· . 
: ,· 
. ·; ._. 
· .. . 
'o . 
. . 
•· · Mean 
. ~· 
. '. 14. 32 
· ... 12. 9'7 
' l ·. 
" .12_.40 
• . 
· I .-93 




: . ' 15.09 
,3_~ -91-- · 
3.-99 






-CwK·" .· · =:: cor.rect.ed -scor¢ for ~ora_ .-·Knowledge -
0 
• -
2 ; .. a • ' - . - . .' .. ' • 0 • . . • • ; ·• . • . ' • • • • • o 
SYNTAX = Score obtai.ned" on" the· Engl-.i.Sh:-Language· Structure 
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Hypot-hes":i. s 3 
There will be no significant relationship between 
r the age of the subjects and their performance on the 
following vaLiables: 
a) knowledge of semantics; 
b) knowledge of syntax; 
c) reading comprehension; 




The Pearson .product-morn~nt correlation.s between age 
and the scores of language co~petencies were as follows: 
semantics, -.12 (p < .05); syntax, -.45 (p < .01}->; reading~ 
comprehension, -.07 (p >.OS); and literature achievement, 
I . 
-.15 (p < ·• 05). With the exception of the correlation 
between age and reading comprehension, all o~her c0rrelati~ .. 
1 
\ 
were significant beyond the ~05 level. Consequeptly, 
hypothesis 3 (a) , . 3 (c) , and 3 (d) were rejecteq. but" 
hypothesis 3 (b) was accep~,ad. Table ·4 provides a matrix 
p 
of these correlations and their levels of ~ignificanc¢. 
Discus~ion 
The above findings indic~ted that there were 
sign~fJcant negative r~lationships between ~e and semantics: 
age· and syntax; , and between age and literature achievernen·t. 
' . 
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Pearson.Product-Moment Correlations, Means. and Standard Deviations of Variables 


















• 001 .001 
. ·· . .. 
SYNTAX MEAN SD 
-.45 174.25 9.06 
-40 15.02 8.03 
.33 12.29 4. 19 
.34 ,. 8.70 3.86 
I 
I 1 4 .01 4.42 I 
I 
Note: Correlation coefficients are above the diagonal; levels of significance 
are below the diagonal. The key to-mn~monics is as follows: 
1AG~ = Age of subjects 
2
cwK = Corrected score for Word Knowledge. 
3CREAD. = Corrected score for Readin·g Comprehension 
4CLIT . = Corrected score for Literature 
· ·SSYNTAX = Score obtained on the English Language Structure Test 
l 









However, the correlations petween age and semantics and 
age and literature achievement were extremely low. In 
Jl) 
educational terms,. one could say that there were no sig~ 
nificant relationships between these variables. The highest 
' correlation obtained was that of -.45 qetween age and syntax 
which seems to suggest a moderate relationlhi~. _ 
Researchers such as . Robertson (1968), ~y (1969) , 
Shackford (1976) and Dillon (1978) reported that language 
•• > 
competency increa·ses with . 9-g~. However, this research does 
·not support that position. 
I 
T,he resul:t,s obtai·ned may have occurred because the 
sample ,contained a, number o:f•·students who repeated regular 
classroom work and were below the average academic record. 
Also, as me~ioned in the discussion of hypothesis i, the 
. . a·"' 1nstruments used 1n the study may not have strong 15-1 
criminatory powers. These limitations may have contributed 
to sucb findings~ 
Hypothesis 4 
.There will ·be. no significant ~elati?rish~p between 
·•. 
' knowiedge of sema11tics and knowledge of syntax . . 
.. 
Findings 
The correlation between measures of semantics ·and 
·syntax was .40~ significant .at the .001 le~el. This 
· • . . t 
I , /\ ' ' 
.• .. · .. ' .. . . . 
, . 
J • · • · ' ·~;· 
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61 
indicates a moderate relationship between these variables. 
' 
Hence, hypothesis 4 was rejected. · 
A scatter diagram of this relationship is presented 
in Figure 2. The vertical axis contains the semantics 
tC' 
measure and the horizontal axis c%ttains the syntax measure. 
This scattergram was done by the computer using the SPSS 
program. 
be 
When referring t1 the above correlation, it must 
noted that grade ninj students did not have sufficient· 
' ~ime to finish the ~yntax test. Thus, measurement error 
is possible. To overcome this difficulty, Nunnally •·s 
formula for correction for attenuation was applied. It 
was as follows: 
where 
r12 = correlation actually obtained between two t e sts 
rll = reliability of first test 
r22 = reliability of second test 
rl2 = estimated correlation 




The resulting .53. 'This ' I rl2 was seems to present 
. ' 
a ~ore re~l1stic picture of the correlati on. Maybe, i f 
' . . ' 
the testing si tua.tion was .t?etter, the actual correlation 
~;· ~ · ' . 
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Although the correlation between semantics and 
syntax was moderate, it sugges~ed that the skills of 
~ semantics and syntax were related. This supports the 
findings of such distinguished experts in language theory 
as Chomsky (19~7); Betel (1964); Hallida.y (1970); Katz 
(1972); and Crystal (1976) who purported that knowledge of 
semantics is necessary for an understanding of syntactic 
structure and vice versa. 
/ . Hypothesi,s 5 
· There will be no significaJt relationship between 
knowledge 9f semantics and reading comprehension. 
Findings, 
The Pearson product-moment correlation between 
. . 
semantics and reading comprehension was .53, significant 
at the .001 level. On the basis .of this finding, hypothesis 
5 was rejected. One may conclude,t;.hat those students who 
achieved the hlghe,r o scores on the semantic measure also 
achieved higher ~cor~s on ~eading comprehension. Fi gure 3 
presents a ~cattergrarn of this relationship.' 
Discussion 
The above finding s·upports the vieWpoints of Ke.rfoot 
(19~5),: ~ostman arid, Wei.ngartner (1966); Gabdmah·, 1968, 1970); 
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65 
Leech (1974); Nilsen and Nilsen (1975); and Clark (1976). 
. . 
It is evident, then, that semantic resources must be drawn 
upon if the reader is to successfully comprehend written 
.information. Thus, if a student demonstrates poor knowledge 
of semantics he wil'l most likely perform at a low compre-
1~ 
Hypothesis 6 
' There will be no significarlt relationship ~etween 
knowledge of semantics and achievement in liter~tu e. 
Find.ings 
The correlation coe.fficient obtained between semantics 
and c3:chievement in literature was . . 50, signifi~nt at the 
. 001 level. Tho.J.s _necessitated . a rejec~ion of hypothe.sis' 6. 
The scattergram (Figure 4) shows a positive relationship 
with "outliers" in both directions. 
Dis.cussion 
It was .previ~usly stated in the review of literature 
' 
in chapter II that knowledg~ ·of .semantics was related to-
. - . ... ·. . . . . 
·' . 
perfprriiarice in li te"ratu+e·. 'Researchers such ·as Fries: (196~); 
Phenix (1964)7 CarrolL .(1964): S~encer and ~regory (1965)1 
Rodger (1969) ·i ~nd Purye~ (1973) put forth strong arguments 
l' ~ ' ' . ' • . 
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provide the basis for interpreting literature. The above 
findings support these theories. 
·. Hypothesis 7 
\ 
There will be no significant relationship between 
knowledge of syntax/and reading comprehension. 
Findings 
The Pearson ·t;>ro,duct-moment correlation . coefficient 
between the variables ·syntax and reading comprehension was 
~33, signific~nt . at the .001 leVel. Therefore, hypothesis 
7 was rejected. Figure 5 illustrates a scattergram .of 
this relationship. It can be seen that the correDation 
is low. 
For reasons previously mentioned in the findings 
6 7 
' for ' hypothes i s 4, it was advisable to ·~pply Nunnally's 
formula for correction for attenuation· when the syntax 
measure was associatedwith reading comprehension. The 
est~mated correlation obtained was .44. Th~ seems to 
suggest that as the students' kno~ledge of syntax . increases 
so will their comprel)ension abi l j;.ty. 
Discussion 
'. 
The above findi'ng is in agreement with the theories 
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(1971); Bellugi (1973) and Lamb (1977), who stated that \ 
knowledge of syntax is fundamental to reading comprehension. 
Howe~er, the relationship between these variables was low. 
~his could be attributed to the type of the sample used in 
-' 
the study,as well as tne instruments used. 
Hypothesis .. 8 
There will be no significant relation~hip between 
• knowledge of syntax and achievement in literature. 
·-· 
. ; .t 
F,ind1ngs r 
The correiat.ion c-~efficient obtained between syntax 
and achievement in literature was .3A, significant at ·thi 
.Obl level. 
gram of 1 t1~ 
Thus, hypothesis 8 was reje~ted. The scatter-
relat.ionship ~ presented in Figure -'6. 
Nunnally's formula for correction for attenuation 
was applied when the syntax measure was associayed with the 
l 'itarature achieveme-nt measur:e. A corre~ation of .~as 
1 
t' • 
~ound between~~se var~abiep. This ~~e~ents a ·more realistic 
picture of the ·r'l!lationship. 
~ 
Discussi'on 
Alt~ough the above finding ·suggests that a low. 
r-elationship·_ exists between knojledge of synt~x . and achieve-
ment in lite:tatu·re ... 'it supports the theory ·presented in .· 
' . .. . 
•.', 
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Chapter II. That. is, the .reader mu~t· draw upon h·i~ knowledge ' 
of syntax when analyzing an author'·s work. 
Hypothesis . '9 
There will be no significant . relationsi)ip betwee:n 
. I ' 
reading compr~hension and achievement in literature. 
Findings 
. -~ "· ·.• 
..... ~ 
' · , . .. : ., ... -
• -~ - •• • ~ • • • ' • "'' ' .1 • • ' • •• 
. ... 
- . ·:', . 
· ·' 
·(h~ _P~~r~p2·:· product-moment;:c~rr~l'i~~n:.,~o~p}it'ed : : . : . . · ·; .. :_· · 
. betwE!en . iead~ilg . comprehens1Qn : and . achiev~~ei).t · i.~ ···u_t-eiature: - · .. .,: . '· 
. . .; ," :· . . . . . : : . . . - : ; _ ... :.: . ·. ' ';· . . : ._' '''.:' ' . ' ,-.::· ~ '· :_:' ·. ' ': . ·.·. \ ' ,·· ,• -: ' ' ';· . 
·. · · was •. sa; · s ·ignificant· at ·. the .' . 001 leveT. . This :necessitated, ' · +. ·' 
• ' , ,. • · ' . : • ', l ' 
1
: • .=· ' , .:· .: .. ·' • ' '., .·tl:n ,, : I:• .. ~··. ' • -: · ' I '• ' '· ' .. ; 1 ' ' ' '· • ' · 
,,., . a· ' r~jection of hypqthe~t~ ·. 9' ~ihce ·.:th~re ·wa$ ;a mbde~ately' -· 
s~r.ong ~o~iti~~- --~e~~tionship- be~w~e·n . the~~ · varia-~l·e·s. · , Th~ , 
. . .. · . . . . 
scattergrci~; ~.b'ti this· rel:i:itionship is;, depic_ted- in Figure 7. 
. . (' •. ~ 
, :· .. ) ', 
. ,, ... • . . 
'Di SC·USS ion 
' j • 
. \· 
' >, ' 1 ,. ' I '• 
-.,;. Little resea'rch has been A~rttpi~t.ed on· -~he reiation-·: .\ '· '• 
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Partial Correlation Analyses 
The major purpose of this s_tudy was to examine 
the relationships between seman'tics, syntax, readipg com-
· prehension and literature achievement. These relationships 
I 
were establish~d through 'the ~¢ai,son product-roo ent ·· 
' . ' . ' . ' 
. . . 
correlations. rurther .analyses. ·usrng 
' 
coefficients enabled .:~.he; researcher to contra+ for the 
effects of possible intervening variabtes. These were done 
. ' \ . ~· ' 
by\ using. the SPSS computer progi~m . . "In pa.rtial correlation, 
I ' ' ' ' ' ' 
.. 
the control is statistical ratheJ:" than literal and is based 
on the simplifying assumptions of linear J:::elationships a~rtg 
the variables" (Nie et al., 197 5: 
., 302) • 
' 
. ·The i~tiga~or eiam+ned the following· relation-
. . ' 
ships: the ~elationship between s~mantics and ·reading 
. . ; . 
comprehen~ion .'whe~ syntax was .p~rtiall.ed out; ttici· relation-
ship betwee~ semant~c·s and. ·readin<}'· comprehension wh~n· tn~ 
. ' _. ,;. . . 
g oup · of syntax, grade; ·sex and age were partialled out.; 
• ' ' • ' ', I ' 
. .. . . . ~e ~eliti~. n~hip --~~~~een .s~~~n-~~.~~ ·.and l .i ~~r~t~~~ acp.i{_~e~e~~ 
when synta was partJ.alled · out; the relat~.~nsh1p between . .' : 
, · • - . • • · • • . • .. · t 
' . . ·.· ' . . ', '. ' .. ' ' . . t. 
se$an.ti ~ ~~~·:~~~.~e~atu~~-:·ach~e.vemez;t wn~n ~h'l ~ro?~ of ·' :: . ' 
. . . syn,tax,· .9r_adeF .$~x : ·an<; a 9e · w~r_e · : pclitialte·d out:_; the '. _~;. 
,t.·' • I 
':> · .. : ·r~.i~'tio'nsh~ p :::b~t~~en. :. ~~-n tax· . ari~ r .ead:ing ·compre.h~n~'i~ti . ~~en ; . 1.. ·1 . 
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74 
' grade, sex and age were partialled out; the relationship 
between syntax and literature achievement when semantics 
was partialled oui; and the relationship between syntax and 
' , 
literature achievement when the group of semantics, grade, 
sex . and age _were partialled out. 
Findings .(SemantiC's, , S:tritax ahd• ~eading C~mprehensibn) 
• ' • , . ·. ' , ~ ~ r' , ~ . . , • 
' The I>ears.cm product-mome·nt .oorrtHatio'n between 
' • ' , , ' • ' \ ' J ••• • 
sem~nti~~ and ;~ad±ng. c;::O~~rehen~ion was . 53, significant 
at ~he . 001 1ivte1. . Whe,n · ~-yntax was ·p_artialled out, the. 
. - . . 
., 
correlation between the variables was . 47, significant beyond 
the . 001 level. The c.orrelation between these var.iables 
' . 
was further decreased to .43 (p < .001{ when syntax, grade, 
sex and age Mere partialle·d out. 
The correlatio_n bet~een syntax and reading com-
•. . 
prehe-nsion was .33, _. -~~gnific~mt at the .001 level·~ When 
. · .• 
$emantics was_ p'artialled 6u:t, ~he correia.tion ~.rapped ·tb · . ~.15 
: (p .;: •. OS) and with .the effec.ts· of' s~rnanf{cs~ 'g1;ade~ sex, . ·' . 
aq·d age · cont·~·ed, ~h~ co~r~"la.tio~ .:~e.t~~en -~Y~~~-~ ~~d· 'ieadi' 
1 
: . ·. · .. ·co~preheh~ion·~-~~si . ~ 2o·. (p ·.<··: -t_'Ol.) \ _:. · Ta~ _le . ·s _ .. ··~9nt~in~ ,a ·~atr_i(lC · 
.. ·. ,. '.. :< . · _·o·f ..... t!le_~~ · p~rti~~' ~~r~e-~_at~cni~.· · '. . ·. , · . · . . ._, 
.... · .. :. ;.·: ·-. , . .. : . . "!: .. q _. '; . . ..• • ·• . 
·. ·. ·:l .; . ' ' ~ .. .: ~ . _-; ~ 
• . . 
:1 :-. -~ .. ~--. . ·< ·r .indings ._ (seritah',ti~s ·, : syrit.a"~· ~~d A~.hi~vernent · in .Ltt:era·t~·re) .:: 
:i :: . . ... . ':.' · .. :·.,I .. . ·• ' : ' :.:- ..... ~ ':· · : .. ' ' ~: ' ·. : ' · ..• . ' . ,' ·, . . . '. . . . 
I · 
.. •d \· -
... .. ,,,,:. ~.-, 
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- CWK . 
.53*** 
.so*** 
-:1 :;·· . · .. ; 
.) ·· · ;::·· -· .·. . . .. -~·.b) ·Correlatiohs w:ith. $Y~TAX partial led ··out 
' ·: .. ~ ::·.. .. . .. · .. . ·· ··:: : CRE~-3 . • .• ....:....;...;;;.;..;..;;;..;;:;..~:;;..;;..:.;.;;:;_;.:;.;;:;~.:..-~...:;.'""'4:;.;;7~*""'*~*,...:.;-~..;;:_~~~'---'-
,:. . ·: ·· .. ·: ~ : . -. CLIT4 · . . · , .43*** · ( 
.33** 
.34** 
.·•• ':' :. • • • • ·., . "• • • I - • • ' • ' 
.. ::, .. . · ._ .. ·. ': ·. '.:<:::'. -' ::·_6·)· · .. Co~~;it'··· ·'· , . ~~ with SYNTAx, GRADE', SEX . and AGE partial led · o u t \· :~~ · - ~ ·· ~: . · _ ,., . .. CREAD~ . ~ · .. i· ~.~=~. ~-~-~~~~-~~~~- ~.~~=~~=.~4~3~*~*~*~-==~~~~~=~=..;;:;..~-~~.:..--~~--~ 
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semantics and literature achievement ~as .5~ (p < .01). 
, When the effect of syntax was removed the correlation ~came 
.43 (p < .001). With the partialling out ·of the effects } 
of syn~ax, grade, sex·~nd a~e;a correlation of .38 (p < .001), 
b ~ 
occurred between semantics and literature achievement. 
T.he .correlation between synta.x ·and li 1;:erature 
' . 
achievement was • 34 (p < _ ~- en ·) _· but w_ijth, ·the: partialling out 
of·_ the -effects ·6£ . .semantics,;- tne carrelatio~ ·was ~- 18 (p < • 01}. 
·"' ' . ;. . . -. ·~ '• 
When the effects of · ~?·e.mantics, gr.ade., s_ex and age were 
,. 
. . 
contro~led ~he correlation between syntax and litera~ure 
~ . . 
achieve~ent was .17 (p < .01). 
Discuss ion· r · 
~ 
· It is .~videni . from the abov~ . findings, that semantics 
had .a 10tronc;Jer e~fect;._, (altl)ough it wa-s weak) · on reacUng _ .. 
cornpr_~_erision -.~nd li t~ra)G_r·e a~h-iev~ments than SY,nt~x, ~l."'aQe, 
' I . 
·:·sex ajid · age_ . . ·._This snay -hav_e oqcurred b~cause· ·-.the syntax 
. . 
· .. . . ;·· m~·a:sur.e· ·,u-sed in · the 'study .. migl:lt be .highly Qepetndent upori · -. . 
.. 
f 1_ ' ~o -rd _:·k~o~{ledg~ .- (~-~m~n~~cs) • . ·. In ~~q.it-i~n, th~ grad~ -,~.· ·, .- . ,_ 
/ .. ·l .·. 
. . ,.~ . .. . .. 
·· .. ' . . 
... ~ •, · · . , ' 
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' · .. : .:. 
J .. : ... 
. . 
• 
., . . . . /" . 
· ·:·--·varia ce in resui'ts.· · '; · ·.- · · · 
• : . ~ - • ·.• .. ) .. . ·: . .. ! .. • . ; _. . 
· · · To coitelude, the ·above '·findings · indicat that· ~e 
. , .. 
' •' ' ' • \ .: ' ~ • • - '• ' ' • : 121 • : 4 ' ~ ' ' \ ' ' ' , ! ' \ ' : I ' :"" .( 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMHARY, CONCLUSIONS, PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUR~HER RESEARCH 
I . 
. . 
.The pu~pose of: this chapt~r is fourfold: 1) to 
. , .. 




· regardi'~g .the theoretical implica'ti~ns. ·.of -.the s 'tudy: 3 ) to 
. ' . . . \ . 
I 
sugge::;t ·some practical imi?lications: and 4) ... to make recom-
mendations for further research. 
Summary 
The ·major findings of th·is study may be .s\.unmari2;ed 
as f,ollows :· 
I 
1)' There' .. was rio .. _-_slgnifican\ difference betwe~n 
.. the , m.~an · scores of· ,grB:de ;eight $tudents anc~ 
. gra~e. 'nine s .tude'n_ts --.or( .'the semantics· vari.able • 
.. ' . -: . - . . -
· ··r ·.. . . · · 2-) ·Grade . ~ig.ht st'ud~nf~:.· scored ~i-gnificaJ:ltly .. 
- I' .... :. cthighet' than -grade nine students on : the . syntax . 




. ·-; • . 3_). . :Ther~·. w~-~:: h~ ... ~_ig~ii,'~ic.a~t /dif_f~r·e~Cie·:·~ bE,!t~~en 
1.: ~ . .: :_. .. : .. ::the me;~~ ... -:s ·c.ore.s:. _.~£ ' gr~d~.-. -~i~~t. : s.t~d~~ ts·-: ~~-d ._ . . . . .. .. 
·;i~ - - .' ~-.-- · ·.· .. _. .... grade n~ne :-stud.er:tts ·on ··.readJ,rig·,.:compre)l~_n~:p.oh .. ·· · ... · ·· .. 
, r ... ·-~~- .. . ·. . . ·~ · .. : ·. . :. ~ -~ . · -~- · . . .~ .· .. ::· .-.:. -~· .. · . _:· ·'. ·.- . ,., . :_ . ~·· ~ -
·.'~~ . . ;-._ ·. 4·). · .. •G,ra'd,e n:J..:n'e ·; students s·cqred··. s"·ignfffc'an~ly · , ' 
~ -.-; . .. ·· _._ ·: ·..-. . · .. ···.·.·.m_eJ;lt i~ :_l~~e.~.a~ui:e._ , : .. · ·. ·, ; . · ·_: .. · ... ~ :-: ··-




: ;· ~ - . . . :. : >· higJ:ler than ·g'rade .. eigh~' 's udents ·: on achieve·~ 
-~:f : . ·:: .. _· · : ~~ <-·-,: ._ , . . ·. s{ -~~er~ J~a~. ri.~: · s~g·~~fi~-~~-. ~i'ff-~r·~~~e· h~~w~en . . . , . 
:J ' : '. ) c. ' ' ' C ' C .~-=~~;=::~ -~~0~~~ ~~~ri~iC~~~~~~7~:~d . f:al: .'. ' ' ..• ·'' . , . . . 
.,,. ", .•: , ,', .' ",', . : . ·.~ ·. ,' .. ".,.> ,' I • ,_ · ·. '-; ' •L'·.·' · • . . , . ~ ·;_ . , · • .-.:: ·;,:, :, :_.., , .. ,/ :·,.-<: , ~-~ : • '.'., 





·r-j -· .# 
6) · Female students scored . significantly higher 
7) 
tha~ male students on the syntax~ariable. \ 
I 
. ' 
T~r·e was no signi'ficant difference between 
t mean scores of male st~dents and femaae· -
s udents on reading comprehension. 
. I 
8)' Female stude~ts scored signifiqantly higher . 
than male stud nts on achievement in literature.J : 
• I . \ 
9) . There was a·~· _n_i ·fican·t, negative -~elationshi~ 
· ·(- .12) · };)e~e he· age .of the subJects · and 
their ·performance · · n . the semanti.cs..,var;i.able_. · 
. I ( \ ' ' ' 
. ·.10) ~here was a ·sig~ific nt negativ~ .I:elationship 
· -(-.45) between the .. ge 'of the subje·cts an<;l,· 
their p~rf~rmarice on _ th~ syntax variable.:. ·· 
·:· •' . ' 
There was no· significant relatlonsh~p b'etweem 
the age o""f, the- ·sub)ects and their · performance. 
on reading comprehensi~. -
. 11) 
12) There was a significant negative relationship 
·- - (- .,15) b~tween the age of the subjects and 
~ their achievement in litt.ratur~. ~_. 
j \ ~ ~J 
, • , _. I • -
13) The_fe .was a significant ~ositive relationsh~p 
(_.4Q) between. semantics . . and sy.ijtax. . . . 
14) Ther~ was ~ sign~ficant positi~e relatio~ship 




15( · There was· .a · significaht. p~sitive relationship 
· - .i" · · (.SO) b,etween semantics· and a'chievement in ., . 
literature~ 
.. 
. , : , 
16) The:r ~as a ~.i:gn_i£ica~t- . P;<?si.t~ve · telatio'n_sh~P-. . 
· ( ~ 3J(J bet\'!eeri· ~yntax and --~~ad~ng compr~hens:J,on· • 
. ,.. . ~ ... . . ' . _.. . ' \ ..... ~. _. ., ' '"': 
. '1'7') Ther¢·· w~~ .a sigr(,i.ficant . .' p~:sitive ~elatlon~hip ,. 
· ;·. · ' ( ~ ?4-.>: be-tw~el) . --s~hta-~1·_ a~d~' ~chie~;ne~~: ~~· U , ter~·t_ur~. 
1-,Br· Th~~e;· W~S \a s.fgnificap~.' .posft:'ivi:a . relat,i.·(mship ·. 
· .(.58)' between . .re·ading:· !=Ompr~I:tens'ion'· and 
achieveii_lent 4-n ·literature,.· · 
6 \ ' • • 
•' ~ 
. ·.: . ( ' 
·.· . 
''J , .... .... 
., 
' . · ... 
'.·. 
·~· ' ' I ~ ' ; 
. . ' ' ' 
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T;pte major purpose of t)1is study· was to invest.~gate 
th~- relatlo~ships between -semantics, syntax, reading•com-
prehension and ll.'terature achievement at the Junior High . 
School level . . The r.evi~ _literature pres~nted in Chapte-r . 
. . . ; 
II revealed that t.ilese skills were ·_related.. -However , t~e~e 
. . . 
was little donclusive evidence· .. as to the strength of the 
I . ,· . 
.-. 
relationsh~p: ·between th~~e v~uriables at the~J.uni,or ~igh .. 
p 
level. . .· .. 
study inqica~ed that there w'&re 'rhe fin!ings 
~i~nifica~~positive 
However, most of the 
the above variableS'". 
\ 
' 
were moderate ·or . . . 
-~ 
iow. For exakple, the correlation of . 33 between syn.ta~. - ·- ·:- . ¥ 
- • , - • • ~ ~ 11\ . . -. 
and reading comprehension and the correlation- of .40 between 
semantics a~d syntax are in fact qui.t ,e IJ~Oderate. · . The highest 
' . , . 
correlation obtained wa·s . 58 between reading . c'?mprehension 
' 
and l i terature a·chievement which··may be describe!i a s a 
. ) . ~ . 
. . I 
moderately · strong rel,ationship·. Although: these .corl;'elations 
. . • • , - !)· . ~~ • .. : . ~. 'l . • .. 
wer-~ statisticafly. slgnifican·t, . th't"y -:set no S-trong: tren'd~ . 
. . • ... . . ~ . ' ~~ . . I"..... '. . ... ~ . . 
i 
in educ_ational terms. Th,us, · ~one !=an .'oniy·· conclude .that :this 
. . . .. " . . . - . " ·._._ :·.-:- . . ~:--. . . .. -·_. . -~ - -. :·: . . ·. ,:, 
s tudy establ~shed that · there·:·are ~low t o mqderate" relat:LQnsh:Lps 
• . ·. _ - . • : • • • . j;... ·. ;· -·. - • . ;_ 
• 
7- --- · • . 
. •' . 
f ' . 
. . 
' . 
. ..... ' 
.· ;', 
.b.etween. ~e~ant~cs_ , · -~yntax, . re:adin<J .. c~~pr7~ension ·_ ~11~ - 'li ter~D- . . : . . · .~ 
- achievement. .~.. · .,- ;· :. · -, . -~- - .... ] 
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Given the findings and conclusions of this' study 
it seems obvious that the skills of semantics; syntax, 
reading .comprehension and literature achievement are inter -
related. It is evi~ent that both semantips and sx.ntax play 
a ro~ ih reading comprehension and in the . a_bili ty .to 
interpret li te:i.ature. for students . .. Tfti.~ -data .sugges·ts 
... . ·• ' tit . • . . . . • • . • t~at · an ; l~crease ~n semant1cs, for e_x·amp],e ·~ · shouid be 
. ac.compa~Jed ~y an incr~ase in . ~bili ty, to tit-i,iize ~yntax, 
... . . . ~ · ... ' 
compr.~ljnd while .reading . . and to : i~terpret_ litera.ture. It 
would. seem, then, ··that :th~ fosteri~g of'.t:.hese linguistic 
skills is necessary .. to . a student's language progress. 
Progr(lms enhanc~ng efficient instruction within the ar~as 
. . ·, 
of semantics, syntax, reading comprehensiOIJ. and literature 
' . . . ' 
should help the student increase his 1a11guage competency 
. . .. . 
I ~ild hence be come a mor~ effective l~·ngu~ge use:r; ~ -
, . . . •, ·. 
. . 
·. The ia~k .of dif-ferences bet\:teen.· the meAn s cores cif 
. ~~rade · eigli·t.i~nd ~rade nine students ~n mea'sures · o~·. - ~e~a~tl.~s 
· ~nd ~eading cornp:tehemsiori' :~rnplies. that· ~OI:l~inuing ;programs : . ' 
. . . . .· ... .... . ,• 
. ~n 7~~~~age : arts s~~-~td -,~b~· d~y~loped beybnd ~{;e -~a~e · :~i'g11t . :l 
. ·. •.. . . . . . . . .. ~ . . . . . . ,, 
leyr,l ~ · . As ~ritte.ri· rn~~~r~aLbecomes ~ore ~ornple~·_, students . 
. .'.~~ye· ·to be'. :'gb~~ed .\6~ard~ de~e ;Lbping . ~angua~~- maste~y • . · I n .. · . . " 
--~· . " . . ·. ' ~- .  ,. .·. ,.: ... . ·: :_. :: .·. ,:, .. ·· .:.. . . :· -: . ·_,_'·\~ . -~ ,.\ ·~·.. .. .. ,. ·_...,.- . ; .. :_. •. .~ ·.· .. 
.. · · · .:- -:· . . ; pa·rt1.culat, ~ ~t:uden·t.s~ ·-Who~. -lack . th;~· ·_ ba~lC: ~a;nguaq~ .pro'cesses-· .. · ·· 




'"' · . 
..\ .. 
·:. ,. · , · : ~~s·~ "b~ P~?v!~ea ··.w~th:. opportuniti~.~ thrbu,g~ .adj_us't:rnent .of__ . 
.. _.... - ~ . . . :·.-·· ... :'·.:-.. · ... . •. ; .. ··_. ... ...... . . . ·. . . . . ' .. ... ·.... ..  .., ~~-<<· ', 
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ments will not increase with age as demonstrated in the 
findings, if -provisions are not made for students to gain 
practi.ce in analyzing advanced material. 
To conclude, it seei'(I.S that instruction dealing with 
I 
strategies for semantics, syl). tax, reading comprehension, 
q.nd li. t~rature achievement may pro~e .to be beneficial . during 
the J ·unior High -!-evel. Perhaps, ·t~acher_s need to become 
more awc;tre of the lin'guistic ·per'fotmances 9f· their students 
I 
~nd : _based . on .such findings inodify' or . res.tru9ture language 
' . . . . . . . . 
·pr:og.:rams to bett~r ·suit the needs of the students .'· 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The. follqwing re9ommendations for further research 
.ar.e at~empts to overcome the limitations of ·the present study. 
T.he firSt suggestio_n is · i:~lated ,:to the 'data gathering 
l~mitation· , namely, that the study deal:t:. ~~ly witH urban 
. . . 
J.un:ior High · 1~vei. st~:~d~~·1ts . . · ~Y usi~g st'udEmts from a .ruJ;il 
area t~~; .i in~i~g s . -w~u·i~ :.b~ .·rn~re _ge~~ral:i.z~l?~~ ~ · _:·-. .' _: ·. · . · 
... T(~ .-~e~~~d · r.~c.6~~n~-~t·~on- · ·r~l~t~~ -· to --~·e ·-~~P~ : ·qf. 
,. . . . '·.· : . .. '·· .· . ·; · ... : .· . . . • . - . . .. . . ' 
· .in_strurn~nts . u~ed :·t:a · _ ·fu~as~~~ -- se;na~ti·~·~,i·::::s~nt~x,,: r~a~ing corn~ · 
·, .... ·. - ' . ·· . ': ,• . '~·~}~:.. ... ': ~- -:· ,.. .. .. .. . .. ··.· 
.• :·_ .. . prehension ; and t·i-terature' . . " w·ithi~·( th~'se : b~oad' -'areas, ·and . . 
,. . . .. . . ..... • :.. .· • . . 1.. •• ·_ ' . . ' • : - . ; . : . . :.... . ' ...... 
: .. ' ' :' . ·'·in pa~ticuiar. tho;e· of ~:em~n"t.ics.: a:nd>'sy~tax, the: ;'instrume'~ts . 
. · .·. _.· _:>: .. -_:.{ " .· .; .. ;: ;· · .. ::_~.,;- ... . ··>··· :··.: .· . · . -.· - . .:::<·.-:··· .. . ·:: ~ · · . . ·· .··. 
. · ,;·.:· .. : focl,lsed . on ~ord kn?_wl~_t;i<Je. ··_(~f.1E7 · a~~a_. of .. semarit.1.cs) · ~nd: -wor<3.- ··: . ... 
_.,:·: .. :· :~·::·:;:: : :.-,. ::. . ·;r~~;z;:\(~n~ --~~~a. ~-f. sy~~~-~) :,. .. A · -~~~dy .dea~-in~'._.w·i,t;h·. ~~~.' . rnu~ti~ -. ·" · 
. -~ · · : • , ..... ·· ·.~ ··: ' , J ·. : : - ·· · : .· · . ·• , . / · . .. ' : • · .. : .• .. <t' ~- . · · : • • ·, • 
. :·'<:_ ': ·,. ,:<·::. ~· · . f1,c~·~5. ·o(_ t~ese: .. ·~.ie_lds wo~ld_ , _po_~s:i·b_ly p~ov~"de. ~esui:ts· . .- .· .. 
.. 
. ' , .~ 
. · ·. :-·. :: .·. ''· .·. , .. .. _·. . , .·: ·.' · . . ·.· ':'. ·.:-::-- .": . : . ... ·_ .· · .. · .·.'" ... . ·. ··· .. .- ... . . ':':·': ~· - · .. , : .: . . 
o , t • : • ' ', , 'o/1 1 "'1, o , ' I :'. ', • o 
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.:, · : • • o ~ :' ·,:• ,: ~-. ' • ' \ • ,,\ • ' ·!' '• I •. ~ .i oo\ o • .::._ I .;: • ~::. :;_:. : '1 ' ' ' ,: : ,: 
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' I • ' ' 
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The third recommendation is to design a longitudin~l 
s,tudy. in ·which repeated~ measure~ on a set of individuals 
would be obtaineci"on semanf;:ics, syntax, 
. ' 
reading : c~_mpreh.ension 
• q ' ty ' I • 
and li.terature &ver a period "'f time . . ~ .' I , ', , For: . example· , : · .~ ._study 
' . caul~ be undertaken on thes~·: lingui.'~t~~ cqmpetencies o'n 
:va:rio.us phases of -Elementary, Junior · High.-·and senior ·High ··· 
leve.ls. 
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p ' : 1,• 
I 
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
• t. 0 
Dear Student, 
. ' 
Your school -has been sele.cted to .. represent . 
New~o'fndl.and. and J.abrador 'iri an inte~n·atici.na:l stu~y o~ . 
l.a'ng:uage developme·n.t and : usage_~ -.'Your resul,.ts. will · be · . 
compared · to t;hose of students· -in. _England, : New Zealan9-,.; . 
an'd.- the' UnJted States ·on the same. ··test. · · ' . ·· · · 
• • , • • • •. . : • .. '. ' .- ' .·.I , ' :· . . . •' • . ' 1 
· ,: ~le.as~ ·try. - ~·our ·~s.t> tc/~ri~·we~. all · the :qu~stions·. 
.in· the.g~~e?, .. _tf~~ .. · · .· · ·· ·· · · · ·;'. · · - :. · ;· · · ........ 
. .. '




·.: . . ~< 
· ·Da_t;~ of -Birth 
Grade 
. I' . 
Hale/Female 
' . 
' ) .' . I .. . 

















·. ~ . 
.-·.· .
l . . :. ' . 
·, ' ' ~~~::"St1'1K'?:-:-:-;:~':-~~~:~. -::}·· ;._.~~-;··~· : .. ~i~i~~;.ji\~:-.. :, . -. .-.:··:-' :~-:~~ . :.;)_:: ..  ~:;.~;;~-.~~:. ''~_;7-<~-:~~-.· .. , ·~· ' ' • . .:.. ....:...:....; ~---·:· . . ./,,· . ; ·, ·: ··. ··· · :-·--· 
·-." .' ' ~:.. .... ~ 
: .. ··' 
,- . 
. ~ . 
... ,,- .. 
. ·· · ~·: ~ .. ~·'l- .. _!'*" : ... 1::.:.:-:·\:·.: _ -·.·,·:. ·, ;,_,·~ . . . ·· -~·· · ,'· . . -.~· .. ·· . . ' 











' - . ' 
This is a test to see how well you unde.rstang what · ,. 
jr'ou read. The t·est is made up 9f tKree stories_ w'ith a ·· _numbe,r _ · 
of· questions on .each. Read the first story and then·· a:ns-~er · 
the - q.ue~tions on-it. ·-. Then go -on to. the se.Cortci' -s·tC?ry _and·_ 1 
s.o· on · until . yo~ come to the end of the :f;.est. • . · · · 
.... . .. 
:. .. · ., 
. ; 
. 
' . 1 • • • 
' • • ~~ . • • • • • , _;. ' : • • ,,. · • • :.. · ... : • •• : •• f f • .'. .: ·: · ·: :_~" ; •• • \ •• ·; _ · ~i 
. .'- ·Each test_ - ~t.e~ ·-st~~s -wU;h a -.. st:.a,tt;!ment:- or .:·quest.I,orl. -.> .. -.:·.):.; :: _., 
~nd·.--tf\em · g~ves '_.you ·_.fqur 'endfn'gs: or _a~swers. ·. :, .p.£6~_.-· t:he :,be·st ·. :.. , .. _.- · .. : 
· ~n'dip_g': ol;'' ah'sw~_r.·and circle:. 'the :'te'ttei ~ correspon·dirig .' tp the ,.·.·:·:· :_: ··. ::.:C ·-:· •':'''-.:·. 
: ;_ answe·r_--~o~-_):\a_Ye ' -c~_os:et:l ;-:~~- _ :y~u! _ t-e~t<pfp-~t·· ·_.:.: _. ';>:-- :·-_...-_·:_.· :~ . -> __ ,·,:·-:·· :~ -;.·->--:_. _· · .. >- ~- ~:- ) ... -~ 
- ~- ·_ ::.---__ -._ ·:· _:-": .:. ·_,..: ./<--::.:. ":~.--. - ·,' --·>: ..·· . : ·. :' .:_. ·: . ··:· . . _. - ::-" "• - :: · .. · . . · ':- _; __ .· ~-- _,- · . 
.. _ _ ,,·>Ya·~-\inaY.<f.-e_aci_-.t.~~ : ·. ~t:o'ri_e·s , _9,.~er.' . ag~,in_' -a.s'· ' nn1c-h :·:.~s ·y,o1l :-~-- ---~ ~ : -_· ' ::. ·_ -- · --- --- --.. 
_-nee_d : t¢: ~ ·'l'r.y -· ; e_a¢_~-- -cj~e~·Hon.- _ .i,'n ._tJ.lrn ; . . : -)f you-_: don-' . t:' kn~w ·_-the_:-:· ::< . . -. ·. .. .:·: .' · 
answer :~ _ Y.OU t:nay. le~ve · J;·t · _and .- go· ori to the next. · · Gorne . bac)<. ·- _-· -· · ·, : - .. -:-· ·: : 
t ' '1 ' 00 0 ' • 0 • 0 ' I 0 o ,•' • : 0 • ' • 1' o •., ' :•. ,'', o" ' • •, ' \ \ , ', ' 0 :•, 0 0 (
1 i 
. . to _1.t. late;r; Lf:_yo:u· hc!-'~17 t1.rne. · · ··_\ _:-- · _-.·, ·- .·-. :·_- _·. -. ·- :_. __ , · __ ··t · ~-
.: . .. . . . ·. . . . .· ., · . . . .;, . . . ; . . .. . ' :: . . · .· 1 
... . · ·· ... ·;· 
.1:... •• 
You should answer even: 'if ¥ou ar~I) It_:· su~e-; _ howr=v.er_,-- ' 
. do not· g:14ess ~lindiy. ·, .. 
. . . . . . . · . . 
. · ·' 
i •' ,"i, •: .. o, ' ' ' ' ' • : I , f 
• • • • • ... _, I : . . • . •· . :, . • • • ~ - -_- "'· • •• • ·, '. -· 
. wh~n · y.ou f in~s'h .one · story ·go ._ ahead · to ·- th~. ·nex.t: _ 
.Keep -~~_.:w~rkin~· .until -Y.~-~-:/e~qh t~_e · .-.~~.d .o:t_ _.the. ~est . ... _-!~- , . 
- th~re 1.~ ·any t ·lme :le~~, .~a. back and, try .to ·.!io any; ·qu~stl.~ms _ 
... tllat you skipped ' the - fir·~-t tfm~ -~ thro~gh, . . . ' . 
' ' ' ' I : ' , • ~ '' o' ' ' ' ~ • o' I o o o -, , 
... 
. .. ·· .... .. ·.· . 
. .: . ~ 
• ': 
. · ' 
. - . 
' · 
.. 
· .. · .. · 
... 
. . ,· ' 
-, ' . 
\ 
· . . . . 
..... 
. : . 
. . 
. . 
.. : · . 
. ' 
•• • .j 
~ 
.. - ~I . 
-·-L . , . . 
l ·S ' t ·, 
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' . ,EJ?,t~enek slipped 9\.lt of. pis sleeping · bag. .on .~op 
.. ( 
'?f ~is clothe~ made of sm~l"l auk • s ~skins_, w~ th · ~he f7athers,, 
~n~1.4~, he puf: .on other. clothes made . . of bear sk~n, Wl.~h· 
. ~1~ f~r on~th~ outsid~; and push~d the trou~er leg~ irito 
h.is · sea·lskin . boots. 
lJc.· came'.ou;t or the ··narrow'·. turihe·l: ~f;.··the · igloo .ori . . ) .. 
all-f'ours:, ·· pulli~ng· ·· tl"te · :haif~asieep.' ·dOg·,.· ..~h6: w~cis bile . . leader · ~~: 
of th~ ·t:E~:Cu:n_;" by . ·fts .leash·, w.hile the.··. ot~er ~ogs. foll'owed . ' . ·l ·ya'1ninCJ ·.·an!:l·, . ¢Yi~k_iil9\.the ' r.ime -off:·th)~~:t. ~hi.ck fur·. · Th¢Y . .- . .. ···J 
cl'arriqur-e:a 'for ~. fbod-by narkinc_g ·a.n:d .. showin'g· their· teeth .. ·~ ' 
·which ~.c:td .be~n-<f::j.led ,wiJh~ ·s .tone$.-. so· ... ~nat they coJ.1ld '_ n6·t: ·.· . . ..1 . 
. , . . gila~ t~~tr ·.:br.i<~.-l~.s~ .·th:Sy.'· ·1ch;>ked ·.~!lore· - ~·ike wol:•.,-es thai1 . do:gs. .. . ··' .. ; h 
... :~ . .-. wi-th . 'their · ~ point:ea•.ffi_i.rdles· 'and .: thefr-: ye],'lpw;:.-'gl6wing .eyes •. ,': .. ~ . . : . ,~. ·~ 
• ·.·· .. .• · : .' ; ·. >· I ' ~;n~~ei :ce~ th~ jd~: ~~·~;L}'hhen .~~<~~9~S;e~,· j .· • ·, ' ' :· · 
.-~ :-... · .. .-:- ·:_.: _.•,. · . . . ~h~ ·d_qg_s.,_ : uJ1fas}:E;!ne~ . . toe . ~l_edg.e_, __ an_cryo:r .Cind . , c:J+~~~d orytq · · .·· . · . .-. ··· .. ··.· .. ':: ·. ·:, 
. ·· ... ,· .. · ... ,-, · -,·;:. :the .. sJ..er;lge~ · . . Und~r.·: thE3 > Whl.·p, .the· :dogs ... formed.· ou.t .belund.the : . . . ' .·: ·.' · . : · ·.· ... 
'.<· ·. : .. · :: .... :· ·_·. ; '.:l .eadl.'r\g . dq'g~ · . pull_±ng': on :1;.1le' :'tr:a.e:·~:s··~ whi'ch . b.'t:tacl't~d '.t~1eri\ ·.· -:· :' ; . .:. : :._:· .. ' ' . ' .. · ':' ,;· .· . ' 
· _ _.; · .. ·· .·.:. _ _-:-· ··<·· .. se·P?!-'~.te'i:Y · :.t.9 . .- the ·~.l~~g·e_ ·ilriq .·ye~pi~g~~~~~rid- ~h_¢:~ --~_hit_e ; · ·'('_:':.> .. · -: :-' ··-; .. -:· i·: ..... 
. ··, .. ···c · . ' ' ~·.· ·· .~l~uds o~ :va:7 ~\~1~g : d~t o~ t~e:~,.m~~tlls: • . · / · ..•...• · .. -' . .. •...• , .\> . • 
··.· . . . . . It ··w·as. hot; .the '· ternpera.ture mus£ ·-have beE:!rr -~~--0 . .. · .. ~ \1 
1.7.: deg:re.e~ _- l:jelow ·zero .'and J::;rn·e.nek Q.id n'ot' : haye .,. to . .r~~~-i~d- . ·. ' , . f .. . 
- · · the :·s ·ledge to _war[!l hiinsel.f; · he >coutd remain: si tt'ing .. and· · ·· · " .. . ._·.' :i .... ·: 
. ·.'.-ef\d'<?Y· .the .~rive. · .. .. . . , ··. · · · ,. ·.: :· .: . · ·. y . · ·: 
. . . . . ~eptit ~~i~~·· ~~~e~~::~ a 0~a~~!c~.~.~~~.~ :~~1;~~~~.~I6d~l~\liv~~·d·. : ••. -~· · . ·. ;·· r· •.•. •···• · . ·. 
.· :· 
' .. .' . . ' .. 
·wi tl1··-s·now.~ · bore -the:_cle.ar·. t'race ·of ·the sledge· e.f -his :tri'E:md . ·.: · ·. · · · 1· • · 
.· . ..... ~~o: :ha.~ . :~-~.a~t~,d _before· .'h!i.rn. · ·. · · · ·: :· · · · : ... '·.· . · , , · ' · · ..... · ·.' _:;· · · . : • . 
. . ... ; · 
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:" · · · he ·.was l~a~i~n_g l;>~h'irid~ . a m;nu.te ·cute hum,p of ._ ice· .a:t ' the ·. to ._: .. · .' , . ·,: ;·.· .. <:_:: 
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1:. . Ernenek'.s dogs r~s~mbl~d ._wqlyes ·because 
1\: :_a very · s·harp sens.e o~ .s:mell. 
B'~ ' f iTed ~e,e}h .'~n,.d ~ ·. smaJ.l !flUZ z le. 
. ).·:·c
0
. ~•.:. . great strericj'th to. · p~ll the ·sledge .. 
. · . _ polt:1ted muzzles· an·d glowing eyes. 
• ' I • ' 
·they had - .! 
'-- · 
0 • ' •, •, I ' : • I • ~ ,. 0 I ' ', . ' , 
We can 1;;e1.i .from· t)le .pass~ge . that ~uks·: ~-i~ 
.!\:." .. anima'ls. · like~. b~ar·s~ · .' . ~ .-: . . . •' ' r 
· .. :-.. ·:- ,. D ~ ;·.-related· ·to . seals :.- .. .. ·' . . . \ :. . 
c ~ · · .d0gs · thap · pull - -_sledg~·s •· . . · . . ... .. .. 
:_- ... n.· .·- b~r~-s ~ ::·.-- ·· . _._ . . ,· . ·- · .. ···.- .· .· .... : --. ::.t 
- : ~ ,"1-
2. 
.. 
~ .... . . 
. . ··. 
. . . . . ·, 
.: . 
~ :: . 
. . -·, . . ..... ·3> ·~.rh~ .ci69s/ . -t~~t:h:.-·.i1_~~ '- p~~n -· f:i,i-~·d -~i-t~·. ~ti~~-e~· :,:~~ - m~k~: .. _.~h~~ - :r 
<:n< , >, •• ,.,· •...•.• i;: .·~~g~:,· . /:. ' . i .. ·· ..•. >:..... :. \•:.·.···· ::·· ,•/ ·· . :· ·. 
:.:.· . · -~·. : -.;._ .··, :4: -: .. w~; : ~ia ; E_iri~~-e~.-' r6~ . th.~:· rtih·~-~rs :6-t ::·lii·s· <sr~dg~i-. ·-- ·:<. :,-~ ~-- .:.' . _._ .. ·.;·.· ·· ,. ·-·· 
·. ·· ·: ... _: · .. ·.:~ · .· ··!\>..-' -to··:c:o·bl'.·.thein:-6££. ·. ··: · ·· : " .... ·, .:;:, ~ .: ·_·{:.,. . ·, .. ·;.<-.:' . :_· · · ·· :. ·.c::.:. · ··· .. 
·:·· ....... · .. ·.-: •: .: .. _ _.. ·. _ .. a; .. .- to -:.'rnake .. th~m .·s):ipper·y; _.~ · ·-· ;~_ .. . _., :: ,, .. _. ':'·.· ... ..... _.:: .. <<-'·-.. ·.·.-:-:-. .... · 
-· .. · ·· ·: . .. ·. :_, , . . C~ ::· - s·o ·he··' co\fld l)~rri~sfLthe dogs:·· :'· :, -" ' ._ . . :--· ·· '.. · . < _:_. ·:'>:'i. :~::;:·:~ -::..: :· ... 
·- - . · , -. · -- ··. :. ·. :~-·- · - -: · · . \ ·. -'o ~- .:.:·-'.to~ ·:remove· tlie. ·-d-irt:.. · · · .. ·· ·· · · ' -- · -.,. .. · · '· : · "' _ ~-· .:::: . . .. ··. ' .. : · ·-:.- · 
. ' • . · .r '•' • . ' ' ', • .. . .. • .- : . .. .. > ,\ ' ' .· . '· .:: f .:_': ·: .. ~ 
. . 
. :.': :.- •'' 
.- :: . . 
• • •,! 
·., ·. · .. 
' . 
_,; .. ·· 
,,;• 
. • 
.. ~ . ' 
· s. ' ;J~~~e~~hb.ing ~~~d~'ls~. th~ writ~~ ~ t~ieS ~~; "1a~<> t~e~ :: · ·· · .··.· , \· : 
·.·. .. A: brave. · ... ·· ·>·: · \. . ·· ' · :~ , · · · · · .:. · .. ·-! ·. · 
B. · s_trong ~- . . . ·: ·. · ·- ··-- ~. .. . . .. . · · t · 
' c~ '·, well-,:t'rained. . . ·=. ·.·· .,. . " . . • . ·. ' .. •· . . ·. . ' . ·. -~ 
>.o ~ ·-. savage:·; . . · . ' . . .: . .-·. ., ' •' ' ·'· ' . " " .. . -·l 
. ' ' \ ,::·.: . . _ .... .. ~:· < :: .. · ' . ·~ . . . . . '! .· •• . ' :. •• ' " ·'• ' ~; ' • • • ~ • • · .- ! . • ' -- ·~ 
.6._. _-in· ~ay'ing·, that .£rnenek' ·s i~i<~rc;> _·· wa·~ ~·af .. the·- - top · ~.f:-th~ · ·- f'. 
• I • p • ... ! ;_"~ '•. 
'• .:- · 
.. , 
. . ' . . . world'.~ .'1 ' the~·.wr'i ter:·.mea:ns that .it ': was .. . .. :-. ·, .: - . ~-· . ' ·. •' . :·-'·' 
.. . · ,, ... i. . . ~on ' · ·th:e :icy ··o·cean··~-- -'. - -· -' · · · ·: ·' . ·. .:_,_. ' .: . . ;. · 
::-' :· ·1~· · ·· · -- B~( · .:: i'lf:a.r ··th·a:·Nor.th. ·po~l~e :. ··.··.(.. ., ~ - ... . .. . . : .' -· ·· .. ~ .- ~· . · . · .· · · 
. . :· . . 'c .... - ·.far· from ·any·· other ilpme . .--:-. ·:,': ' .. ·. -:.·· .. -.· : .. . ·: -: ' . . 
,· .. ... · .. .. ··.·o .. ,< ye ry.- smalf ._and .. :~~~mport.a:nt ~ .. . ·. , ·, · ·,· ·: .:·_:: ... :· ·. -i, _- · : .·. 
~:~ ';::_ '.;; .· . · > :·7 > : w~· · C-im t~.1i :.f~~- -~~'~·-:_:~f-6tl~-~~-;-~ar;;~g;~p~':·-fhii.~. ' ' >~ ~~ -{ · .. . :· . : -~ · ::· :i 
- ; '· . . . · .·,: .... ·.··: .. ·: ~-- A~'~ ' :.it.' . WaS;. · a ·- ~ .~ea~_ly' .:~'·hOt_ d. _ay . .. : ~ · .~:· ... ,·, . . . -.' r: ~ 
· · · · ,. ·: . . s·.~~ Erhenek hated . to ·--r·u.n .- · . · · · · · · .:-' '.::. · -.. · · :.-_·· : 1
1
· · · , ... · . .... · .. /· · '>·r '-' : ;-z;l :· ,:~_.: : · ··: _ .:-·.::: ,·, ·, . - -~ .<:: Ern~ne~ · gc)t _; C'o1d._. . e1~sily .• :·.-_· : .. . _ . -~ . - _ --~.: .-: . . .. , ~ · . . ·:·· . . :· ·:,f . · 
' ·._.·_.·:_ . ... ·.. . .· . : ~ : - ~ D~ - - .. :/.~~~~~-~ ·-W,~s:: :~~~d- · . ~~ - y~~Y' c?l~ : ·-~~~t;he.r~ _ ._.· .. ·· . :f::_ . :>_:::.·~.: -.:·_ :-_ . . _, .. : .. :·· ·} ... ~ : 
- . ·:· J ··: • ·,· .. . · .· .<i• ·" . -.: .J- -- ~-
. ' ! ' . . . . • . . ~. • ~ ·, . : '. . .., . .. •. ' ~· . ; ·. ,' :, ;.1_ l: .. . ·~ . . . , .;· . , . , ; :. ,'' . -: ... .. , . ':: . . .- I 
-..: .. • ' ' ( ' •• : ' • • ~- : ·· ' ~ • ;. • • • •• • • : • : · : .- • ' • • • • I • • - :· · .. . ' · . I · . . - l : ·-, •. ._ . I 
··.:'='{ ·:· . . . -"·•· .. ·•· · .. ; .·· : -; - .=,. -... .. . . ~-· : , .. - .. . · ·.: ··· ' ·. ; .. . · . . ,_;. ·:.-:_:: ·.· \ :. ·. _·:j'·:·--_.J: _·,.':.:_:·._ .;:,'- !·.·.·: .. ' 
>:.{ . -<> ··· :.:: .. ·· · :· · :· -.. · · ... (Pl'~~~e · tu~n·-~:~~:e·;:·- ~rid __ - -~~mJ~nue >.. _: ·· ... ,. :·.-·._.. _. .. _:,: · _. -. _-
: - • ' ' ; , : ,. • • • • ~ · ,. • •, . • · o . • • • : :: \· '~ " . ' : i. .,: - ' , • ··, ·, ~ ... -.. : • I ,• ' .. ~ . .. · .·.\ • • ' · ' ' . . · . ,: _. , ' _ ; •','' :·t··. . .. . . . " '• . 
. \,.' . • . . •. . -· ... •• .•. . :'1, · . ·, · :·; . 
• 1 ~.- ' , • • • · • · · • • .•. , .• ' . .~ : . • ,' ·.- ·-.. • : ..• : ' . ·• · \ - ~ ·. . : :· . : .- : 
• o • 0 ' ' o ' o o o: • • .~' I • - : · · ' ? ' ,' ,' ' • , • ' ! o ' ... : ; : . 
:'· :. :. . . . ' . ~ - ' . . . . . . . ., - . - ~ ' .. · ·~: ' ' .... . : . · .. :.:-: 
. • · • •'!-\ ~ ·_ •• • " ' - •. • • ' . • • • ' -
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. , , :)~~:~ ~:._.· _:·;-~ s~;~\r. · ~ ~ i-A~~~~ ... 2 •• .:- • ::: :;,~ : ~·~,~: < :·:·.~: ~:-~:;L~ ~~-;:~~~~~;{·:~~<:;):~: ·:·_: .. ,.-.:f.- .. · .-: ·:>. · :· :; -.. ·. -:" •. , ·: ;.· .. · .· .. . ..: :' . . -;:-- -_., _. 
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.. : . . ~aiacuti~~as boin.in Mexico in ~ebruary, ·1~43 • . 
At· the end of on.e "week, Parac~tin '?las 500 .f .eet high and 
. it i-s now over. 9.; 000 .. \feet high.· T.pday . Paracutin · i.s · · 
a~leep.. . ' . -· . . . . . . ' 
'.' .~· .... ' 
106 . 
. . What; is · i?ar~cutin? It . i·s the. ·on.ly .';;,~ic.it'no.: : 'i~ the 
w·oJ:'ld "'fhich . ' h~s _. been _s~en ' _ f,rom .. its birth· righ't ~p> .to -·the . 
. pr~.s~nt 4<3-Y'•.;, oi?· . .f:ebrl;l~d:y, ·.20,_:.· 19~3, . · a pea~ant :and · hi.s ·. wife -.: 
. . s~t._ .o~·t \-~o·_ wcS~k ·ih. thei'.t' .ma.~ze ' _ ,fi~lds . fr:orn t_h~ .. I:iex~can . \ 
· :.·.. . . :· VJ,.ll~ge · or ·:Parac~t~n. ,. They_ were .. ' sur~pr';Lsed to : .~1nd .the . · . ·. 
.- · -~;· ~ :- ·.- ·. ..-_: .,. :- .. 'eatt:h_ warin .. t.mder· -~h~ir feet •. -·: Su.ddenly· they· heard .noise-s . 
' · ._.- ·· · .- ·. · deep·_ 'in· the -'earth an.d ··a. ·sma·u:·:· hollow;·appeared in: ·thEd.r · 
. _.-_.. .-. ·. · ~i~ld·~ . ·Ih,.·-~~~ ·aft.er·~oon· ~here- was a . sud~en. loud·J16'i:se an4 . 
'· 
. · · '·' · .. :stones-· .. \>/ere ~ ·£;tung·. h±gh··· ±ri< th~- .air·•· ' -The . peasants ._rari'frorn · 




. ~; . 
~·:. ·: . .. : ,· . ' 
·: .. -_·_._ : .. __ .: __ : >:~· ·:_ .. ·. ;;._>-.K~·~:_c_~n:~_.~· - :: .-:_ -_:_: : . :· : ; -· ·- ~~·:-.. --~ _· ·:·~: ~.·:·:· ... _.:···. ·:_ .-,·.· 0: _-· ;::-.:: .-. :· · .. ::· __ ~.: ... .. ::;·' .· :· ·.··_.:;~~- :: .... ·· ... · _· ·_ .:;_:::/~_..: ._._: : ... ·· :·:·~ .. -;-:·:;.-·-·. '-f · .. 
· , .. :.... '- ,· . .. . · _: · :_- ·Th~~~: ... were· -'g;r_eat ·: ~urs,t,s : of stqn~ . ~na. : l'ava; a_n.d: a ·· .- . ·. . -.. ...... : : · · · .. ··, ._:: :_ .. _. 
· :··:· _:· ~.: . · .. ' ... ,:_. .: .· :-. . . . lrt~l~:.-_h'i.l~ began . t~ for~ •. · By ·\ev~ni~g·_ t.fii_~·-_.-h~l~ - ~~-~ _1oo .-'· . · ; :··.: .: · .-· .. _._-.· . .- : .. ·_;. 
.. :· -.::: .. ·· .. :-· :_.· . .- . . (~~~ - h:~.:gh,a~<;l : ~ot · ~she_s _were ~~~_l:p:lg : op . .-.the · yl:-_11a-g~~ -.>.' :At . _ : , . __ . ·, .· ;· . ~>' ' . ' : , : 
· ·'· , . , .. . ,' . . : n~gl1.t: .. t,he .-glare ·o.~ '.the. hot . 'lava. 1-J.t up ·the: count,r,y~:ade ·-: .. ·.· · -. ; . ... : · ... • .. · · "= · . . 
. . ,. ·_ ..: · -~ : ·. ·_:·,., .. ·.--·~·/rhe· trees ·ne'a;r ::the.: -~illii9~ ~w~re ·. k~lled -.and · _the _::v:ill!=l:ger~ ' , · ·: .. . .-- ·: .. · · .. :_ ·.:.-- . .. · 
. .. ·. ---: ... . · ... :. ; .. ··:· :,·' . ;:_ na2r to ieave· .. ~ :the'ir: ;_pous.es_.--\when: . · the ·.-; v.iJiag~·'.~a.(:.~ba~d·one_d;. · :.··· 
~. :·.. ~ · . . . .. .. ; H:s . riame·-.-.was'·.gi ven· .. to. ·.the. ~-ci.r'cano ~ -- :·. ·The news qliickly ,.- spread ... , . _.':.: : . 
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. . · /, 
Paracutin. was once the name ·of . ''i 
A. a peasant. · 
·B. · ·a vil.lag~ ·. 
-C • . an old mountain. 
o. <3: Mexican · · -~ 1.~ · 
. wh~~ . was. ~~s.~r~Yed. _1;· ..~h~~u~ti.~n? · 
'A• · only a .·vil.}.age. · · · .. ·,:·: 
B· ~ the .vl.liq..ger-s· living . close by;· .. . : ·· . 
. "C. ·the ·. forests ··and fields . round Paracutiri~ 
· . D. · · tw~ ~ peas~nts. · · .. · ·. .. · 
• - • ' • I • • ' ~ ' o ' o 
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.. . ·: lC)..' · ... When' . . the .write_r · says th.at ' P~racut_in·. "~en't '-'to sleep'~, · 
. ,._. ·' . . ·_·. ··· . .. ·- :.' . J:te ··_iri~an~ · . t~a,t. ;_. it -·.::~. _: _; . · · ... --- ·. ;: · ·· ..... 
.: -. .-· .. . .. . ,. · .. . -- • ·. .. ·. A-1·. :·flatt~ried: Q\it ~ . · ·. : . : · ·._- · . . ... _ , . · · · · .. 
' • • 0 • •• ~· • • • ~ . : · . .. ~I ~ _:~ .. - . 41:8 .. .. s'to'}?p.ed ·: Send'irlg '\o.ut 'ashe"S : azld iaVa . . ' .. · ; ' . .. '· 
. .I , 
t 
.·.; . 
. •• j. ' 
·' :·~ 
.•' . ' . : :·_·:·. ::: . ' 
. · · . : ·'t 
• • • j, 
.. ' ~- ~-: .( :; .. ' . 
. · .. ·: · . .-: _·:· :_: ·_ .·_: . _. ·-: /'· .;':,_--p·::· ,will ' n.·e~~l;"··. b.e ·. _  a )r.~J.~-~_Ao - aga.in~ .' . ·:::. ·: --:_ ·. ~ ,· ·. > '· . ; . ·. ·. ·: 
·; ·. <.: ~ ;: /.<_.·,; .. _·_:·:· . ;:. _ /!·-.. · O~ :·: · ·got' co~ered ~:Wi.t~i :_ g'rass- . a'J1d - trees! .. ·. __ .- . _- ·.. :·: ·.. , ,. .- .. :·' 
. . •. , . ''. : .:·. •. · .. .. :·. '::/· ·~·~· . .. : ... _··.· . .. ..  ·.= · :·: :.~~ - ··:~~ . .:'~ . .. _.,:·: .. ' : ·-, ·• · ·· .. ~ ·-- ·: ·; ::.i.· _:.- ... ... ;.· . ... ~ - - ·:'·· ::. "··:: . . . . ,; !.':-. ; 
···._-· · .
:_' .. ~_. - :_-_ :··. -~ .-·· - -: ~:J-1~, .- - ~-n ·: thi~_:· _  pa~sag_e. : tJ:le'_ 'aut.hqr·:_· i~(tryi_~g ' t~ ' . ····.· · ·_· .. .. .. 
· - · ~ -·:-·· · .· · ·. :. · · · _:- ·. · . · 1\•·::. des·c.ril:?e an .interesting- happ'ening. · . ·· ·, . .- · ·· . ·. 
.:.::_··.:_ .',: .·-. -· ----~---- - ~ _ - · :· . .- . ·_. ·· :~. · - - · ~xP,l~~l'_l -~ '_s1cien~_i._fic . the?ry_. ·; · ·. ·:::_. --_: :. · .. · · · _·. ·. :- . . '· · .c ·: · make us·· be_ ieye :s()ffiething • .-_ ·. ··: · . .. .. · · 
· . ., ,_ -· · -· · . : ... .. : .-.\· -P~ : ~})~Lid, ui?: .. ~':l:spem·se·. :.. · .. _-::::'- .. ,· ·, ,, .-· . · · .. . 
. ~ .: ·. 
. · ' 
. ,: , '· 
' .. 
' 
.. · . '·. 
· 1i' .  ~ P~racud.i1 is no'~-· ·. ,. : . __ :·--~ .~ 
: . f . · A;~ : : .. e.rupti.ng ·~ · , . . .. 
.._ -· · · B .•. · te'rnp¢rarily:· in_ac-t.i-\re. · 
, · c; pe-rmanently dead.- · · 
.. D .. -~l~·~ten.¢d. · _ , ' · .. -
,. . . . . '• . . •. . .· ·. . .. . . . 
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.. ··: -··._13. : .. · fr9~ --th~ . st9+Y~ ·.where - does· .. it _.appear· ·th~t- Par~c~ti,n is 
. .... .. . ... . :'._-_.:, · .. _.-_ loc_~ted? ::. ,~ -· :- :._:· ._ ·-: . . · · · · 
,.!. • • '. {}~- . J -~ 
l -·, 
·. ~ . 
_.,. ·t ·, 
. .. . . ··._- . :-._.:,_.·.· .. _· A. : __ l;n_: .ea,-stern -Me?<~co· •. - . .·.-. 
:· . __ . : .... · s ·.. I,n .wester-~! : Me~ico -. . .' . : , _. ( ·' .- ·· ·. ·· 
· · .-' ·:; ---~: . :_-.. ·:.· . : c ... · .. ' In no_:r;t~~rn ._;Me~lco· •. _· · :·. . }. :· · · ·. :· . · ~ _: ': ~-
.•: 
. ' 
. · ~- - : ·_ · · · ·· .. ·.· -D.· ·In ·southern: .Mex-ico, ·. , · ·, .· · -' ·· . _ .. . 
. ·) ·.--: .: .. ·:>.-:---:; - . _· .• .;_~-----: ·~- ·:-.: .··: .:··_' ·-:··. ·_._ .. _.;·· -.· · . ·~ _·>- .. .. .. .. . _. ~,. · _ _ "·;· . - ·. ,• ·. . . 
·:·-~ .. -·. _ _ .·· . . :. 14· . .. Wh'at can· we ·-learn· a·l:rout -v.olcanoes ·-from :.th1s · passage? ... · - .·-' · ·· 
:-: -:1 <"-·: _ : -.· · ~- ·.-_ · .· :-.--. --~·::: -. ~e;vt ·v-~lcin1oes .may ~ppea.r ~ in':unexp~c~~~- ·placefi> . :- · ... ;·- : .: 
-·i-·M ·- : · .· . ·. · · · !· • • B ;·,' Th-ere"· have always been volcanoes ·on . the ea!th. . · · · [ ... -
~··'·· · · ·: · · · · ·:. :· ·:' 'C. · • VO!miitOes ate: :actiVe ti:Om timE. •tO·: time ; : .'; .: , , · · · · · · . :. i ·. 
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During the present century, scie11tific study of 
man I 5 5Ut"rounding$' and experience iS COmmonly accept~d as 
th~ ·de-sira\?le way to d~termine the· truth or falsity of · . 
.I 
\ 
I 84Jltements, ·opinions,_ or beJ.ie'f.s. . · 
I I ..... . . · .·. 
\ ·: . ·. :'rhiS ·was not .. ~!ways .- so' . ... During pa~t _centuries , · I 
. \ tl)ere ·w'a!? ·much r~lia~·ce on · _aut~oH.ty.. _The · opin'ions · . · ·: j . .. 
. :ex.I?re·~.sed:_ py pe~son~ 'in pos~tio:hs of authority .an~ tre · . 1 
. . w:.;-.1:: tten .s. tate_ments · 1-n approy-e~ -docu~ents were frequently , . :./ .. : · 
lac<;::epted. qnd taught as . oracles : of .truth. Those .ques.ticn..: · · :. 
ling 'the i:l9curacy' or yalid:lty of -:these opinions were in .. .-I.· . . 
. \1g~ave·. :danger~ Many ·per\so~s, · .. la~er r.:~og~-izeQ. as leading :-, ·f'· ·: . . ·· 
" · -- .. . :<::_ont;.nbutors to· the .pr_ogress of:. ~ank1nd, suUe:r;ed. tartur~, : :~·-.. ·. ·. · · ... 
.. . .... ., . \i.mpfi?9.nm:~~f,_- · :an¢l ev:~rt .. death .. because . :they · dared ··to; qu_e$~ion'/' .-· . .. . 
. . , . .. ..-·: he'1iefs . . or· .. opinions"whicn we' now ·see to have .been. demonst'i'abl~ . -·· . ' 
.. . ·.. ·· .·.· . .. ·.' .. ·:·:· .:.> ::· ... ,_~l~e< < · -. .':-:···./ ·.-·. · . . ·· .\ ': · . . ··.· . . · ·-:." .. · ; .. ·.· . . ·· ·~- , ·· .. ' · _ .. .. : . .'.- /-" · . .. :· .. :>·· ..·, 
' · .' •.· ~: ; . ~t~.r ~~i~,·~t:~g;~!~':!~~h~P;~d~·.;~~~h!~:qi~ii~~i~t : ; / ···.·•·  ' .. : 
.. · ..... . ,. . -. : .. '· · ·: _'ptoplems.~·:. T·he ,.i~du¢£ive \ method is .'. c.har~cteri.z,ed · bf' obse.rJ .. · . 
. ·: '· . .. .. · . . . v.~t.ioiis . ., . measuremen't' . defl'nition' enumer<ition ~ classffication'; 
· · ' ' · .:·: ·,.: .... . ·a~~-:th~ , fbriliulat:io:n:·of.cc;mclu·sions· : on : tlie · b~~?is:of .·o}?~ec~.liye .: .'· 
.. _, :· . · · . . · .. e~~!le!lce. . on }h~ o·the:r .- ~and/ ~\lthor~ta~ian~sm _ }lti~~zed . 1'· . · ·: · ·. ·.·. · · 
· ·. · ·. ·. . i;.He deduct~v~ . methqd, namely, reasom.n,g ·f;rom _the . ma39r . 
, .. ' · · : p~e~i'se .to a c:onclusiqn,_ ' ':'it_hc;>:Ut . ~ec:essa·r.ily ma~ing .ex~l;~c.it 
,•,' . · .. · 
' ' ~ . ' . '·· 
-~ .. 
. ' ' .althe elements inv61v~tl .in .the finalstatement or op7· ·.1on. 
. ·. ' . .' In one sense authority and" scientific me'thod ma 
· · =·· .. · be'\ harmon.ized • . ·It is .conceivable tha.t ·. the ··~ajar premi~~s 
:_ · of ;an auth.or'ity may be based O.n· ~cientific St1ldies· w.hich 
. · have· produced . demonstrab-le · ·t.:+uth~ ~: . D~ductioris" :made w~t:h. 
· .. · . th~se . truths 'as :major ·premises_ and ~i t:li ·strict.·· ad~ere~ce 
· , _·to .. \the ~r:tnciple~- -~~ l?gi<;·. :sl\<)ttld b~ :v<U.i.d~_·: ·'· :J·. ·. , .- ·-· 
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Sci~n-tific method has peen ericou7· ag a 
A .. ·, for many 9enturies. 
B. COn~inUOU$ly. 
C. recently. . 
D. by authoritarians. 
109. ' 
16. . •· ' .,\ "Authority" as -used i':' l .irie /) of the_).bove article, 
means . .., 
. . .... -. 
A. traditiona-l wisdom . 
. B. scientific analysis. 
·c. inductively determined .fact. 
D. s.upersti tlon. · · 
11. beduc\:i ~e ·· r .easoning assumed the accutacy _of 
A. · · ·conclusion·s. 
.. a~ _major premlses. <:,. - .- · 
· · .. 'c. facts.: · . ·· ;, . .. · · · · 
., 1 ., , ·· 10: .- ·a logic a~ s,Ynthe·sis . .. :_. ._; , . , . . , ... . •. 
' . . · . . . . . ' : . ·: . : ' ~ . - ' . . . ... ··. . . . _: . ·- ~ ; . .. . . . . · .. •,' . . . -. . . . .. -.. .. .. . .. . ~ ·~-.. -
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.. · 
.·),'9 •· which ·_a·f_.,~he .~iour-.:i?aragraphs. is--- pr-i.marily ~d~~erned · .- · .:f. 
w_i tk conipa~i son i. . . .- . .. .. . ;, . ·, 
A·. ·1st.. ~ - · .. ·-~- - · · 
.. -~: .: ~~t .. ' .' ..  ; . . .. . ., .. _.-_<_:_;··:,~·-_ ·. 
D. -·,4th·- · . . ;~~ . .,. . ·. ·: 
• - • • • ~ • ·'. - • • • • : ~ . .. 1\) • • • • • • : ' ••• · 6 ·._, ' , . 
. 2-o ..... which ·:~ r th~ · -iou;r· par~graph·~ ·is- pJma~·iiy · ·co~c~.rmid .. · >. . . · ~r.::~ 
· : with'- synth~sii? · · · · ·:-·.:_-' . _ ··~ - - ··1 · · · · ... _,,., "" ..... 
1 
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THE SEA 9 
· Poor boy. He had very ,big ears, and when he 
would turn to the ·window, they would become scarlet. 
Poor boy·. He was bent over, yelkow. The man who cured 
came by behind his glasses. "The seai" he said, "the 
sea, the sea." Everyone.began to pack suitcases and 
speak of the sea. They were in a great hurry. The boy 
f~gured tha~ the sea was like beirig inside a tremendous 
·seashell full of echoes and .chants and voices that would 
calr ftom .afar with a long echo. He thought that the . 
sea wa·s t ·all and gr~en. 
• 
. 
• .-: : I 
But when he .arrived at the· sea, he stood stilL 
H.i,·s skin, ho~ strange .it· was there. "Mother," ,,he said 
because· ne felt asnarned, II'I want . to see how hfgh- the 
sea willo come on me." · · ' 
He , who .thought that the sea w~s · tali and green, 
15 s·aw it white like .the head of a beer--tickling him, · 
cold on the tips of his -toes. 
·. ·_,\ .20 
25 
11 I am .going to see how far the sea wi.ll "caine on 
me." And he walked, he walked, he' walked and the sea, " 
wh~t a strange thing! --grew and became blue, violet. 
;a came up to his knees. Then to his waist, to his 
chest, to his · lips, to his ey~s. . Then into his ears 
there came a long echo. and th$ voic~s that call from 
afar. And in hi's eyes al.l the col,or. Ah, yes, at last 
the sea was true.. It w~s one great, immense seashell. 
The sea truly was tall and green. 
But those on· the shore didn't understand any-
thing about anything.. Abov~ they· began to cry and scream· 
and were saying JIWhat a pi.ty,, Lord, what a great pity·." 
Ana Maria Matute-- . 
Spanish 
.. 
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IJ i rcctions: Each of the qur.stions or incomplete statements 
uclow is followed by four $Ugges~ed answers. One of these 
answers or completions is the qest answer to the problem 
posed in the question. That is;-0f the four answers, one 
makes the most sense in the light of the story you have read. 
Some of the questions are more important than others. These 
questions are" marked with a star (*). Answer all the ques-
tions, but pay particular attention to the starred questions. 
Read ea~h question carefully, choose your answer and indica~e 
your choice by circling the appropriate letter. 
J,. Which of the following do the first two sentences 
ind~cate about the boy? 
A. · That he was unattractive to look at. 
B. That .he was afraid of the light.· 
c. Th.at he had z:to money.-
D •. . ~hat he was very yqung'. · 
2. What else do the first four sentences . indica'te. ~bout 
the. boy? I · 
A.. . That he was . friendly .. 
B; That . he was · sickly. 
c. That he was bad. 
D. That he was short. 
3. Who ;ts the ma!l ·who cured? 
A. A doctor. 
B. A priest. 
C. The boy's father. 
D. A .friend . 
*4. Which of the following inferences about the boy's past 
is suppor~ed. by the first paragraph? 
l 
*5. 
A. He had· ~een ~old thet the ~cia was dangerou~ but 
beautiful becaus~ of i~~-~eashell~. · 
B. He ·had listened to the . seashells . and become sick 
n~om the na:bi t of doirig ··so. · 
C. He had gone to -the sea and brought back many 
seashells. . · , • 
D . . He· has · listened to a seashell and gotten the ide~ 
that the sea was beautiful and mysterious. 
Which of the following. expi~ins ;'but when he arriv.ed 
· at the sea, he · s ·toQd stilL " 
A. The boy was surp~is~d· at the s_ound -of the sea and 
' was angFY th~ t _;the · s~ash¢11·. wa.l? w.tong. . . 
B. The boy was surprised at the 'feel . of the sea aJ.r 
an.d wished he w.;1s ,back at -h6me. · · 
,c. The b_oy was surprised at the sight of . the sea and 
felt as · if he did not be1ol1g :there.· 
D • . The · boy ,was surpr~sed that the sea had a e_each, 
and he did no.t like ~o be tickled." - ~ . · 
. . 












*6. Which of the following best explains why the boy first 
said, "I want to see how high the sea vlill come on me'; 
(lines 11-12) ? .. I) · · 
A. He wanted to cover h~s · body · with the · sea.· 
B. He 111anted to show how tall he was. 
C. H~ wanted to trick his mother. 
D. He wanted to show his mother he was not afraid 
of the seer. 
~ 
7. 1\s the boy walked into the ¥a, wh,ich of the following 
changes occurred? 
A. A change in color, smell and feel. 
B. 1\ change in depth, feel and soun<;l. 
c. A change in sound, co lot and smell. 
D .• A change: in de~th, sound· and co_lor. 
* 8. In the context of the sto.ry ·as ·a whole, which o! tne 
f'ol~owing best explains "A:Jl, yes, at last the sea was 
true" (lines 21-22)? ... 
A. · At last ·the sea was ·- as he' Jiad lmagirie·d it would be . . 
B • • At · last the sea was as his mother · sai'd · it would be. 
c. At · last· the sea was as the man who cured . said it · 
would be. 
D . . At last the sea was gone, and he was back at home. 
9. Which"of the following is mo~t .likely to have said or 
thought · .. ~r:poor boy"· (senteJ;lCe 1)? 
A. The bqy himself. 
B. · The p'e-rson .telling the story. 
C! The sea. 
D. ·TIJe "man who cur6ld·." 
* 10. When we read "The man who cured came by b e hind 'his 
glasse~," we are being asked fo look at the man as if 
we were which of the following-? 
A. The man himself. 
B. The sea • . 
c. The boy. 
D. The people on .the shore • 
11. What did "those on the shore" see (line 24)7 
·A·. •rhe boy swimming. 
B. The boy drowni!lg. . 
·c. The boy walking on the beach. 
D. 'l'he bo.y .. playing with seashells. 
Jc 12.· ~ Who is maki'ng the Cornnient, "But th9se ori the shore 
didn't understand anything about, an~th'ing"? 
A. · The boy. 
·B. The person telling the story. 
C. .. Eithe-r of tlie -abcive. 
D. Neither of the above. 
(Piea~e tUrn over and confihue) 
., 
' •· ". _,. 
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*13. Wha t Wils it that those on the shore did not understand 
(line 24)? . 
A. Why the sea had 'changed. 
13. Why they were on t .he shore, 
C. Why they were screaming. 
D. Why the boy did what he did. 
*14. Through whose eyes are we seeing the ~vent~ of the story? 
15 . 
* 16· 0 
*17. 
.-~ 
A. Those of one person--the boy. 
B. Those of one person-- a person telling· the story, · 
but not in the story. 
C. Those of two people--the boy and a person tellin~ 
the story_, but not i n the s·tory. · 
D. · Those· of several· people--the boy, :his mother, the . 
people: on ·th~ shor~, an¢!. the man who· cure~. 
, 
Whic~ · ofi the following 
. the boy ·in l~nes ' ~a t6 
1!-.-~ .. uncertainty. -. · : · 
B. Anger. · 
c. . Joy • . 
D-. Fear. 
bei~ describes the f~elings 6f 
23? ' 
. . ' 
, · 
There are many colors in this. s~ory· i the - boy is d~!?cribed 
as red and yellow, .and the sea as green, . blue.,- and violet. · 
Which . of the following comments about all . the. colors is 
most valid i n the · context of the story ·as a whole? . 
A. The colors help us to understand ttJ,at the- sea 
represents everything that :the bQy is: not. but ·. 
woul'd like ·to be. · , . . 
B. The colors help show us how- the .. sea appears to be 
t~o di-fferent th i ngs for the boy and for · his parents. 
C. The ~olors help us ·see tha t the person te~ling the 
story · qoes not like th,e s.ea -as much ;;1s .the boy doe s. . 
D. The co l'o r s qelp us ·see -that ·-the boy -cann9t; und~;rstand . 
the difference be t,wee n what happ~ns to him and what 
~appens to the peopl~ :on the shore. : . . : . . 
: I . ,. 
Whlc~ ot the . fpllowing best exp~esses the ~ifference .. 
between wh~t the boy thought -aritl what the others 'thousht 
at the end ·of the story? . . · · · • 
A. The boy was ashamed t9 h~_ve 'lost a ··aream,.· and t he 
others pitied his shame: . . ·._ .. ' · 
- B.. . The boy was- dfsap·poin~ed by what he saw, and ·the 
.othe-rs were ·sorry· that his vacat-ion was spoiled. 
C. The . boy was g laq to be cur ed, ·ar}·d the o~hers we~e 
su_rpr i sed at the <;:~:lange · that haQ. taken ·place; .:·. · 
D. The boy was· con t~r'i t that hi s ·dream ·was f u ! filled, 
·and the others were- sorry· at . his ·death. · 
. , 
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eight and nine .. classes :fn your ·school. ·_ It was ··decid!'id . 
·: that -the 'te·ache:is · ·af ·· ·tJi.~ clq.s.se~ bonce'rried w.ould:: appreCiatE! · ·· · 
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. ·. coopera Hon 6f bOth '1•'\cJiO~;; ~)!~ · s~uden ~s in this . e!td~:avor. . .· 
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Res~lts of th~ Study 
"AN INVEST.I.GATION ~ THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN . SEMANTICS, 
?~NTAX, READING COMPREHENSION AND LITERATURE ACHIEVEMENT" 
Introduction 
~he scppe of this report contains the follo~ing 
information: 
. ' 
7 }"- - . concius..ibns : 
' ·. 
· . . . ·. 
... . . . ; ' , , 
' 
"': • ' 
·) 
. /-~ ... .' 
·.· .. ··· 
·pr~~tic~i · Irnpli.cations~·. ~ ·' ·:: . , 
. . . . ... ' 
.... ; .. .. .. . ·. :- . 
. : .. ~ . . 
"" 
,! • • 
Comparison of Acl:l'iE;!V_ernent·~· on Word. Knowledge·," . 
· · ,Re·act~rig Comprehens:ion- and · Lite:rat.U:re . Betwee:n: : 
. .. :Newfdupdlarid, Engl.and; New Zealand an~ th~ · 
·.Uni t~d ·states · : · · · · · ·. : · 
9) 
\ . . ' 
loi : Ref~~~~ces . :· •, 
• .. •' • ,. 
' 
' • .. 
• •' I 
·:·. '·· · ·· 
._. . ?~e~·ref.ic~l· aa·c:icground ·to ·.t.he' .study .· . .. 
. '· : · ·· .. . . 
• • • j 
. j• 
. : . . : . . ~,··. ' ' 
' . . :: 
. ·· . . ·, . . i. ··. ·: 
. ,. (' . 
.,·1·· .. · .. · 
.· . . . ~ . . '. . 
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information, samples from the print,· j us·t enou·gh tG confirm 
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During an examination of past research it was noted 
that most studies 'dealt with young 'children and the readi~ 
,. . 
process (Goodman, 1967; R1,1ddell, 1965; Choms~y, 1969). 
Al th9ugh it is important to study these. decoding processe·s 
in the initial stages, it is also imp~tative that .the ~eader 
be ob.ser,ved through later ye~rs . as we_llq Hence, adolescents, 
. . . I . . 
who .are undergoing various· stacj~s in· their maturity C?f ' 
· rec;tdin~g -~b{li.ty , .:. would provide.· . v~luable· S:ubj~ct.s . for'· .. 
·' . ,,'· . \' · .. , .. · . .. . '... .. . . . .'. . . :: . . 
. , -~na-l.ysis ·.o{ ~~adirig comprehe~sio_n· .. abiit.ty . . a.n'ri iit~raiy:· ., 
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conducted feasibility studies concerning an analysis of 
these curricula. On · the 'bas is of their ·findings, they 'devised 
and tested instruments to measure achievement;s in word 
knowledge,- reading . COmJ>rehension and literary apptec iation 
~ 
in several countr.ies. Although the countries varied in 
. edu·ca tional approaches., the k-e~ults indicated that achieve-
.· 'ment in literature was deperide~t_ on the quality of . the 
' .. {J:ipUt <;iS evidEm~ed by r~ading comprehe~.siori and word-
. · ·knowl~·dg.e --s~or~s ~ · . - · · · · ~ 
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One can deduce from the above 'finding!? thc;it know.l~dge 
of ·,syntax and semantics· comprise a large proportion of the 
• processes ~nvolved in comprehension and _inte:r:::pre'tation· .. ~f 
·written material.. However; several unanswered questions -
remain concerning th~se primary constituents. In particu:Lar, 
research has not established whether the impact of syntax · 
and ~em·antics on reading and _literature at different · ·a·gJ 
•.. 
, . 
arid grade· . level~ is · t ·he saffi:e· or different . . · ... Sp~cifically·~· · · 
. ' . . .. ', .. . . ·. . >-.~i. ,'1 
there ls·. ~~- ¢on61usi~e ~vidence .irivoiv.ing .the. ~~~~-~~th ·,:.of' : ' ",·· :·:~ · .·. ·· · -·.·' 
•• •• ••• • • • · , • •• • • • · · · ~· ·· •• • ••• • • • • ' :· •• •• • • • ~ -: .. ' 0 • ... . • . . . I; ·:. · . . · . . ·· .. ·:..· .. .: .... :: -~ . :~ .. ; ·,:' _;· . . ,· ' .. ~ .. ... ·::.:. :· ..... 
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criteria for scoring this test was as follows: Students 
w·ere awarded 1 point for a correct response; 0 points for 
an incorrect response and a score of 9 for no response. 
\ 
English L~nguage Structure Test (ELST) 
This test was designed by Shackford (1976) and 
consistect o~ twenty-one groups of scrambled words. StUdents 
were required. tp unscramble the words to .produce ·a meaningful 
sentence. 
': 
A pilo.t . study · .was conducted by Shackf.ord to assess 
the preliminary form and test procedures·. · On the' basis of 
J. r!i l 
·~he .ttyout data, the test was reyised by~ p~n~l of experts . 
. . ' 
"'Relittbili ty measures were computed and on this basis the 
't~ • t• • 
1 instrument;.. w'as regarded ~·as being " sui table .. · 
In this s ,tudy, th€ Engl:~sh language test was used · 
t. • • r .. :,·: . 
to measure students • knoW'ledge of syntactic struc·tures. 
Scori~g procedures. inv~lveJ 1· poin~ for a correct response; 
' ~ . ' .S~points for ~rod~cing · a sentence with omissions or .· 
~ . 
. . 
·sub~ti tutions: 0. :for fail:ure Ito , pr?duce a comprehensible 
, , I ' b 
· :;entence a!ld 9 
• (> 
I ; ' 
for nd response. 
\ " . 
'' 
... 
'Rea·ding Comprehension Test . 
.. . 
validated ~nd found reliable among ~everal nations. Thd 
- · · fOill)at of this test . consisted of three passages that Wer~ 
.. ' ... 
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Cr i teria for scoring the reading cQmpr~hension test followed 
··-the pat,tern described 'ip .. ~ Word Know_l ·edge Test . 
Literature Test .J 
This test was also desi~ned by the IEA Council a nd 












.' · I ·., . 
~~( -
~as found valid ~nd reliable among ~en c6untries. The 
format consisted. of· a. given ; story, "The si:!·a, n: followed .bY 
'• 
17 multiple-choice ~ues~ion~ .. The ~riteria fo f' scoring j· 
..• 
this .test was tt:\Jat previousiy mentioned ~n the Word. Knowledge 
··. 
-: .. · Test .. ) • 
·. 
Test Results : J. q 
' . \ 
In order t9 maintain confidentiality and -cinonym.ity, 
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1cWK ·= C'orr·ected 
GRADE 8 












score ·for word Knowl~dge 
GRADE 9 















Score obtained on the English . ~anguage Structure Test 
. 
Corrected ·score for Read~n~ Comprehension 
- . ·· 
Corrected score for Li tera·ture 
**~ign£fica~t beyond the-.01 level 
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TABLE 2 · 
A Comparison of Subject 'Achievements for Male and Fema'le Subjects Within the Total 
' Sampl~ (N = 256) 















•4. 65" . 
3 . 91 
3.99 
.t 
.·. Fe~ale Students 
(N ;;: 129) 
Mean. SD 
15.71 7.90 
·1 .$ .09 3.89 
-12 .. ·17 4. 47 . 
g:. 45 ; 3'. 59 
' ' . 1 . . 
. Note: CWK . = - Corrected ; sc~re for Word KnQwle~ge 
_J 
Score· .obtained on the Engli-sh La'ng~age .Structure Test 
= Corrected sc9-re for Reading Compreh.ensi~n 
2sYNTAX = 
: JCRftAD 
4c~IT . = C'orrected .· sc.ore for -Li t ·era ture ·· 
~ - ~- .. . 
*~~ignificantbeyorid . the .01 level 






1 5. 03*** 
.19 
10.27** 
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TABLE ·3 . 
. ' 
.,.Pearson Product-Moment Correla.tions, Me~ns: and. Standard Deviations of Var i ables 




variab!~ · AGE CWK 1 CLIT SYNTAX MEAN SD 
-:---~ ,. 
:AG~~ -.12 - .. 07 · - ·.15 -.45 174.25 9. 0 6 
cwic2 • 03.2 . . 53 .50 • 40 : 15.02 8.03 
CREAo3 ' 





.34 8.70 3.86 CLIT4 · .o1p · . ool. 
."001 ;001- 1 14. ·o1 4.42 I 
I 





-Note: · co-rrelation .6oef£icients 
below the diagonal. The 
. :i . ...- . 
ar~ above the diagonal; levels of signif ~cance are 
key to"' mneinoni.'cs· i_s as follows: 
-,. ... 
. AGE . ~ · Age - of subjects 
~CWK . = Correcteq _score for word Knowledge · 
3~REAo . -.= Corrected sco're for Readi~g . Comp~ehension . 
. 
4cLIT Corrected score 'for L~ t~ra'.tur~·. ' . 
·
5
sYNTAX = , Sco~e obtained · on . the Engl.{sh Langmicje . S.tructure 
' · .. 
- . . . . .. ' . . . ' . . 
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The Il,'lajor findings. of this study may be - summarized 
as follo'ws: 
1) · There was no significant 'difference between 
' ' .(, • the mean scores of grade e1ght students a.nd 
grade nine students on . th~ se~antics variable. 
2) Grade ~ight st~dents scored significantly 
higher than grade nine· students""on the syntax 
variable • 
3) · There wa!? no s.ignific.ant d~fference between 
the mean scotes o~. gtade eight students and ·.-
gr~de: ~ine st.udents· on reading · comprehension • 
. -
. . . . . .. , ~ . . . 
· 4) .. Grade 'riine st.udent·s _ sco~ed s'ignificantJ.y -. 
·higher ·· thari grade eight . students~ · on ·achieve-:- · 
. ment ._in ' l 'i tera.ture. . . . ' " ... - . ' ... .'. - . : . 
s ·)· ~·· : .. Th·e~e ~a·s; -.. ·~~ .. · ~ig~i:f:i~·ant ·<Uff~~eri~~.· betw~::~ri · ·. · .: 
' ' ' t .h,e. ·rne'a~· .. s~ores o'f _mal7- ·students .. ~ri~ . -~e~ale . -. 
· · st~d,ents on .. the · semant1cs .variable-~ · .. .. · · 
. ' . ' ' .. . 
6) Fem~le. ~t4-dents ~ sc9rei:l -~ignifi.cant· l:y· tifgher · 
' than male st.udents on the syntax variable. ·. ·: : 
7) The:t;"e wa~:..no sfgnific~uit ~ tUffe-rence betw.een 
the mean scor.es .of male ·students and female 
students On reading ·cOit)P~ehension. 
B) ·F:en{~le. students sco~ed signifi'cantly hig.her 
. than male st~dents on achievement in literatuie. 
' . \ .. ·. . ' .· ., 
· 9) .There· ·was · ~ ~ig~ificant negative r.eiationship . 
(=- .12) be_tween the age of ;·tpe· • subjects:· and . 
'.their performance -on the semantics variable •.. : 
I , • • I ',_' • • \ ' . ' . 
10) There ·was :a .signif.ic:.an._t negative r~iation.ship . 
(.:.. 4·5) · bebo~~e.n· .' th~· . ag~ . o'f .~ t~e subje~ts ·a~·d 
.their: perfo.pnance. o'n . t.he syritax .. variable. : 
. . . . . . . .' 
. ll.) There was · ~o sigr:ai.fi9ant rela.tionship: between 
·the· age of the .. subject~ and theilr performance 
on :t;eadi.ng .comprehension. · · · · ~ · · . · 
' .. 
. . 1'2) . .!I'her.e .. ~as. a s.igni·f~c~nt ·n·egativ'e: :~~1?~-tionshiP.· 
(.,.. .15) between· the age· 6f the ·~ubiects and . 
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13) There was a significant positive relationship 




There was a significant positive r~lationship 




There was a significant posit'ive relationship 
(.50) between semantics and achievemerit in 
· literature. 
There was a sign±ficant positive rel~tionship 
(. 33) between .syntax ·and reading cqmprehension. 
There was a significant positive relationship 
. (. 34) between syntax ·and achievement ~h li teratu.re; 
18)· . 'rh~~!i!: \ia.s .'~ ~~ignl,ficant·: ;osit~ve· ·n!lat .. ions~~·P ·.: .. 
.. ' (:~'5. 8) · b~tweeri rea'd·iing· 'compr~he~_siort >and- ach~ev~-::-
,' ·. rnent in 'literature~: _: ·· · · .. · ·' .·· - . · . 
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':• I o • ' 
t ... .... '.-, . . . :': ·.The ·ffi:3:j.or. p'urp(is'e of' thi's 'st.udy. :Wa~ . to i~Ves't{~_;ite: 
the , ~e~~tlo~ships bet~~e~ · -s~tri~nt'i.c.s ,· - ~y~,~~~ ·; -~eading~.' c~rn~ · 
.. ' . , " ', . - ··, ' . . ' ' 
p'rehension and lit~ratu·re -~c-hievement at the . junior .High 
• • I 
School level. The review of ii ter~t~re· pr-ese~ted in .._:· 
, ' .. I ' ' • 
. - . 
Chapter · H revealed that these .skills w'e:te _-related. How.ever, 
there wa,~ ' little. conc-lus:ive eyi'd~rice ' as_ 'to the . s.trength,' of 
the ~t7la t~cmship b~tw¢en . these . yariaqles a ·t. the·-Jui'l.ior ·High .. 
· . . 
.,t' . . •' ~ 
lev:el. ... - ~ 1 , , . '· , • ; 1 
• • • .... . ' ~ • 1 
The·~ _findi_n·gs .o.f ,.this .study.·. i .n.dicated -t .hat there . .. · 
' . . . ~· . ~ ~ . 
w.~·r~ . si~~;i.iic~mt. positi v~--. r~iati,q~'shf.ps ~~·tw.ee~ .the 'ab(jv'e 
. . ., .. , . . . ' • . ' 
. . · . . 
variables. Howe~er .. , -rnost"'-c,f ·th~-: c~rr.elatLo~s: ob't~-lned .were · 
·moderate or· low~ _' For : e·~a~pl~·,· the .~orr~i~~~on . :~~ ._33 b~t~~~-~ 
.· . ' . . . ' ~ . : ... ' ·.. t·: . . . ·. . ~ . : . . ·. . . . .. . . . :·  
s'ynta~ and' reading cbniprehension . and tne .correlation of .. ."40 . 
. ' . . . . . , . . . . . 
. .. 
between ·semantics ~nc;i sy~tax .are 'in -- fa~t quite _ · :moc;ieraie· ~ 
. '• -~· .. . . . . . ... .'' · '. . 
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The highest correlatiort obtaine6 was .58 between reading 
.. 
comprehension and li~eratuie achievement which may be 
described as a moder~.ely strong relationship. ··. Although · 
these correlations w re statistically significant, they 
set . no strong tr~nds in -educational terms. Thu$, one can 
only ddnclud~ that this study established that there are 
low to mqderate relationships between semantics~ . syntax; 
_reading c'omprehension and literature achievement. 
. ·'· ·. 
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.: . . reading c6mp"reherisioh aild' .. literature achi.evement : are·:. inter.- ·· 
. • . • . ! ; • • .' . •• • • • •' • . ~ • • . • • •• 
. a role in readin~ comp~ehensio~ and iri the:ability fo 
. . .. . . . 
~nt~rpre.t. li ~erature for students~· · This data suggest's 
!.' - • f' • ·- .· 
that· an incr·ease in' 'semantics,· fc;>.t example; 'should be 
. . ·.' . ' .. . . .. 
accomp~;n'ied .by ~n increas~_).n ability to. ut·{li~e ·Syntax, 
. c~m~reliend whlle·. reading ·~m·d t .o :.'interpret litera·tu~e. _ It 
' ',','• I ' • • • • • • • • • , ' 
.would -' seem; . then,· 'that. the fosteti~g·: 0~ the~e ·u .nguistic 
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The. lack of .differences between the mean scores 
I 
.of grade . eight and grade nirie students on m·easures of· 
I 
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semantic~ and reading comprehensi9n implies that c9ntinuing 
programs in language arts should be ·d~velciped beyond the 
grade ·eight level.~ As written material becomes .more complex, 
. .. ~ 
st.udents have to be guided· towards developing language 
mastert. · In particular, · students who lack .the basic 
language proc~sses must be provided with oppbrtunities 
. . \ . . . 
thr~ugh adju.strnent• of i~~tructiolla.l ·methods to im'prove their 
• •• • : • • # 
weakness~s. ·Achievement wi.ll not i·nc_r.ea.~e -~i th.· age as: · 
'.. . . . . . . '. . . 
· · . -demonst'i:·at~d in the . . fi~d4-ngs ; ·.i·f · provi.s~_ons ar~ · . n~t·:;made 
o • ~ o • : ' ' I ' ' ,..,; • ' ' • ~ • ' • , · I ' o o\ I o • ; • ' o ' ;I' ~ · • , ,f. • • ' ' 
·for stuci·ents to g~·iri ' i?r.actic~ .. in a:.ncil~zi,ng .. ~dvancecf ~~te~·ial.> · 
. • • • · 1 . . • . • : • •• • ' ,; . •. . ' 
.. . ·. . . 
, . . .. ·.'To :. con61tide 1 it ·s~ems that ins-tru~ tlon. de?t.l:in'<j With 
. · -:\' .. · . · . .. ; .. ·., . ' . . ' .. : . . . . . 
. s·trat~g.:i,e" s\ f2lr' semanti~s ~ . sy~·ta,c, re~d:ing· :.compr.ehension · · ~n9;-. 
. . . . . . . 
li.terature achievement ~ay prove to be, ·benefi~Uil du.ring · . 
. · the junior Hi'g:tl ieve·l. Perhaps, -~eac'hers' need to become 
_more aware of the . lingui.stic ·p~rformances of their · students 
and .based on such finding's ·modify or restructu·~e language 
. . . '\ : ' 
·. 
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ze·aland, arid · the United States who exhibited the following 
charadteristics: 1) they resided in similar urban com-
munities' 2) theY: attended coeducation.&! schools that 
encompassed a wide_ variety of student ba·ckgrounds -and 
interests: -ahd 3) the rang~ of school levels within the 
~bove · n_ations ·corresponded to the Junior High. grades in 
Newfoundland. ~ - ~ 
Since the ins-truments were s-pecifically designed 
for . :fourteen-year~plq . ~tudents, ·and since· students in 
- N~wfo~~dtarid, ~ho. pa;~i.~ipat~d·: i-n £11.~ t.e~ting rang·e~ .. £:ro~ 
. . . '' . . ·: ·. . . ' . . : · . . . , 
~h~ .r~een· :to seventefln., .-'two gz;ci~p:s .-. of:: co~pari~ons'- wer.e 
• . .~ . . - · ,• • • .. • . • :: . • t '' : : . ·\ .... :. .._ • . , · ·:· . . _·: • • ' . • . • · . • . . 
· _ tabula.t~d. ·. Th~ first-- cpmpariso.n d~~lt -~ith :all · N,ewfouridland 
: stude~~-~ " 'a·~~· stuci~nt~ · ~r~~-: ~n~l~nd'~ · ~e~ -·ze~1land· a~~ - tH~ -' 
. . '· . . 
' -. 
• .. 
The second _.'comparison 
. . · .. ·; conc~ined students from Newfoundl'an~ who were ' 14 years old 
and studen_ts. frorit ·the · abov'e count·r.ies who were 14 ·years 
j , . ·. . . . 
old.. An analy.sis of these -ffnding.s is·· presented below. 
Comparison of all Students 
' \ 
.... :' - ·'- .·_. ': ·- - ' ·.. - _ ' ,· .· - ' . - '- _-_ ' - .·· .. 
. Finding~-~Ne~fo~nd~.a~d - -~~d _-Englan~ _ _ .. -. 
_ .. F.o;- ·t.!l·e • corrected 'word knpwl~dg~ -- ~e_as.~r~ :.th_e -~ef.n . • 
for- New.t;oundJand : s-~~~ent~- - was - 26~--3~4- - ~nd · t~e - me~n foJ;,, Engii.'sh.: 
.:. st~de~ts ~as ·24. 99 ... · · An F~-v~iue -of _a·. 25 .<~ (, :.: ·ol) ind.ica.ted · 
. . . ' ' ' . ·, . . .· . - . . : . ' .. · . '• . 
. --·~· .that . NeW:£:~u~dland ·perfo.rmanc-es.··.weie ·co,nsiderably high~r -_ ._ : 
o ; , • ' • ' .~ ' I • ' • o o ' ' .. ' ' • I .,. 
, .. · . 
-._·.J _: __ - -;·_. -- ' ,, ' ' ' . - . 
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than English perf~rmances on. word knowledge. 




Newfoundland students scored significantly higher ~han . did 
their counterparts in England. The mean for Newfouh dland 
students was 14.21 and the mean for English students was 
10. 6 0. The F-ratio between these pe·rforma!'lces 
(p < '001) . 
~he mQans ' f0r ~he corrected _liteiature 
Newfoundland . students, 10-~.74 :.and. English . stu~erits, · 8.24 . . 
' . . . ' . . . . 
Ari F-value . of · 71.16 (p . < .· ()·ol ) .. between · these: .. p~~f~J;:"ma~ce 
. . . ' . . . . 
·· \n.dicat~~- til~~ : ~~wf6u~d:liu1d . st.ud~~-ts ·':~~~fotm~d- ·s ·i :g:n.ific;ri 
. ' . ' '· .,· · .. ·· . 
' .. · :: __ ~ ... · ~- · · pe'tter thart .students fr_om · England on ~he .ifte,raturi.-.~~~sur · - : . · · · · _ .. 
. ::~~b;e ~- --~ont~i~s .~he . -~~a~~·-, : s-~~-~:d_~,jd . d~viatlo-~s ·--and ·F~~al~e ·.· :_ ~:._ ·: ~ -· T 
' .. 
·· ... · . . . . .. . .. ;! . 
o{·the apove ·cornpar.isqn . ·~ . 
' ·' 
··. 
Find-ings--Newfoundland and New Zealand 
An analysis .·of v~ria_nce between Newfoundland and 
. ' , .. 
New Zealand perfornari'ces- on . inea!)u,res _·of wo;-d knqwledge·· . . 
. ·\ . ·> . .. 
' /-·· . 
I· . 
re~~aled an 'F.:-value .6f: ·.3.39. (p > .OS).. The rneari .for . 
• • • ' • • • • . • • ' ' ' 4 , • " • • :;: · • 
! . 
. ·-. 
. Newfound;l-?nd ~tudents ·w~s · ~6.3~ and·_: the-_ niean for N~~ . zeal~nd, .. 
. . ·. . . . .• s-. . . . , . . : . . ' . . .. ' 
' i 
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·stpdents was 12.8~. An F-value of 23.70 (p ~ .001) showed 
that .. the performa.nces of New.foundland students we:re supez:ior 
. " . . 
'· ... ' . 
. On measures of li .~eJ;_ature the mean for Newfoundland 
students was 10.72 and the ·tneq.n f_or: New Zea.land students · · · 
.  
'· ., . 
j . 
. :; 
. ' .. ~ 
~ . 
••' I .ij 
An F-value of 2.36 (p > .05)' ind~cated t:hat t~ere · :·:·:<· ·· .. . :~~ 
·. ~:. J 
Newfoundlang .students ·and New. Z·ealanq s 'tu¢le'I-Its. bn th.i.s 
: ~ . :¥ ·.~ .' 
. ~~ 
~' .l· > 
'· 
.. ·' · 
were no significant ·differences between .. perfarmances of : . 
. . . . . . . 
' ' ~ I • 
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._, 
from Newfouh~land scoJ::~d .si~nificantly :.higher than did. 
their_ .c;otu'lte~pa.rts fr.om the United ·state~ on .. measure'S of 
. . ; . . ,. . ..
l _iterature. c~mpar~Uons :·of test nisults .:can be ~e~n in 
. ·. ·T&,ble 4. 
·. 
'Surnrriary 
·. ~· · · .
.. ;·. · . 
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students was~.99. _ An F-val:ue of 5.57 (p (. :05) showed 
bh~t . Newfoundland perfor·mances were{significantly higher 
than the performances of students from England. 
141 
On measures of reading comprehension the mean for 
NE!wfoundland student~- was 14.58 and tht mean for English 
students was 10.63. An F-ratio of 79.31 (p < .001) indicated 
that Newfoundland performances were significantly higher 
J -
than those of students from England. 
Newfoundland student performances were also 
superior to "those of English performAnces on . the liuerature· 
·achievement measure. The mean for Newfoundlanq students 
'·• 
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was 11.10 and the mean for En91ish .students was 8. 24. : The 
F-ratio ·between these ~erformanc~s- was 47.80 (p <· • 001). 
Table 5 presents the means, standard deviations ~nd F-raties 
(' 
for these comparisons. 
Findings--Newfoundland and New ZealaDd 
On the corrected word knowledge measure the mean 
I 
\ ' for ~Newfoundland students was 26.48 and the mean .for,.... New 
Zealand students" was 27.13. An·F~ratio of 1.30 (p > · ~OS) 
indicated that 0th~re were no significant differences between 
performances on the word knowledge measure. 
. 1' ' . ', 
An ·F-ratio . o~ 20.78 (p < :·oan· between performances 
. . 
:--'---; · . 
of Newfoundland stu8erits and those of New Zealand students 
rndicated that Ne~foundlan~ perfor~ances were superior to 
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TABLE 5 
.., . 
· A Comparison of Subject Achievement:s 'for l~:...Year·-olds." in N·ewfoundland, England, 




















. 26 .. 4 8 5.40 
14. 58. 3.01 
11. .10 2.80 
Newfoundland 
Stucients . (N = 120) 
Mean so 




St\,;dents (N · = 120) 
Mean · SD 
26.48 5.40 
1"4. 58 3. 01 
1_1.10 2". 8() 
Eng~ish · Students 




. 8. 2"4 4.35 
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New ·zeal:and 




ro. 34 3.55 
American 




4.85 5. 39 
Note= _1 cWK c d f d K . 1 d 
· = orrecte score or Wor now e ge 
· . 
2
cREAb = Corrected score for Reading Comprehension ?eLI~ · ~- Corrected score for Literatur e 
*Significant oeyond .OS level 
**Signifi~ant beyond .01 level 
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The mean for Newfoundland students was 14.58 and the mean 
for New Zealand students was 12.90. 
On the measure for literature the mean for Newfoundland 
students was 11.10 and the mean for New Zealand students was 
10.34. An F-value of 4.87 (p L ~OS) demonstrated that 
'Newfoundland performances were significantly higher than 
those of theW counterparts in New Zealand. 
Findings--Newfoundland and the United States 
An F-value of 9. 05 (p < . • 01) between pe:r:form~nces 
of Newfoundland stud_ents and per~ormances of Ameri~an studeAts 
indicated· that the performances of the ·An\~rican ._ s.tudents 
wer.e ~ig~ific·~~tly ·:hi~he~.' than· t}:los.e of Newfoundland stud.ent,s ·. 
. . . .. . ' 
on the word kn~wledge measure. The .mean for Newfoundland 
. . 
stud.ents was 26.48 and the mean for ·.the 'American students 
wa!) 27 .'91. • 
'0 
On the reading comprehension measure the me~n for 
Newfoundland students was 14.58 and the mean for the American 
students was 6.52. An F-value of 1~9.97 ~~ < .001). indlcated 
that Newfoundland stpd¢nts scored significantly ·hig-~er · than 
students. froi\f· the United States· on this ·rneasu.:z;e. 
\ .On achievement in literature Newfoundland stUdents 
also ~cored significantly ~ett~~ ~han th~i~ counterparts in the 
1 Unite.d States. The F-ratio of 151.1}, (p o( • 001) dernonstrat~s 
this find~ng. The L'7n for. Newfoundla~d students was 1-1'.10 
.. and the .mean for American students was 4. 85 ., . Table 5 ·presents. 
.the above comparisons. 
\ 
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The major findings for the comparison of 14-year-
olds in Newfoundland, ~ngland, New Zealarid and the United 
States oh word knowledge, reading comprehension and' achieve-
I 
ment in literature were as follows: 1) Newfoundland scored 
d 
significantly higher than England on all measures; 2) there 
were no significant differences between Newfoundland 
performances and New Zealand performances on word knowleqge 
but Newfoundland performances were significantly higher 
. 
t.l)an t[\os.l of students f :rom .England on reading comprehension 
and achievement·. in l 'iterature, ·and 'J) students fr'oin the . 
' . . . 
United States -~cored higher ··than ' th;~e from Ne~foundl~hd · . 
. • ' • I ,I ' .~ ' 
·~ ! ' o~ the :word knowled9e measure but Newfotindi·and perf~J:"rnances · 
• ' ' I 
were signi:ti:cantly higher than those of ·students fr.om the 
United States on. ~easures of readi~g compr~hension and 
literature achievement. 
' \ 
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